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ATTENTION IJBRARIANS!! 
Important Russian Instrumentation Journals 
Available in Cover-to-Cover Translation 
These four scientific and engineering journals have been judged by 
professionals in the instrumentation field to he the outstanding Soviet 
publications in instrumentation .. 
Automation and Remote Control 
Monthly; mathematically oriented, emphasizing stability and opti-
mization of automatic control systems. 
Instruments and ~erimental Techniques 
Bi-monthly; devoted primarily to nuclear research and associated 
instrumentation. 
Measurement Techniques 
Monthly; covers measurement of physical variables plus test and 
calibration of measurement and recording instruments. 
Industrial Laboratory 
Monthly; devoted to methods of chemical analysis, physical investi· 
gation, and mechanical test. 
Subscr~ptions: 
ARC 
lET 
l\IT 
IL 
Combination 
Back Issues: 
u.s. 
$ 60.00 
40.00 
25.00 
45.00 
$153.00 
Other Countries 
$ 80.00 
55.00 
35.00 
60.00 
$207.00 
ARC: from 1957, except 1960 
lET: - from 1958, except 1961 
MT: from 1958 
IL: from 1958 
.Complete volumes of hack issues will .be sold at ·the same price as 
current volumes. 
S_ample copies .are available to librarians writing on organizational 
letterhead. 
Instmment Society of America, Department R3 
530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219 
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G. K. HALL & CO. PUBLICATIONS 
Dictionary Catalog if the Library 
if the 
BERNICE P~ BISHOP MUSEUM 
....--------------HONOLULU, HA W All-------
PRICE 
U.S .......................... ..... .... $5 50.00 
Outside U.S ........ .. .... ....... $605 .00 
W E ARE PRIVILEGED to publish the dictionary catalog of this out-standing collection. Miss Margaret Titcomb, Librarian of the 
Bishop Museum, has provided the following statement: 
Bishop Museum is the only American museum devoted entirely to the study of 
the Pacific region . Its library exists in order to provide facilities for this study. 
Early effort was confined chiefly to the area nearest Hawaii, and linked to it 
in culture: Polynesia. As studies resulted and were issued by Bishop Museum 
Press, the areas adjacent called for more clarification, so as to understand the 
network of relationships in culture and nature, the origin of plants, animals 
and man found in the Pacific, and the course and results of migration from 
one island to another. This took in Micronesia and Melanesia, and showed 
that some threads of relationship run into southeast Asia as well as far 
South America. 
The library attempts to keep pace with this spreading study. 
The collecting of books began when the Museum began in 1889. The founder, 
Charles R. Bishop, turned over his precious Pacific books, and the first director 
began studies at once, instead of being a curator only. Bishop Museum publi-
cations have been a rich source for exchange with institutions all over the 
world, but only those that have interests pertinent to the Pacific. Many fine 
runs of serials are owned because of these long-standing exchange agreements. 
A small but ever-increasing budget attempts to supply necessary books and 
other serials. 
A great many gifts have enriched the library. From early scientists and collec-
tors, such as William H. Pease and Andrew Garrett, from the fine volumes in 
the old Hawaiian Government Library, which included a deluxe copy of the 
U.S. Exploring Expedition, from many libraries of old residents, from trustees, 
such as George R. Carter, from innumerable friends of today and former times, 
there has come a wealth of precious volumes. 
Payment may be made in three 
equal annual installments . for an 
~ additional 5%. 
Reports of expeditions into the Pacific are virtually all present, innumerable 
comments of visitors, sprightly, such as those of Isabella Bird, or commonplace, 
such as some others, are valuable for their pictures of Hawaii through the 
years . There is a fair collection of laws of the old kingdom, a large collection 
of texts, missionary and other, in dialects of the Pacific. Because many journals 
are not needed in their entirety, the collection of the few pertinent articles has 
resulted in a large collection of separates, some 19,000, which are cataloged 
with as much attention as that accorded to books. Analytics are made of articles 
in the serial runs. No count of the books has been made of late; an estimate 
reaches about 27,000. 
As studies specialize on one area or another, geographic or scientific, attempts 
are made to fill existing gaps. 
l 
G. K. HALL & CO. 
70 LINCOLN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSEnS 0211 t 
Free catalog of publications 
on request 
The catalog is ~rranged in dictionary form and the Library of Congress system 
of cataloging has been used, perhaps with less faithfulness than is desirable, 
but the Pacific field was long neglected by the library systematists in former 
times. 
The 135,000 cards in this catalog have been reproduced by offset on 
Permalife paper with 21 cards per 10" x 14" page. The nine volumes 
are bound in Class A library binding. Supplements are planned and 
will be offered to subscribers as they become available. 
NEW REFERENCE 
Catalogs of the Department Library, U. S. Department of 
HEALTH, EDUCATION, and WELFARE 
W 0 RKS 
This library is unique in its holdings in the social sciences. In education, special strengths in-
clude historical materials, textbooks and foreign titles; social welfare items date back to the 
early history of public relief in the U. S.; and the sizeable. law collection includes legislative 
histories pertaining to bills on social welfare, health and education. Catalog entries are ar-
ranged alphabetically as nearly as possible. 
Author/ Title Catalog 
Pre publication price: 
Estimated 500,000 cards, 29 volumes 
$1550.00/ after January 31, 1966: $1930.00 
Estimated 350,000 cards, 20 volumes Subject Catalog 
Prepublication price: $975.00,- after January 31, 1966: $1220.00 
CUMULATIVE AUTHOR INDEX to 
Psychological Index, 1894-1935 and 
Psychological Abstracts, 1927-1958 
Prepared and maintained in the Psychology Library of Columbia University, this unique index 
represents the bibliography of nearly every psychologist during a 65-year period. 
320,000 entries, 5 volumes Price: $295.00 ~ 
Cumulative Author Index to 
Psychological Abstracts 
FIRST SUPPLEME.NT, 1959-1963 1 
Prepared in the Columbia University Psychology Library. 
43,100 entries, 1 volume _Price: $90.00 
CUMULATED SUBJECT INDEX to 
Psychological Abstracts, 1927-1960 ·J 
. In this cumulation, ~ade by G: K. J:Iall & Co., subject indexes of 34 volumes of Psychological 
Abstracts have been mterfiled m a smgle alphabet. · 
2 volumes Price: $650.00 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U. S. '14-
Descripti'Ye material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications 1 
are a•ailable on reque<t. ~ 
G. K. HALL ~ CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass. 02111 J 
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When it comes to multi-tier stack 
... you'll do well to call on Aetna, producers of AETNASTAK Steel 
Library Equipment, a company with a 60-year background in the fab-
rication and installation of products for building interiors*. 
For detailed information on AETNASTAK Multi-tier 
Library Bookstack, write Department CRL 
AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N.Y. 
t AETNASTAK I the new standard of excellence in library equipment. 
*Other Aetna products: Aetnawall Steel Partitioning Systems, Aetnapak Steel Doors and Door 
Frames, Aetna Marine Furniture and Casework. 
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Ambitious West Chester State College 
built one of America's finest colle.ct.ion~s 
of English literature and Americana. 
For peanuts. 
In 1962, when Pennsylvania's West 
Chester State College added a full lib-
eral arts curriculum to its teacher train-
ing program, tremendous additions 
had to be made to its library. 
West Chester State College, of 
course, was not one of the huge, heavily-
endowed schools.Money may have been 
limited, but apparently initiative and 
imagination weren't. 
For no more than what some of our 
giant university libraries spend on read-
ing room furniture, this ambitious col-
lege is acquiring a priceless, permanent 
collection. On microfilm. From Univer-
sity Microfilms Incorporated. 
Today, West Chester has an Early 
English Collection(circa 1475 to 1700) 
that includes over 80% of the titles in 
Pollard & Redgrave and a rapidly grow-
ing list from the Wing catalog. 
They have most of the American 
Culture series, beginning with the "Co-
lumbus Letter" of 1493 and including 
over 6000 books published through 1876. 
And each year they are receiving 
200,000 additional pages, microfilmed 
from actual manuscripts or the most 
valuable available editions. 
The cost of acquiring all these rare 
works in their original form is unthink-
able ... for any institution. Yet, every 
West Chester student can have any of 
them at his fingertips, in minutes. 
Which is one reason why the num-
ber of liberal arts majors at West 
Chester is growing so rapidly. And they 
can keep up an ambitious program. 
University Microfilms Incorporat-
ed actually offers many. such services 
to schools, colleges and universities. 
Early English and American periodi-
cals, "out-of-print" books, Russian and 
Chinese language books, important doc-
toral dissertations. Altogether, over 
500,000 volumes listed in our compre-
hensive catalogs. Send for them. They 
are free and you'll see just how inexpen-
sive ambitious projects can be. 
-------------------------------------UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, INC. 
313 N. FIRST STREET, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 
Gentlemen: Please send me your comprehen-
sive catalogs of Microfilm services. 
NAME ________________________ _ 
ADDRESS ______________________ _ 
CITY ________________________ _ 
STATE------------------------
I!&tltJ!t University Microfilms, Inc. 
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ELLSWORTH MASON 
The Heinecke Siamese Twins: 
An Objective Review of Yale's New Rare Book Library Building.1 
In several respects Yale's Beinecke library lacked the benefits of the 
best planning procedures. Although the site was esthetically a difficult 
one to fill, the building does so quite well. The exhibition portion of 
the building which rises above ground level, the reading room, and 
the sunken sculpture court succeed nicely in accomplishing their re-
spective functions. All, however, is not ay clearly conceived in the 
mu~ larger library section below grade/Access)$ not good; some of 
the lighting is poor; the impression made by the fechnical services area 
is harsh. Some of these difficulties could have been eliminated if better 
communication existed between architects and librarians. 
ANYONE would be morally offended to 
read the review of a book by the au-
thor himself, but we accept without 
question the account of a new library 
building by the librarian who planned 
it, . the very person totally unequipped 
to give it any objective review. For he 
has moved out of a rat's nest into spa-
cious quarters, which would seem grand 
no matter what they were, he is under 
heavy pressure from his university to 
get this prime piece of public relations 
on the road, there often is a kindly donor 
of the building pleased as punch in the 
background, and the building itself is 
the librarian's baby. Consequently, the 
effervescent flow of bland reviews of 
buildings (just run through an architec-
tural issue of L]), all of which say that 
they incorporate in the highest possible 
degree all the successful elements, de-
scribed in cliches, of the totally good 
building. 
Dr. Mason is Director of Library Services, 
Hofstra University, Hempstead, Long Is-
~n~ . 
The simple fact is that only a few 
good academic library buildings have 
been built since the war, and many of 
these are defective in important aspects, 
such as lighting. This article aspires to 
inaugurate a series of objective reviews 
of the most important recent academic 
library buildings, which should be writ-
ten by consultants completely uncon-
nected with them.2 The purpose of such 
1 This review has involved an analysis of the pub-
Hshed accounts of the building, prolonged study of 
final floor and furniture layout plans, interviews 
with Richard Kates of Jaros, Baum, and Bolles (the 
building's mechanical engineers), and Morris Zelkowitz 
(team captain on this job for Skidmore, Owings, and 
Merrill). In addition I spent two days in New Haven 
for a careful study of the building's details, and ex-
tensive conversation with Herman Liebert (librarian 
of the Heinecke library), John Ottemiller (Yale's 
associate university librarian), and Kenneth Nesheim 
(assistant librarian of the Heinecke library). I thank 
all these men for their patient answers to my probing. 
They may not be surprised to know that their in-
formation did not always jibe, and that I have had to 
evaluate the evidence available. 
2 The Heinecke rare book and manuscript library 
was chosen for its inherent significance as a model, 
and because the writer became conversant with the 
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill style while planning 
the Colorado College library with their Chicago office. 
The main features of the Colorado College library 
are clearly related to those of the Heinecke library, 
although Walter Netsch of the Chicago office stoutly 
denies it. 
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articles should be to delineate the char-
acter of each building sensitively, pro 
·and con, and conclude what we can 
learn to use and not to use from it. 
THE PLANNING 
l The Beinecke library was not planned 
under the best of circumstances. It had 
an open-ended budget, with no firm 
upper limit of expenditure stated to the 
architects. This is a situation tailored for 
Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, whose 
New York office is noted for expensive 
architecture, and it is exactly the same 
kind of financial situation that called 
forth the architectural extravagances of 
Yale's Sterling memorial library at the 
end of the '20s, while Rome burned. It · 
led directly to some of this building's 
flaws, and better results could have been 
achieved by setting a large but firm 
budget. \ 
In the second place, the librarian of 
the Beinecke library had not been ap-
pointed when the planning began, and 
was not appointed for about six months 
thereafter. This placed Herman Liebert, 
the logical candidate and the man who 
knew the dynamics of the operation, in 
a tangential position, whereas he should 
have been in a more central position of 
strength and authority from the begin-
ning. \ 
In the third place, there was no de-
tailed program for the building. The 
.Beinecke library was a radical departure 
for Yale in that it fused, for the first time, 
its special collections, each of which has 
its own curator, with the rare book 
. room. Yet the components of this build-
ing were not defined in detail and the 
dynamics of the operation it would 
house were not completely delineated 
in a written program before the project 
was handed to the architects. As a result 
the present dynamics of the Beinecke 
library have been, to a certain extent, 
determined by Skidmore, Owings, and 
Merrill, which is not entirely to the 
good, as will be seen. 
Finally, the University should have 
used a library building consultant, and a 
lighting consultant in the planning. John 
Ottemiller was central in the university's 
negotiations with the architects, and 
there is no question that he was respon-
sible for some fine things in the building. 
But in negotiating with an architectural 
firm that has an unshakeable reputation 
for dictating to its clients, a library build-
ing consultant of broad experience would 
have helped considerably, and he cer-
tainly would have insisted on a written 
program.3 
The lighting shortcomings in this 
building, where they occur, are naive 
and predictable. Yale had on the faculty 
of its school of drama one of the greatest 
experts on lighting in the country, Stan-
ley McCandless, but he was not con-
sulted on the lighting plans of this build-
ing, or any of the recent Yale buildings.4 
THE SITE 
The Beinecke library was built on the 
southwest corner of Hewitt Quadrangle, 
on the last piece of uncommitted ground 
at the center of the University. On the 
northwest corner of the quadrangle, with 
its back to Beinecke, is a small, heavy, 
windowless imitation Greek temple built 
of white marble blocks, now consider-
ably weathered. On the far side of the 
8 There is a tendency at Yale to think of written 
programs and library building consultants as in-
flexible elements that hamper creative architect s and 
produce unsuccessful buildings, rather than indispens -
ible g uides through a dark wood. My own experience 
indicates that library buildings fail most often be-
cause architects have a tendency to conceive of (as 
they talk of) buildings as spatial sculptures rather 
than spatial functions, and this often leads to build-
ing from the outside in, despite pious protestations 
to the contrary. It's a rare architect who knows 
how a library works, and the best buildings have 
resulted from a strong interaction between the special 
talents of the librarian and the special talents of the 
architect. On this job the imbalance was much too 
heavily in favor of SOM. 
4 The stack lighting in the library section of the 
new Yale art school, half a block from McCandless' 
office, designed by Paul Rudolph, is simply incredible. 
It is formed of incandescent spotlight bulbs screwed 
into exposed conduit runs mounted slightly above 
head height in the middle of the aisles. The resultant 
glare is eye-shattering, and the heat is immediately 
disturbing even on a cool day. The arrogant disdain 
of architects for the basic principles of good lighting 
would require a four-volume commentary. 
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building are large bronze doors. Both 
the marble and the bronze carried over 
to the Beinecke library. 5 
Just east of this building is the Uni-
versity Commons, an enormous rectan-
gular structure that flanks the entire 
northside of the quadrangle with a porti-
co behind a dozen huge Corinthian 
columns, whose acanthus leaves on their 
capitals are discreetly covered with 
chicken wire, to avert the pigeon scat 
(the wire is not visible from the south 
entrance of Beinecke) . 
On the northeast corner is Memorial 
Hall, a rotunda whose copper dome, 
heavily green with sulfation, looms high 
over the quadrangle. Running south at 
right angles from Memorial is Yale's 
largest auditorium, Woolsey Hall, a lime-
stone building pierced on the face op-
posite Beinecke with five huge Roman-
esque windows. On the southeast corner 
of the quadrangle is Woodbridge Hall, 
the administration building, a smaller, 
squat, two-story limestone building. 
Across the street south of the Beinecke 
library is Berkeley College, a residence 
hall in cottage Gothic style, of light 
brown fieldstone, whose five stories in-
corporate feeble attempts at buttresses, 
parapets, and leaded windows, to con-
form to academic respectability in the 
early '30s. Just across the street west of 
Beinecke is a facade of the law school, 
whose light brown fieldstone lower level 
is topped by a red brick inset wall 
pierced, between buttresses, with elab-
orately ornate Gothic windows that cul-
minate above in a series of knobbed 
shafts and two gingerbready Gothic 
towers at the ends of the building. 
And across the street, on the diagonal 
to the southwest, is Sterling memorial 
library, whose window-slotted, but-
tressed stack rises thirteen stories to a 
series of medieval towers (the nearest 
topped by a weathercock), and whose 
5 The decision to use marble came late in the build-
in g 's development, after Gor don Bunshaft's global 
search for onyx slabs of the proper size failed. 
awesome Gothic mass could be ignored 
only with peril. 
Commons and Woolsey Hall, which 
dominate the quadrangle, are strong 
buildings, with a feeling of quiet dignity 
enhanced by the names of great World 
War I battles incised in the frieze, a 
fifteen-foot high cenotaph to that war's 
dead in front of the portico, and a forty-
foot memorial flagpole of painted 
bronze. Into these grounds an interloper 
dared not enter lightly. The 200' x 350' 
quadrangle between the buildings was 
paved entirely with cobblestones, round-
ly cursed in slippery weather by genera-
tions of students, since this is one of 
the main walkways between dormitories 
and classrooms.6 
For an architect who works in a mod-
ern style, the site could not have been 
more incongruous, but the most obvious 
thing about the building at first glance is 
that it has coped with the site problem 
brilliantly, and Hewitt Quadrangle has 
never looked so good. The building had 
to be oriented north-south, and the size 
of its head (that portion visible above 
the quadrangle, which is less than half 
of the building) has been held to the 
right proportions to balance nicely the 
other buildings in the quadrangle, both 
in its height and its facade. 
The use of marble facings and the 
simplicity of its form provide enough 
suggestion of the classical style to make 
it consonant with the buildings on the 
quadrangle, while the sharply cut, grey 
granite frames around the marble, which 
rise to a pointed boss where the frames 
meet, provide strong jagged lines across 
the face of the building and at its corners 
that relate it to the surrounding Gothic. 
In addition, the .provision of a sunken 
court has added interest to the quad-
6 There is an excellent photograph of the building 
in its eclectic setting on page [122] of the April 
1964, Yale University L ibrary Gazette (XXXVIII, 4), 
which can be found in any substantial library or 
bought from the Beinecke library for seventy-five 
cents. The same photograph, less successfully repro-
duced, appears on page 140 of the .June 1964. 
Architectural R ecord ( CXXXV, 7), 
v 
L 
v 
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rangle, which has been raised to side-
walk level and paved entirely to the edge 
of every building with the same warm 
grey granite used in the Beinecke library 
facing frames, with the result that the 
whole quadrangle is brought together 
in an unusual way.7 And there is no 
question that the building sustains the 
memorial tone of the quadrangle. 
THE CoNCEPT 
As indicated, the architects were re-
stricted by the existing quadrangle in 
how large a building they could mass 
at this location, and the Beinecke library 
runs to something like 112,000 square 
feet. 8 They also faced the problem of 
excluding sun from the building, to pro-
tect fine books. This is difficult to do if 
any windows are used at all, but the 
mass of a building is exaggerated if it 
lacks windows. In addition, they had to 
provide delicate temperature and hu-
midity controls for preservation of the 
books, which are extremely difficult to 
maintain in a building with exposed 
walls. Both the window and the control 
problems could best be solved by bury-
ing the library, and this they did; the 
library proper is entirely under ground. 
They also planned a second building, 
connected to the library by stairways, 
which is not a library at all but a grand 
and elaborate exhibition case faced with 
marble, with a glass wall on the main 
level, inset under the head far enough 
so that the sun never gets in, and a 
fifty-foot ceiling. This is the building 
visible above ground. It does its job in 
7 In a prime example of abstract expressionism in 
words, which we could do without in architectural 
criticism, Vincent Scully states, " All these sur-
rounding buildings are effectively swept out of 
existence by the Beinecke rare book library . . ." 
(Saturday R eview, May 23, 1964, page 28). Exactly 
the opposite is true ; the quadrangle now feels close-
knit. 
8 This figure was suppliel by Mr. Zelkowitz, but in 
the Beinecke library most of the computations gen-
erally applied to the comparison of buildings have 
no meaning. Square footage is one of them, because 
although the square footage of the head is small its 
fifty-foot ceiling makes the corresponding cubic foot-
age enormous . 
a remarkably impressive way, as is 
shown by the usual photographs of the 
interior of the head. 9 Entering from the 
east through a revolving door, which is 1 
required at times, you are confronted 
with a glass-enclosed vault 35' x 60' that 
rises six stories in the center of the build-
ing on tier-built stacks until it touches 
and helps to support the roof. Facing 
out in a hollow square of stacks on all 
six levels, on all four sides of the vault 
is a major part of Yale's rare book collec~ 
tion, an admirable sight. 
The books are lighted on each level by 
small incandescent lights on the ceiling 
edge of the glass wall, shielded from 
the public so that the lighted books 
command the view. The surrounding 
area is lit by down-lights mounted in 
the ceiling some forty feet above the 
mezzanine level, and these are kept de-
liberately low so that, in contrast with its 
gentle gloom, the vault is more spec-
tacularly dramatic. Downstairs on the 
main floor, where some daylight comes 
in through the glass wall, are very long 
flat exhibition-cases flanking the vault on 
the north and south. The main floor is 
granite. 
The vault can be approached from a 
mezzanine level ten feet above the main 
floor, separated from it by a three-foot 
gap. At the head of the stairs leading up 
north and south are large upright book-
cases, brilliantly lit, with a curved glass 
front, and from the north and south en-
trances on the main floor, they give the 
illusion of presenting books out in the 
open-real rare books-which gave me 
a great feeling of warmth when I first 
entered the building last February. 
Against the east and west walls of the 
mezzanine are a row of nine specially 
designed bronze exhibition cases (which 
will be discussed later) containing on 1 
long-term exhibition some of the greatest 
rarities in manuscript and print of the 
eastern and western world. Again, the 
9 See the photograph on p. [145] of the April 
1964, Yale University Library Gazette. 
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bright light of the cases divides the 
dark air (Dante's phrase, and Joyce's), 
and strikes through their glass backs 
to the marble facing panels framed in 
granite, which, at a distance of four 
feet, are quite magnificent. 
These panels are of white Montclair 
Danby marble with a soft drift of gray 
running through it in streaks on the 
diagonal, a beautiful stone cut with rare 
craftsmanship. The panels are hexagon-
alized, the lines pulling out slightly to 
a point from what would otherwise be a 
square face, measuring eight feet eight 
inches from point to point, in both direc-
tions. These are framed in warm grey 
granite crosses, which taper out from 
the boss to the end of the arms, raise to a 
high point at the boss, and are cut on 
a sharp angle from the center to the 
edge of the arm.10 Measuring eight feet 
eight inches in both directions, they are 
so arranged that each panel is held in 
place by two arms of each of four 
crosses. Up close, this arrangement is 
most impressive. When the sun strikes 
the panels from the outside, the marble 
glows a warm brown yellow, and the 
grey streaks dark brown. This effect is 
most spectacular at a distance, from 
the main floor. 
On the mezzanine are two large 
bronze cases specially designed to ex-
hibit permanently the Gutenberg Bible 
·and an elephant folio Audubon. On the 
north and south ends of the mezzanine 
are carpeted lounge areas with chairs 
·and divans, and an eight-foot diameter 
·single-pedestal table of Italian burled 
·olive, its dark beauty completely ' lost 
oin the dim light.11 The ceiling is coffered, 
'With a dark spot in the center (which 
is actually its light) and a dark relief 
to These crosses are derived from those in the 
screen wall of the Banque Lambert, Brussels, designed 
by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in precast concrete. 
11 I brought back a flashlight to look at it. This 
wood is richly magnificent in both grain and color, 
and it is a pity that the two desks made of it, in other 
parts of the library where they can be seen, are 
covered with plate glass to avoid scratches, which 
effectively destroys their beauty. 
·around the edge through which the 
·ventilation is supplied. But the ceiling 
·and the seating areas are not very no-
ticeable. The central glass vault holds 
the center of attention, with the exhibi-
tion cases against the walls as satellites, 
and behind these cases the grandeur of 
the marble facings and granite frames. 
This entire building, as I have stated, 
is an exhibition case, magnificent in a 
style that would have pleased Lorenzo, 
brilliantly original, and most striking out-
side and in. The architects have reason 
to be pleased with their creation. It is 
by no means clear, however, that the 
University entirely approves of it, be-
cause by its very nature it sets major 
policy that is not completely in accord 
with the academic and library communi-
ty and the general tone of the Yale 
campus. It is a showcase, a prime piece 1 
of public relations, a bijou in a bowl, 
to be visited by the curious and the idle I 
whether or not they are interested in 
books or things of the mind. In short, ;;· 
a kind of bibliographical zoo, with the 
prime animals eternally on show, no 
matter how tired they may get, and no 
matter how their keepers may fret. 
Against this should be stated that the 
excellent and commodious long exhibi-
tion cases on the main floor are designed 
for exhibitions to coordinate with the 
instruction of courses in the undergrad-
uate schools, that there is some hope that 
a few of the throngs who come to peer 
will be touched, and that the impressive 
style of the entire building may well lead 
collectors to choo·se this library to house 
their treasures. While this building 
leaves many unhappy, the architects' 
concept of the exhibition head and the 
buried library is clearly defensible. 
THE LIBRARY 
While the exhibition head measures 
88' x 131' at its outer walls, the library 
proper measures 188' x 160' and is com-
prised of two high-ceilinged stories, 
flanked on the south side by a three-tier 
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stack.12 It is therefore much more than 
twice as large as the building above, 
and its mass has been skillfully con-
cealed by burying it. 
Unfortunately, it is connected to the 
upper building in a way that makes it 
impossible to control incoming traffic 
(and sightseers are not invited here). 
The stairs begin about eight feet inside 
of the north and south entrances and at 
just a slight angle to them, so they have 
a tendency to draw people down, to land 
through glass doors about half way be-
tween a twenty-seven foot long circula-
tion desk (generally manned by one 
attendant) and the reading room. It is 
possible· to come out of the stairway 
fifteen feet from the desk, take a quick 
turn to the left or right, and be shielded 
from view by the staircase to go med-
dling down the corridor into the cur a-
tors' offices, which are often open, emp-
ty, and full of treasures. While I am sure 
that people inspecting · the Saarinen 
hocky rink also cause difficulties, this 
arrangement is especially distasteful to 
bibliophiles, who insist that rare book 
libraries are for scholars, and rare book 
librarians should not have to pop up and 
down as inspectors. It is impossible to 
keep the casual or the curious from com-
ing down to this level, which surely 
could have been planned if the building 
had been programmed. 
This floor, which is carpeted in a 
pleasant textured apricot color,13 is di-
vided into two areas by the lobby at the 
foot of the stairs. To the west are a 
card catalog room, the processing room 
(behind the circulation desk), and a 
utilitarian cluster composed of a coat-
hanger-corridor, rest rooms, lounge, and 
kitchen. 
12 A large L-shaped expansion area was built under 
t he quadrangle as a shell large enough to contain 
triple stack-tiers on the north and west sides of the 
Beinecke library proper, for the law school library, 
which is connected to this area by a tunnel, but it 
was not in the Beinecke budget and is not included 
in these measurements. I should mention that the 
Beinecke library is also connected to the Sterling 
memorial library by a tunnel. 
13 All right, you describe that color. 
The card catalog room is pleasantly 
panelled in teak, with teak bookshelves 
on all walls holding the reference col-
lection. The catalogs are teak, with eb-
onized drawer faces and bronze drawer 
pulls and bases. The wall edges and the 
bookcase sections are set off by dark 
inset relief strips, a handmark of SOM. 
Th,e feeling is one of dignified, hand-
some, lavish simplicity.14 The eight-and-
a-half foot ceiling is mounted with down-
lights, which at this height .are unplea-
sant and offend the eye in certain loca-
tions at the tables. They are hot, even 
with .air conditioning, and only supply 
thirty to fifty foot-candles of illumina-
tion. 
This room connects, through a small 
corridor, with the technical processing 
room, which lies behind the circulation 
desk, and is a commodious but unpleas-
ant room. There is a generous amount 
of shelving on the walls, room for a 
dozen standard desks, four large tables, 
a sink, wall-built bars, and the like, but 
the room's 1,650 square feet of floor 
space, completely internal, unrelieved in 
any way, is the only part of this floor 
left uncarpeted (except the small kitchen 
and the rest rooms). This parsimony in 
a palace not only deprives the room of 
a pleasant feeling of comfort, but the 
light tile floor also compounds the eye-
blinding glare of the lighting, which is 
very intense but of very poor quality. 
The glare from the ceiling and floor 
reverberates from the white walls be-
hind the stacks, which, for the most 
part, are not filled with books. 
Built into the corner of this room, im-
mediately behind the circulation desk, 
is the assistant librarian's office, which 
involves the same difficulties of feeling, 
for similar reasons, as the processing 
room. But it is not so intense because 
the room is smaller, and the librarian 
who occupies it keeps the lighting at its 
lowest intensity and supplements it with 
14 There is a photograph of this room on p. [147] 
of the April 1964 Yale University Library Gazette. 
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a desk lamp (though the overhead lights 
can produce 120 foot-candles). On the 
east wall is a huge white enamel panel 
filled with impressive dials, which indi-
cate undue changes in humidity and 
temperature in all zones · of the library, 
the opening of doors, and fire hazard, by 
Hashing red lights. A much more com-
plex and sensitive panel board in the 
mechanical area downstairs, which re-
cords the conditions in e~ery zone of the 
library, is the basis for action by the 
maintenance crew.15 
The other half of this floor, to the east 
of the stairs in the lobby, is composed 
of the reading room and the curators' 
offices, which look out from a hollow 
square through glass walls into the 
sculpture court. The reading room is 
completely successful in feeling. Thirty-
six by seventy-eight feet, its size is 
disguised by the glass walls that enclose 
it on both of the long sides. It is car-
peted, and contains a dozen four-by-six 
reading tables, each equipped with ad-
justable book stands over which are laid 
two flexible cloth tube weights (filled 
with lead shot), the most practical de-
vice ever invented for keeping a book 
open. The tables are handsome in teak. 
The four surrounding chairs ( Thonet, 
designed by Marcel Breuer) covered in 
black naugahyde, with chrome frames, 
match them well.16 On the end walls are 
six 30" x 72" tables with slanted tops, 
with a single chair at each. At each end 
of the central seating group are low, 
marble-topped bookcases 26' long, which 
1 5 Even in the mechanical room of the Beinecke 
rare book and manuscript library, the panel board 
should not spell Gutenberg with two "t"s, which it 
does. 
16 A study of this building shows the limitations of 
two materials. Teak is at its best in small pieces. 
These tables, and the teak desks used in the offices, 
are quite handsome, but the mass in which it is used 
in the card catalog room makes it appear a little 
weak (although that room on the whole is pleasant). 
On the other hand, polished chrome goes well with 
such textures as plastic, but is aggressive and hard 
when used in the frames of the teak desks. None of 
the commonly used metals- polished chrome, brushed 
chrome, aluminum, or stainless steel- goes really well 
with a wide variety of excellent surface textures now 
available in furnishings, and it is often preferable 
to use enameled steel in a harmonious color. 
are quite handsome, if not of much use. 
The lighting in this room is as excel-
lent as that in the processing room is 
bad, and a comparison of the two 
throws a great deal of evidence on what 
makes for good quality in lighting. Ex-
cept for the edges of the room, which 
are mounted (I can't say lit) with down-
lights, this room has a luminous ceiling, 
which is to say that it is almost com-
pletely covered with light. Illumination 
is provided by a combination of fluores-
cent and incandescent lights above a 
milk plastic sheet diffuser, and while 
milk plastic diffusers of considerable size 
are quite offensive to the eye, these are 
covered with an egg-crate louver com-
posed of 6" squares 4" deep, made of 
teak, which is quite handsome and puts 
the plastic out of sight. The lighting in 
this room is about 120 foot-candles, but 
of very high quality, and habitues of 
the room informed me that it does not 
tire the eyes during an ali-day session. 
Through the inner glass wall is the sculp- \ 
ture court, and a more pleasant and use-
ful reading room would be hard to 
find. 17 Its one defect is that the feeling } 
is achieved partly at the expense of the 
security of the materials used in the 
room. 
After proper identification at the cir-
culation desk, the reader is instructed to 
put his coat and briefcase, everything 
except his immediate working materials, 
in the coatroom-corridor near the desk, 
and the book is then brought for him 
from the stacks by a page. He is then 
directed to use it in the reading room, 
whose entrance is straight across from 
the circulation desk, at a distance of 
twenty feet, and in the far corner of the 
room he can be seventy feet away from 
the circulation librarian. The use of pens 
17 A photograph of this room is in the April 1964 
Yale University Library Gazette, p. [146]. With the 
irony that invades human affairs, the students who 
use this library are so highly motivated that they 
would wade through seas of blood to reach its trea-
sures, and do not need to be lured in. Given the Yale 
collections, the occupancy of this room would prob-
ably be the same if it were furnished with bales of 
gunny sacks. 
I 
··. 
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is prohibited, but this is a somewhat dif-
ficult restriction to enforce at this dis-
tance. If the reader is bent on mutila-
tion and feels inhibited by the glass 
walls and the glass panels that look into 
the room from the librarian's office and 
the conference room on the south wall, 
he can go into the small typing or micro-
film reading rooms that open off the 
north end of the reading room and slash 
in a corner completely protected by a 
solid wall. 
In addition to the typing room at the 
north end, there is a microfilm reading 
room, each containing five stations. A 
means has not yet been devised for hold-
ing typing copy, particularly large and 
heavy books, in the proper location for 
copying and yet close enough to the 
typewriter so that it is easy to read copy. 
The special bars in this room are no 
more or less successful than most others. 
While one of these rooms calls for dark-
ness and the other for very good light, 
the lighting is the same in both rooms-
very poor. The ceilings contain down-
lights, which seem to be a disease with 
architects, and the intensity at the typ-
ing desks ranges from thirty to forty 
foot-candles of very poor quality light, 
in this case not due to glare but to lack 
of diffusion and too few fixtures. 18 
The other three sides of the sculpture 
court contain two secretarial alcoves, 
which open directly (without a wall) 
into the corridor, the curators' offices, 
and three seminar rooms, one of which 
has been assigned to their Hinman col-
18 Down-lights are round, incandescent lights mount-
ed flush or slightly recessed in the ceiling. They 
sometimes have a lens (these do) and sometimes an 
ornamental grill. Architects love them, because they 
think they are romantic, like little stars in the sky. 
To get this effect, they have to be distributed wide 
apart, and although they are not spotlights, they 
throw a cone of light that covers no greater an area 
than a spotlight. To get any good coverage in a 
room. the ceiling must be saturated with them, and 
even then, they do not diffuse light evenly. When 
architects are afflicted with downlightis, which is of-
ten, they use them to paint with, not to illuminate, 
to twinkle or "punch holes through the air," as 
one put it to me. So we get twinkles and punches, 
but no good light, and they throw horrible face 
shadows. 
lating machine. All of these rooms are 
pleasant, handsomely furnished, and 
poorly lit with down-lights.19 In two 
rooms, a column lands in an awkward 
location, and unfortunately one of these 
is the office of the librarian. The court 
which opens to the sky, is deep enough 
so that sun is not a problem, and the 
window walls are equipped with louver-
curtains that pivot closed, and draw 
aside when not in use. Those who have 
worked in an office with a window wall 
know how very pleasant it feels. 
The corridor surrounding the offices is 
lit with down-lights, which make no par-
ticular difference here. They paint the 
ceiling pleasantly with a row of light 
circles and give enough illumination for 
walking. At the extreme east of this floor 
is a wall 116' long covered with glass-
enclosed teak bookshelves which are 
good looking, very convenient, and ex-
tremely _useful to the curators.20 
THE ScULPTURE CoURT V 
The court serves as a light well for 
those working on the library floor (ex-
cept the processing staff), and contrib-
utes to the pleasant feeling that prevails 
on this floor. 21 Isamu Noguchi designed 
the court, which is paved with white 
Imperial Danby marble edged with a 
granite curb. The paving is cut by a 
pleasing design of arcs and partial cir-
cles which move out from three large, 
geometrically designed sculptured forms 
of the same marble-"a 'Sun' symbolizing 
19 A photograph of a curator's office, shot through 
the window wall, appears on p. [148] of the April 
1964 Yale University Library Gazette. 
20 The teak shelves in these cases and in the card 
catalog room are hung on round metal pegs slipped 
into holes drilled into the siding. This ancient de-
vice has been updated in the twentieth century by 
equipping the peg with screw threads, thereby in-
creasing· its efficiency in gouging out the siding. Al-
ready, six months after installation, these pegs when 
removed drop loose sawdust. After twenty years, 
especially at heavily loaded ·shelves, railroad spikes 
can be slipped into the holes. Since adjustable strip 
shelf hangers are now available with wooden covers 
that conceal the metal almost entirely, this is in-
excusable. 
21 Sterling memorial library has two such light 
wells, one of them in a lovely court, which are 
probably the ancestors of the sculpture court. 
r 
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cosmic energy, a 'Pyramid' symbolizing 
the geometry of the earth, and a 'Cube' 
symbolizing chance."22 The symbolism is 
by no means imbedded in these forms, 
but they nevertheless are pleasingly in-
tellectual, simple, and geometrical, thus 
harmonizing nicely with the feeling of 
the head. The architects have said that 
they avoided landscaping to prevent the 
retention of water that might seep into 
the stacks directly below the court, but 
since the ceiling of these stacks had to 
be penetrated in three places to provide 
water run-off from the curb drains and 
to provide a separate column to support 
the twelve-ton weight of Noguchi's Sun, 
we wonder if the hazard is not as great. 
THE STACKS 
Viewed from the east in cross-section, 
. this underground building is composed 
of a south three-floor tier-built stack 
separated by an internal wall from a 
north two-floor unit comprising the li-
brary floor and the stack directly be-
low it, which has an 11' ceiling and is 
separated into three sections by cement 
brick walls and fireproof doors. This jux-
taposition of two and three stories vio-
lates the AlA-ALA award committee's 
remarks about the "pristine simplicity" 
of this building and makes for awkward 
movement from the circulation desk to 
the tier-built stacks. In a rare book li-
brary that does not receive heavy use, 
this is no great drawback. 
Burying the stacks simplified most of 
the problems of protecting the books 
from hazards. It immediately eliminated 
danger from hurricanes and lightning, 
and made the problem of heat and hu-
midity control much easier.23 In addi-
22 Yale University Library Gazette, April 1964, p. 
129. The old grads have wielded their heavy-handed 
irony on the Noguchi sculptures in the correspondence 
columns of the Yale Alumni Magazine. 
23 It would have been necessary to provide heavy 
insulation on the outer walls if they had been above 
ground, to ·prevent dripping at 50 per cent humidity 
in a New England winter. The stacks, both here 
and in the glass vault, are kept at a constant 70° 
temperature and 50 per cent humidity. The mechan-
ical engineers claim that they can hold the system 
tion, it simplified the construction prob-
lem by placing all the weight of the 
books on the floor slab, instead of on 
weight-bearing floors. 
The fire control problem is no easier 
in this building than in an above-ground 
building, but it has been solved in arl in-
teresting way, by providing a Cardox 
system for flooding each of five zones 
with carbon dioxide on call from ·sen-
sitive heat and smoke detection units 
placed throughout the stacks. When the 
units signal, a bell rings as warning to 
clear the stacks, and the system then 
prepares to discharge. As soon as some-
one presses a release button, the zone is 
sent a charge of carbon dioxide, heavy 
enough to prevent combustion, from a 
great tank in the mechanical area, where 
it is stored under heavy pressure. 
The system contains enough carbon 
dioxide to provide two full charges (pre-
sumably they would be in two different 
zones), and still have enough gas left 
for a couple of small charges. While the 
manufacturers designed the system to re-
lease the charge automatically two min-
utes after the bell rings, the Yale au-
thorities have wisely bypassed the au-
tomatic discharge, because they know 
that people in a hurry sometimes trip, 
and that the ice crystals formed in a 
C02 discharge would harm the books 
when they melt. The system therefore 
will be discharged only after a human 
agent has looked to see that the stacks 
are clear and the fire large enough to 
require it. 
The one hazard that has probably 
, been increased by placing the stacks L 
underground is the moisture problem, 
to within 2° of this temperature and 5 per cent of 
this humidity, but I have long since come to doubt 
the claims of ventilation engineers, because I have 
never seen any modern building that is uniformly 
comfortable in warm, cold, and intermediate weather. 
All areas of the stacks in the Beinecke library, in-
cluding the glass vault, feel good as you pass through 
them, and if the engineers can hold to within s• of 
the temperature, and 10 per cent of the humidity 
the books will be more than well preserved. The 
elaborate dial recordings of conditions in each of the 
building's zones should make safeguarding the books 
an easy, if constant, task. 
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although there is also danger of wall 
or · roof leakage in a building · above 
ground. 24 This building has to worry 
about moisture coming through from the 
plaza and the sculpture court. It is im-
possible to treat concrete in any way 
that will make it completely waterproof. 
The waterproofing depends on covering 
the concrete with waterproof mem-
branes, and pouring a second layer over 
the membranes. About half of New York 
City lies under such construction, and 
a great deal of that half leaks a great 
deal of the time. 
The Beinecke library contains the 
ideal solution to this problem, by inter-
posing . one floor that is not used for 
stacks between the surface through 
which the water might seep and the 
stacks. Presumably, it would always be 
possible _ to repair the leak before it ran 
through-a second floor. Most of the stacks 
1 are protected in this way. But having 
the solution in hand, the architects re-
jected it 'by sinking the sculpture court 
above the basement stacks, and penetrat-
ing the stack ceiling, to run the court 
' drains through it and to support the No-
'guchi Sun. While the best construction 
methods for waterproofing have been 
used, there is some risk involved. There 
is also risk involved in the fact that the 
top of the triple-tier stacks is directly 
below the plaza paving, and is constant-
ly walked on. Presumably the dials re-
cording changes in humidity would in-
stantly alert the servicemen to any se-
rious problem, but they would not 
record small leaks. 
Remington Rand provided the stacks, 
which are 7' 6" high in the tier-built 
area, and 8' 6" high, which can easily 
take eight shelves a range, in the base-
ment stack area. They are on 4' 4" cen-
ters, ·hanging 10" shelves above 24" 
bases, leaving an aisle of 28", which is 
adequate. John Ottemiller, whose long 
:K I am informed by architects that it is impossible 
to build a roof that will not leak sooner or later, 
even if not subjected to unusual strain. 
experimentation with shelving in the 
Sterling memorial library is responsible 
for these stack arrangements, had Rem-
Rand determine that the · same gauge 
steel used in their standard three-foot 
shelves could be extended to 40" (which 
he stated is the outer limit) and still 
hold a shelf full of average-size books 
without bending, and these stacks use 
40" shelves.25 Unfortunately, the module 
size of the floor was changed on site, 
and some 30" shelves and some 28" 
shelves had to be used as well. 
Except for the processing room and 
reading room, the rest of this building 
is lit by incandescent lights, despite the 
heavy load they place on air condition-
ing. In these stacks, which are entered 
rather infrequently, and where conse-
quently the air-conditioning load would 
be comparatively light, the architects 
have used fluorescent lights. They pro-
duce very bad glare, but this is unimpor-
tant in a stack area where no browsing 
will take place. The fluorescent tubes 
have been fitted with plastic filter shields 
to minimize the deleterious effects of 
this light, but to safeguard the rare 
books completely, incandescent lights 
should have been used in the stack 
areas.26 
THE VENTILATION 
The ventilation system uses a rotating 
screen prefilter, electrostatic filters and 
activated charcoal filters (which remove 
noxious gases, including sulphur gases 
25 Ottemiller stated that this change saved the Uni-
versity about $85,000 in stack costs (which sounds 
like a large figure) . It is clear that we are now in 
a position to re-think every dimension of stacks-
height, centers (we should really think about aisle 
width instead, which depends on the width of the 
bases), length of shelves, and depth of shelves for 
our libraries. If a library is to shelve three hundred 
t housand volumes or more, it probably will not in-
crease the unit costs to depart from the standard 
height and length. 
26 For informaton on this subject, see Robert L. 
Feller, "The Deteriorating Effect of Light on Museum 
Objects,'' Museum News. ':Vechnical Supplement no. 3, 
June 1964 (supplement to XLII, 10, June 1964 is-
sue of_ Museum News ; Journal of the American As-
sociation of Museums) , and Laurence S. Harrison, 
Report on the Deteriorating Effects of Modern L ight 
Sources (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, n.d.). 
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. and ozone) to protect the books from air 
pollution. Both the air intake and ex-
haust are screened from view, embed-
ded in the top of the wall south of the 
library, and the cooling tower for the 
air-conditioning system is skillfully lo-
cated on top of the Commons building 
to the north, which is high enough to 
place it completely out of sight. 
The ventilation of the head is unusual. 
A large volume of air has to be moved 
to maintain the temperature and humid-
ity in this area, which is kept slightly 
different from that of the book vaults 
to accommodate people, yet is quite hu-
mid. The air comes down through a four-
foot opening in the ceiling, 40' above 
the mezzanine floor, in great volume. 
Since it mixes with the room air before 
it reaches walking level, it must come 
in at a considerably different tempera-
ture than that desired on the mezzanine. 
Until the very late stages of planning, it 
was not definite what the facing of the 
building would be, since the architects 
were searching for suitable onyx to quar-
ry. The mechanical engineers therefore 
planned the system for the hardest pos-
sible conditions, with the result that the 
air enters with such velocity that it sucks 
moisture from the air already in the 
room. To balance this, they have ar-
ranged to introduce humidity when it is 
needed through the peripheral vents on 
the mezzanine, which were originally 
designed to blow warm air up along the 
~acings to prevent dripping in the win-
ter. This is not an ideal arrangement for 
achieving humidity balance, and it 
would not have been necessary if an 
open-ended budget had not allowed the 
architects to hunt for suitable onyx, 
which, if fqund, would have increased 
the cost of the building inestimably. As 
it is, the humidity in this area is kept 
below 50 per cent in the winter (in con-
trast to the book storage areas) to avoid 
dripping, and only slight dripping has 
been observed on the upper facing pan-
els, where it is not dangerous. 
THE Acousncs 
In the only area where it matters, the 
reading room in the library proper, the 
acoustics are quite ·good, quiet, without 
being dead, with a low ventilation sound 
in the background, and no lighting hum. 
Everything about this room is good. In 
the head, the architects are reported as 
having aimed to achieve "stonelike" 
acoustics, one would surmise to inspire 
awe, and it is difficult to see how they 
could have achieved otherwise.27 
THE CONSTRUCTION 
Although the construction of the stack 
areas is extremely simple-poured con-
crete slab and walls, painted, with vinyl 
flooring; and the construction of the 
reading floor is conventional, that of the 
exhibition head is enormously interest-
ing. Each of its walls, which measure on 
the longest sides 51' high by 130' long 
is a Vierendeel truss, composed of steel 
crosses welded together into a rigid 
framework. 28 This frame supports its 
own weight, the weight of most of the 
roof, the weight of the H4" thick marble 
facing slabs, and of the granite sheaths 
which cover the crosses (on the outside 
with cut granite, and on the inside with 
precast concrete sheaths into which has 
been ground the same granite until it 
matches in color). This is an expensive 
way to construct a wall, but it was 
absolutely necessary to achieve the 
amount of free space required inside. 
The trusses are supported eight feet 
:n Progressive Architecture, XLII (December 1961), 
156. It was surprising to discover in running through 
the many articles on this library that none of them 
even in the most eminent architectural magazines, ~ 
completely accurate, and numbers of them are highly 
inaccurate. It is evident that these magazines push 
"~ews" for bulk, just as the daily newspapers do, 
with no great regard for accuracy, and the architects 
cooperate by making releases for public relations pur-
poses. The result is a great body of literature loaded 
with facts, that is undependable. ' 
28 Because of the enormous stress on the frame, the . 
crosses were changed in the course of planning from 
!'reformed concrete to welded steel, and this building 
IS a great achievement in welding. A photograph of 
the truss before being covered and infilled is on p. 
[171] of the Yale University Library Gazette for 
April 1964. 
l 
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above the plaza at all four corners on 
oilite bronze bearing plates that rest on 
steel columns embedded in concrete 
piers that go straight down through the 
building to bedrock below the founda-
tion. The whole has been described by 
the architects as a "big box sitting on 
four points,"29 the most interesting and 
elegant box you are likely to see. 
The quality of the building's construc-
tion, by the George A. Fuller Company 
of New York, is remarkably high, due 
partly to the fact that one of the Beinec-
ke brothers is a director of this com-
pany. The building has undergone, of 
course, some mild settling, but the con-
struction throughout shows painstaking 
care that is unusual in this hit-and-run 
construction period. The stonecutting on 
the building, by the Concord, Vermont 
plant of the John Swenson Granite Com-
pany and the Procter and Rutland, Ver-
mont plants of the Vermont Marble Com-
pany, is a joy to behold, on a level of 
craftsmanship that is unbelievable. 
Along the central rib of the granite 
crosses, where the stone is cut to a sharp 
edge right down the middle of the arm, 
it goes true and precise and flawless. 
Eight feet above the plaza, the under-
side of the head above the glass wall is 
faced with granite slabs, and the joint 
between them runs 131' long, as neat 
and level as if laid out with a transit. 
The paving slabs in the quadrangle are 
laid with the nne precision for which 
New England was once noted. The 
pointing at the joints of the building is 
precise and unrippled. The whole build-
ing has been done with a pride of work-
manship that has nearly gone from the 
world. 
THE ExHIBITION CAsEs 
1 I have deferred discussion of the ex-hibition cases because this library has 
solved more of the problems involved in 
designing them than any I have seen, 
but there are still more problems to be 
29 Architectural R ecord, CXXXI (April 1962), 130. 
solved, and cases are extremely impor-
tant in a rare book library. The ideal 
exhibition case should keep out all dust, 
and should therefore be sealed. Yet it 
must have movement of air within it be-
cause stagnant air invites mold. To be 
dustless this air must be prenltered, and 
forced into the case, preferably through 
the top to be vented out the sides or 
bottom. The cases must avoid being 
heated, yet to avoid reflections in the 
glass facings, they should be lit from the 
inside. This means that they must be 
cooled with great precision, ideally, by 
a separate machine. Since fluorescent 
lights are much cooler than incandes-
cent, they would seem to be most :6t for 
this lighting, but they produce ultra-
violet rays which make paper and 
vegetable dyes deteriorate rapidly, and 
must be properly :6ltered if used. 
The cases must be at the right height 
for easy viewing, and not so large that 
part of the exhibit is too far away from 
the viewer. They must be easy to load. 
They must provide a background that 
will contrast with a range of different 
colors and textures. They must be es-
thetically pleasing in appearance. 
It is easy to see how many of these 
qualincations are violated by the stan-
dard flat museum case, or its variants, 
and the common upright exhibition case. 
To the credit of the architects, they have 
designed all the exhibition cases in the 
Beinecke library, all of which are es-
thetically pleasing, and, with one excep-
tion, which is really a bookcase, place 
the material exhibited in the right posi-
tion for-viewing. 
I have already referred to the pleasant \ 
feeling produced by the cases at the 
head of the stairs leading up to the mez-
zanine. Though they give the illusion of 
open bookshelves from the entrance, , 
they are glass-enclosed bronze cases 
about eight feet high built in the form 
of two upright flat arcs, which touch 
where they back into each other. They 
have curved glass fronts, which slide 
\ 
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rather sti£Hy to open, and are fitted with 
shelves designed to display the backs of 
books. They are enclosed bookcases. 
These cases have the worst heat prob-
lem, because they are brilliantly lit by 
round, incandescent lights set in a row 
in the ceiling of the bookcases just three 
or four inches from the tops of the high-
est books. They are air conditioned, but 
the temperature in them runs about 80° 
in the top of the cases. 
There are two large-headed cases tai-
lored (one a little snugly) to specific 
books-Yale's magnificent copies of the 
Gutenberg Bible and the elephant folio 
Audubon. The Gutenberg case has four 
1 glass sides, framed in bronze, that mea-
sure 4' x 4', and is set on a single, square 
pedestal whose diagonal is at right 
angles to the axis of the case.30 This case 
is lit by small, round incandescent lights, 
set in the ceiling of the case, whose in-
tensity is controlled by a rheostat. A 
transformer is built into the case to cut 
the electric voltage, and its heat, com-
bined with the heat of the lights, raises 
the temperature to 83 ° when the lights 
are on full. The temperature is kept to 
70° by lowering the lights to a sombre, 
holy, concealing level of intensity, which 
defeats the purpose of the case. The 
Audubon case at the other end of the 
floor has two glass sides that measure 
4' x 10', with bronze frames and bronze 
end panels. It has exactly the same heat 
difficulty as the Gutenberg case for ex-
actly the same reasons.31 
ao The pedestals· on all the rest of the cases are of 
this type, and small enough so that they stand re-
cessed below the case and are not very noticeable. 
They are hollow, and serve as the air conditioning 
intake ducts for the cases. 
31 The most frightening aspects of the strange world 
of architects to librarians new at library building 
are its weird imprecision and radical lack of common 
sense. For instance, having made such a failure in 
such strategic elements as these cases, the librarian 
expects a firm with a high reputation to rush in to 
remedy the situation and wipe the blot from its 
escutcheon. Not at all! Some six months after the 
move into the Beinecke library, Skidmore, Owings, 
and Merrill were still blithely ignoring the univer-
sity's pleas to do something about these cases. Since 
my study of the building, they have made an attempt 
at recovery by trying to increase the velocity of the 
air through the cases. when the most obvious solution 
The nine single cases on the east and 
west walls are attractive and well lit, 
and they place the materials at the right 
height for viewing and close enough so 
that ordinary typing is easily readable 
on the labels in the cases.32 They have 
two glass sides 2' x 4', framed in bronze, 
and the ends are provided with frosted 
glass panels, against which color slides 
can be mounted for viewing. These 
cases are lit by three slimline fluorescent 
tubes, within the case but above a solid 
plastic diffuser, below which is a metal 
louvre formed of half-inch squares. 
These cases also had heat difficulties 
when they were first used, but this has 
been completely solved by cutting holes 
in the top of the case above the tubes 
an inch and a half in diameter. The holes 
let in dust, most of which is caught on 
the diffuser, but allow the the tempera-
ture to be held to 70° in the cases. 
The bed of these cases is painted with 
a textured and toned Hat black paint 
that provides the best background for 
exhibiting materials that I have ever 
encountered. Devised by the Yale plant 
department, it is washable, shows no 
brush marks, can be applied to metal or 
wood, and is so inexpensive and simple 
to apply that they paint their 9ase beds 
once a year at Yale.33 / 
The long, Hat cases that Hank the glass 
vault on the main floor are totally suc-
cessful, and this is where material is ex-
hibited in connection with undergrad-
uate courses. They measure 4' x 32' and 
are pedestal mounted and air condi-
tioned. These cases completely avoid the 
is to remove the sources of heat from the cases, by 
placing the transformers remote from them (not easy 
but possible) and locating the lights outside of the 
case above a glass diffuser. These special cases were 
conceived too late in the planning to get a proper duct 
system. This problem could probably have been avoid-
ed if the building had been programmed to begin 
with. 
32 These cases can be seen in the background of the 
photograph on p. [145] of the Yale University Li-
brary Gazette for April 1964. 
33 Yale's formula: one gallon of Devoe's Flat Black 
oil paint; one pint of Martin Senour Radiant Red oil 
color pigment. To achieve the same tone and texture, 
these brands must be used, but your plant department 
can experiment, too. 
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usual surface reflections that are so dis-
turbing in flat cases by lighting their 
interior with slimline fluorescent tubes 
mounted out of view in the sides of the 
cases. Light from the tubes, which are 
·covered with plastic filter shields, is re-
flected by a curved mirror into the cases 
through a polarized panel in such a way 
that the viewer is not aware of the light 
source. These cases, higher than usual 
for flat cases, place the material at the 
right height for easy viewing, and 
are handsomely well proportioned. Their 
flat-black painted beds are set on rollers 
in eight-foot sections that allow them to 
be pulled out into the open for mount-
ing materials. 
THE EsTHETICS 
As indicated above, the exhibition 
head is very impressive, and the reading 
room floor is on the whole pleasant and 
appointed in fine taste. But when the 
ultimate question is posed-is it a beauti-
ful building? the answer is-not quite. 
Looking at it from across the quadrangle 
for an hour on a tranquil evening made 
it clear that in fitting it to the surround-
ing buildings, the architects had put to-
gether forms, in the crosses and the fac-
ing panels, that are not completely har-
monious with each other. It is an ex-
tremely strong building in the impact 
it makes on the viewer, very interesting, 
full of character, and highly original, 
and in a building these are perhaps 
qualities more to be desired than beauty. 
I have tried to make clear that this is, 
on the whole, an outstanding building, 
flawed (as are all buildings) at the 
points indicated, but very good in its 
most essential elements. It is a building 
that has pioneered in a number of ways, 
and one that thoroughly deserves the 
AlA-ALA award granted it in 1964. If 
some of the mistakes made in its be-
getting are naive at this stage of library 
building, it is partly because postwar aca-
demic library buildings have not been 
subjected to demanding scrutiny in pub-
lic places, and partly because the rela-
tionship between the architect and the 
librarian has not received sufficient com-
ment to be understood in the library 
world. Let us hope that both deficiencies 
in information will be speedily remedied. 
•• 
Junior Members Round Table 
Orientation Session 
AN ORIENTATION SESSION cosponsored by the ALA Membership 
Committee and the Junior Members Round Table will be held for 
persons attending their first ALA conference and members eligible 
for JMRT, on Sunday, July 4, at 2 p.m. 
Frederick H. Wagman, immediate past president of ALA, will 
speak to the group on «The New Member and ALA." •• 
FLOYD M. CAMMACK 
Remote-Control Circulation 
A new circulation system was initiated in October 1964 at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii's Gregg M. Sinclair library. This article describes 
the system in general terms and sets it in the context of future auto-
mation plans at Hawaii. The unique aspect of the system is its use of 
IBM 1001 data collection devices, a remote control system for data 
transmission over telephone circuitry. 
OF MAKING many circulation systems 
there appears these days to be no end. 
The one described here is primarily the 
work of Donald V. Black, now head of 
technical services at the University of 
California's Santa Cruz campus. This 
description is a preliminary one, to be 
supplemented by a more technical eval-
uation in the near future. In 1963 Black 
agreed to design an automated circula-
tion system for the University of 
Hawaii's Gregg M. Sinclair library, one 
which would handle a rapidly-increasing 
workload while keeping personnel re-
quirements from escalating in propor-
tion. A little over a year later the system 
was installed and is now going through 
its first year of testing. Preliminary re-
sults reported from the circulation de-
partment are encouraging. 
The operational principles on which 
the Hawaii system is based are similar to 
those underlying IBM's installations at 
Southern Illinois, Missouri, and Florida 
Atlantic. Two source documents, a ma-
chine-readable book card and a machine-
readable borrower's card, are read serial-
ly to produce a transaction record, which 
then is transferred to magnetic tape at 
Dr. Cammack is University Librarian, 
Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan . 
the computing center and processed as 
required to provide the desired loan in-
formation, overdue notices, and borrower 
lists. The unique aspect of the Hawaii 
system is its use of IBM's 1001 data 
collection units rather than the general-
ly-preferred 357 units. The 1001 is a 
smaller, cheaper terminal which can 
transmit a limited amount of data over 
standard telephone lines to an 026 key-
punch. The 357 unit requires regular 
cable connections. Both units will per-
mit th~ keying-in of variable data as re-
quired, but only the 357 can be con-
nected to multiplexing equipment allow-
ing more than one terminal to transmit 
to a single keypunch. The 357 can trans-
mit more information at a single reading 
than the 1001, and can handle two input 
documents ( e.g., a punched card and a 
plastic borrower's card) at the same 
time rather than serially as is required 
by the 1001. There is some latitude for 
adaptation of both units to local require-
ments, and from the borrower's point of 
view, there is little noticeable difference 
in transaction time or service potential. 
BoRROWER IDENTIFICATION 
Students, faculty, staff, and off-campus 
borrowers at Hawaii are now provided 
with machine-readable identification 
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cards. These are 51-column punched 
cards, designed to fold into a convenient 
wallet size. Off-campus borrowers' cards 
are prenumbered so they may be filled 
out and used by the borrower without 
delay. Student and faculty cards are pre-
pared by the computing center and dis-
tributed at the beginning of each semes-
ter. While there is little question that a 
plastic badge capable of being both 
punched (for EDP input) and embossed 
(for printed records ) , is more flexible, 
the coordination of users' requirements 
proved difficult to accomplish in a short 
period of time. The punched card is 
probably easier and cheaper to replace, 
and no special updating systems are re-
quired. The new system has not been in 
operation long enough to tell whether or 
not card wear will be a problem. If so, 
issuing a new card should require only a 
few moments at one of the Circulation 
Department's keypunches. 
BooK IDENTIFICATION 
Machine readable book cards are 
being prepared for each item as it cir-
culates for the first time under the new 
system, and for all new additions to the 
collection. Fifty-one-column book cards 
are punched with the complete call 
number, a collection code, and a loan-
period code. Short author and title in-
formation is also printed on the card for 
ease of identification, but not punched 
because of the shortened format of the 
card. Book cards are prepared on con-
tinuous form stock by the computing 
center from punched card information 
originating in the circulation and catalog 
departments. 
Several other systems are now avail-
able for the production of machine-read-
able book records, including the use of 
service bureaus working from shelflist 
cards or microfilm copies thereof. The 
.. do-it-themselves" decision at Hawaii 
has shown some disadvantages but has 
served to acquaint the staff more 
thoroughly with the workings of punched 
card equipment while offering more flex-
ibility during the experimental stages. 
It is interesting to note that while two 
additional keypunch positions were 
authorized for the switch-over period, it 
proved impossible to fill them in time 
to be of much use. With only a week's 
training, two members of the circulation 
department's clerical staff took over the 
job and have managed through heroic 
efforts to keep up with the daily re-
quirements of the new system. Their 
creative ideas have been responsible for 
several important refinements in the sys-
tem's implementation and operation. 
To BoRRow A BooK 
To borrow a book which has already 
circulated through the new system, the 
borrower brings the book to the main 
circulation desk and presents it, with his 
personal identification card. The desk at-
tendant inserts the borrower's card in 
the 1001 and slides the carriage into 
reading position. The information is read 
and transmitted in about three seconds 
to an 026 keypunch located in the circu-
lation department work area where its 
chatter does not disturb library users. 
Next, the attendant removes the bor-
rower's card and inserts the book card 
in the 1001 for reading in the same 
fashion. A system which retains certain 
punch codes will permit the charging of 
a number of books to the same borrower 
without reinserting the borrower's card 
each time. The attendant returns the 
book card to its pocket and the borrow-
er's card to the borrower, inserts a date-
due slip in the pocket, and the transac-
tion is complete. 
Meanwhile, back at the keypunch, a 
single transaction card has been auto-
matically produced for each book bor-
rowed. Over telephone circuits, the elec-
tronic impulses from the 1001 have been 
translated into audio impulses and sent 
to the keypunch where they were re-
translated to electronic impulses which 
the machine could recognize. The result 
l 
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is a transaction card with information ar-
ranged as follows. 
CoLUMN 
I 
2-IO 
II 
I2-45 
46 
47 
48 
CONTENT 
Borrower class code (e.g., 
grad., undergrad., fac. ) 
Borrower identification 
number 
Check punch 
Call number 
Collection code 
Loan period code 
Check punch 
The machines are equipped so that 
operator errors or faulty transmissions 
produce a tone signal to inform the op-
erator that the process must be repeated 
correctly. Any mechanical failures are 
also brought quickly to the attention of 
the operator. If a borrower does not have 
his card and can identify himself to the 
satisfaction of the desk attendant, the 
borrower's number can be keyed in man-
ually on the IOOI, thus avoiding any 
service delay. A duplicate set of bor-
rower registration cards could also be 
maintained at the desk if desired. 
CoMPUTING CENTER SERVICE 
The transaction cards, each carrying 
their book and borrower information, 
are sent to the statistical and computing 
center daily, where they are read into 
the computer, sorted into call number 
sequence and added to the master rec-
ord of books on loan. A daily printout 
of this regularly updated record is re-
turned to the library where it takes the 
place of all the manually filed card rec-
ords which once occupied the depart-
ment's staff both day and night. 
Faculty and other long term loans 
are separated weekly from the daily loan 
record and added to a separate listing 
to reduce over-all processing time and 
the necessity of repeatedly processing in-
active records. Preparation of overdue 
notices, calculation of fines, and all cir-
culation statistics are also handled by 
the computer (a 1401 plus 7040 con-
figuration with off-line printing capabili-
ties). The general estimate of daily proc-
essing time was calculated to be less 
than an hour a day. 
To RETURN A BooK 
The borrower need only deposit a re-
turned book in one of the library's reg-
ular return bins. The discharging process 
again involves a machine operation. A 
student assistant removes the book card 
and inserts it in the IOOI near the dis-
charge area. This device is also con-
nected by telephone lines to a keypunch 
in exactly the same manner as the charg-
ing machine, and may be used inter-
changeably with it in case of overload 
or machine failure. In place of a bor-
rower's card the machine is "primed" 
with a general return card and requires 
only that the book cards for returned 
books be placed in the carriage and 
read. When the carriage returns to its 
original position, the student cancels the 
date due slip, inserts the book card, and 
the volume is ready for shelving. The re-
turn transaction cards go to the com-
puting center and are processed with the 
charge cards, thus clearing the master 
loan record daily. 
OvERDUEs, RENEWALS, AND HoLDS 
Overdue books returned to the bin 
without notification are identified by the 
computer and fine notices prepared auto-
matically. When a borrower returns an 
overdue book and offers to pay the fine, 
it is collected and a "paid" slip is in-
serted in the pocket. In discharging 
"paid" books, the 100I is primed with a 
special card and the borrower's ID num-
ber is added later at the computing 
center to assure credit to the right "ac-
count," and a proper clearing of the 
master loan record. Fines for unreturned 
books are cumulated automatically and 
notice!i sent periodically. 
Renewals are handled like new loans 
after ascertaining that there is not a 
'nold request" for the item. The com-
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puter counts the number of renewals 
and thus prevents the possibility of 
abuse of the privilege by indicating on 
the daily printout the number of times a 
book has been charged out to the same 
borrower. 
A two part "Hold Request" card can 
be filled out by the borrower with 
author, title, and borrower's ID number. 
Of the several possible systems for seeing 
that a book wanted by a specific bor-
rower does not get back on the shelves, 
two were proposed for testing. The first 
is a simple adaptation of the old "dum-
my" system, whereby cardboard dum-
mies are shelved in the appropriate spot 
in the stacks, and returned books with 
"hold requests" are stopped at the shelv-
ing point and returned with the dummy 
to the circulation department. There, 
the stub of the hold request is sent to 
the requester and the rest of the card 
shelved with the book on special hold 
shelves for a stipulated length of time. 
A second "matching" system has been 
recommended, whereby hold-request 
forms are punched with the book in-
formation and machine matched against 
return transaction cards several times 
each day before books leave the sorting 
shelves for the stacks. Holds are then 
pulled and processed as described above. 
FACULTY AND LoNG-TERM LoANS 
Faculty members at the University of 
Hawaii are accustomed to a semester-
long loan period with renewal privileges 
for another semester. Discounting sum-
mer-session loans, this means that facul-
ty are required to return all library books 
in their possession only once a year. 
Since faculty members account for some 
50 per cent of all loan transactions, it is 
not difficult to see that, for many of 
them, it is difficult at the end of a semes-
ter to know exactly what library books 
are charged to them. A faculty delegate 
system adds to the potential confusion 
when return time comes around. 
With the new system, it is possible at 
the end of each semester to machine-list 
all titles on loan to a faculty member 
and to send the list to him with a request 
to return all unwanted items and to 
note those for which renewal is re-
quested. It is hoped that this reminder 
system will at least limit the tendency of 
a portion of the faculty to build large 
office "libraries" at the expense of stu-
dents and other would-be borrowers. 
The ability to print out all items on loan 
to a given borrower should also facilitate 
the clearing of records for graduating 
students and others who leave the uni-
versity. 
Listing of books on long term loan to 
the reserve room are also subject to call-
number arrangement and to virtually 
any other useful permutation. The neces-
sity of maintaining a separate reserve 
room catalog is therefore eliminated, 
along with the traditional lag imposed 
by large periodic increases in workload. 
LosT BooKs AND SNAGS 
A book reported lost or destroyed 
can be cleared from the master loan rec-
ord by punching and running a dupli-
cate card through the return transaction 
card system. (Books returned without 
cards can be treated in much the same 
fashion. ) Search procedures for snags 
are essentially unchanged under the new 
system, although it is now possible to 
assign a "missing" code and list all such 
items on the master loan record by 
running the card through the charging 
system. The same technique covers items 
out to mending, binding, and interlibrary 
loan. 
STATISTICS 
The hours spent preparing daily circu-
lation statistics are now a thing of the 
past. Daily figures appear on the master 
loan record and are automatically cumu-
lated to produce monthly and quarterly 
reports. It was further recommended 
that all charge transaction cards be kept 
for at least one semester. These cards 
\..,j 
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can then be sorted to ascertain areas of 
heavy use, titles in short supply, pos-
sible titles for a proposed undergraduate 
library, and so forth. If matched against 
borrower number, reading profiles on 
individuals or specific groups can also 
be obtained. If eventually combined with 
registration records, it would be possible 
to discover whose students in what 
courses read what and how much of it. 
A great deal of such information can be 
machine produced as the needs and 
interests of faculty and administration 
develop. From the library's point of view, 
for instance, automatic reorder records 
could be set by merely establishing the 
number of circulations for a given title, 
above which added copies would be 
automatically ordered. 
SYSTEM ExPANSION 
When the circulation system described 
above was approved for implementation 
by the university administration and 
the state department of budget and 
finance's statewide data processing or-
ganization, it was anticipated that the 
system would be immediately expanded 
to include order department routines 
.and coordinated with certain book prep-
aration operations in the catalog de-
partment. With these plans in mind, two 
826 typewriter-keypunches were in-
stalled in the order and catalog depart-
ments respectively. Serials records were 
to be considered separately in connec-
tion with a new edition of the Hawaii 
Library Association's Union List of 
Serials; 
The initial function of the catalog de-
partment's 826 was to produce machine-
readable book cards as a by-product of 
typing book pockets. The information on 
both could be easily coordinated, and 
training of staff to use the simple type-
writer-keypunch combination presented 
no problem. The creation of a machine-
readable shelfl.ist card was deferred 
pending experiments with other depart-
ments and the results of national activi-
ties in this direction. 
The automation of order department 
routines is already flow-charted and ap-
proved. Personnel vacancies have de-
layed th expected implementation date, 
but the advantages and experience 
gained in the circulation operation will 
contribute significantly to the effective-
ness of this aspect of the proposed total 
system. A system for punched-card 
handling of a certain portion of serials 
records has been suggested, and it is 
hoped that implementation of some ma-
chine handling of these records will not 
be long delayed. 
SYSTEM CosTs 
The system is not yet fully operative, 
and perhaps more than a year will be re-
quired before accurate cost figures will 
be available. It was designed to operate 
at approximately the same cost as the un-
satisfactory manual system which pre-
ceded it, not taking into consideration 
any expansion into departments other 
than circulation. A $25,000 switchover 
budget was approved, and at this writ-
ing it appears that a large portion of 
this amount will be returned to the state 
at the end of the fiscal year. Machine 
costs turned out to be considerably 
lower than expected as a result of un-
predictable advantages gained through 
cooperative use of certain items. Tele-
phone equipment, however, exceeded 
the expected amount. Though not alto-
gether as a result of library planning, it 
may well turn out that all extra person-
nel costs, including consultant fees, will 
have been absorbed within the general 
operating budget, thus leaving the li-
brary in a position to state that the new 
system literally paid for its own imple-
mentation and operation. Significant 
savings are expected to accrue over an 
extended period of time as workload in-
creases are absorbed by machines rather 
than by additional staff. These «savings," 
however, are far less important to the 
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library, its staff, and its users than are 
the time saving advantages of a really 
efficient, reliable, circulation system. 
HAWAII's AuTOMATION PoTENTIAL 
Few states in the country offer the 
vast potential for improved library ser-
vice through creative use of data proc-
essing equipme~t that Hawaii provides. 
A relatively small population and a high-
ly centralized state system of education 
and library service hold extraordinary 
opportunities for librarians to experiment 
with, select, and establish high standards 
of service and facilities for formal edu-
cational goals and for waging a War on 
Ignorance proposed by President John-
son. A Governor's Committee on State 
Library Resources has recently submit-
ted a report in which a number of pro-
posals are made for the further coordina-
tion of library activities in Hawaii. Al-
ready, under the office of the state librar-
ian, a centralized processing center 
handles ordering and cataloging for 
some schools and for the Library of 
Hawaii. A punched card system for this 
center was recently implemented and 
should be transferred to a computer sys-
tem within the near future. A Union List 
of Serials is nearing completion, and is 
scheduled for computer processing. 
Computer-produced book catalogs are 
under consideration for the statewide 
public library system, and a proposal 
has been made to work with the Su-
preme Court law library toward putting 
certain portions of the state's laws on 
magnetic tape, following examples al-
ready set in several mainland states. 
With the coordinating guidance of the 
state librarian, it should be possible to 
expand the beginnings now made toward 
a total, integrated statewide information 
system of extremely advanced concep-
tion and design. The resultant advan-
tages to state government, to research 
interests, and to educational institutions 
would be virtually incalculable. • • 
ALA Headquarters Library Loan Service 
THE ALA HEADQUARTERS LIBRARY has been designated as a working collection 
for the staff of ALA headquarters by the ALA Executive Board. It has, how-
ever, offered several services directly to the members through interlibrary loan. 
Among them is a collection of library handbooks, procedure and policy manuals 
and surveys. These have been given to the library over the years by the col-
lege and university libraries which prepared them. To keep the collection 
up to date and more helpful to the libraries which borrow the manuals, the 
library has asked that college and university libraries make their manuals 
available to others by depositing one copy in the ALA headquarters library, 
50 E. Huron St., Chicago, Ill. 60611. Each library can be sure that it would 
then be sharing its materials with those libraries needing them. 
Those libraries which are interested in borrowing manuals should send a 
standard ALA Interlibrary Loan Request form for each manual or survey it 
wishes to borrow. 
Library Provision for Undergraduates 
IN SEPTEMBER 1964 a deputation from 
the Association of Research Libraries 
met at Hull, England, with that country's 
Standing Conference of National and 
University Libraries to discuss common 
problems. Among other matters, the con-
B. S. PAGE 
"Library provision for undergraduates" 
I shall take to mean, first, book buying 
in relation to undergraduates, and sec-
ondly, administrative arrangements for 
the undergraduate in the library. I ought 
perhaps to state that the British point 
of view which I am about to present 
would appear slightly to the left of 
center if orthodoxy were measured, as 
it could very reasonably be measured, 
by the recent SCONUL submission to 
the University Grants Committee, Com-
mittee on Libraries-a document which 
I have naturally kept in mind as a 
standard and to which I shall appeal 
from time to time: 1 the divergence, in 
so far as it is significant, doubtless owes 
something to the fact that I am at pres-
ent occupied with planning a separate 
undergraduate library building for the 
University of Leeds-a building which 
will, to the best of my knowledge, be the 
first of its kind to be opened in this 
country since 1939. 
The year 1939 is a; good year in which 
to begin. In or about that year the follow-
ing sentence was written by a distin-
guished British university librarian: "It 
Mr. Page is Librarian of the Brotherton 
Library, University of Leeds. 
ferees directed their attention to library 
service to undergraduates, and-to evoke 
such discussion-the following· two pa-
pers were ·read expressing the bases for 
English and American approaches to the 
problem. 
In England 
may be safely asserted that it is the aim 
of most university librarians to devote the 
minimum of expenditure to purchases 
which are only of interest to undergrad-
uates in preparing for examinations, and 
to apply the great bulk of available funds 
to the acquisition of books .and period-
icals of a kind which assist research in as 
many fields as possible." The case would 
be stated rather differently now-less 
bluntly but still, I think, with a recogniz-
able undertone of impatience; thus, the 
SCONUL document says: "This Con-
ference would wish to stress the fact that 
every extra copy of a students' textbook 
acquired by the library means one less 
additional work purchased by the li-
brary.: The competing claims of research 
needs and undergraduate study needs 
are indeed acutely felt in our university 
libraries partly because library budgets 
are still. grossly inadequate and partly 
1 In 1963 the University Grants Committee ap-
pointed a committee " to consider the most effective 
and economical arrangements for meeting the needs 
of the universities and the colleges of Advanced Tech-
nology and Central Institutions for books and periodi-
cals. . . ." SCONUL in common with other pro-
fess ional bodies received from this committee a 
questionnaire covering most aspects of university 
librarianshiP,. and its det ailed reply to this question-
naire is the document referred to. This document is 
unpublished, but the brief quotations (which are 
included here by permission ) are self-explanatory. 
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because the British student has tradi-
tionally been expected to equip himself 
with the books essential for his course 
of study. In the last quarter of a century 
the student population has grown enor-
mously (almost fourfold in my own uni-
versity), the student himself is more in-
sistent on his claims, and the appeal of 
self-help is noticeably less prominent in 
society at large. Whatever we may think 
of these tendencies, it seems hardly like-
ly that we can influence them, and most 
university librarians would now accord-
ingly take the view that they were called 
upon to duplicate-by which of course 
I mean "obtain . multiple copies of"-a 
considerable number of students' text-
books and recommended books of one 
kind or another. They would, however, 
still wish to assume that there was a 
nucleus of essential books which the stu-
dent bought for himself. ·' 
Most students do in fact buy at least 
a modest number of books-this has been 
shown by several recent investigations-
and those students who are supported at 
the university by a state or local authori-
ty grant receive as part of this grant a 
sum of £30 a year for books, instruments, 
and materials, though nothing at all is 
done officially to ensure that the sum 
is used for the purpose intended. The 
SCONUL document says that "in some 
university libraries an attempt is made 
to encourage students to buy their text-
books by providing only reference copies 
of the books which students should buy 
for themselves." The difficulty in apply-
ing such an arrangement is to know pre-
cisely what are the books which students 
should buy for themselves; and therefore 
what is urgently needed is that mem-
bers of the teaching staff should be per-
suaded always to indicate clearly both to 
their students and to the library which 
items on their reading lists they consider 
that the student should own and which 
he should obtain from the library. More 
interest in and more planning of stu-
dents' reading by members of the teach-
ing staff, and earlier and more continu-
ous cooperation between them and the 
library would obviate much wastage of 
money and effort; the library would 
know in general where and when the 
demand would be greatest, and in a par-
ticular case could decide whether to 
acquire additional copies or temporarily 
restrict the circulation of existing copies. 
Admittedly the library may itself be at 
fault in not doing more to organize this 
cooperation. In the meantime some uni-
versity libraries are reducing the tension 
of which I spoke earlier-the tension 
between research needs and study needs 
-by having separate funds for the du-
plication of students' books and also by 
harnessing the departmental library in 
the cause of providing more copies for 
an ever-increasing student body. 
I now turn to my other main topic-the 
undergraduate in the library. It is a 
part of an undergraduate's education 
to find his way about a large collection 
of books: few university librarians 
would, I imagine, dissent in principle 
from this statement. Is the inference 
then that the undergraduate has only to 
be let loose in a large library to find his 
reward unaided? Quite frankly, I used 
to think that it was. I now see two diffi-
culties: first, a university library is nor-
mally designed for research as well as for 
undergraduate study, and a time comes 
when the number of undergraduate 
readers is so large as seriously to impede 
the use of the main collections and main 
services by the research scholar. The 
undergraduate takes over the reading 
room, and if he is allowed, takes over 
the stack: he appropriates (not unrea-
sonably from his point of view) any ac-
commodation within sight. The Yale Uni-
versity librarian's report for 1959 says-
"We are continuing to look for, and 
adopt, measures which will care for both 
the undergraduate's need for a quiet 
place to study and the research scholar's 
need for ready access to our books and 
manuscripts and a quiet and orderly 
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place in which to use them." My second 
difficulty is this: some students have the 
sort of intellectual curiosity which will 
enable them or rather compel them to 
make themselves at home in a large col-
lection of books (these people of course 
are nature's librarians or researchers or 
both) : but do most students really react 
in this way to a library of (to take a rela-
tively low figure) half a million vol-
umes? Do they not need a point d' appui, 
and do they not need also somebody 
strategically placed to give them guid-
ance and stimulus? 
If these two difficulties are genuine, 
there seems to be an undeniable case for 
having in a library of sufficient size with 
a student clientele of sufficient size a 
separate division for undergraduates. 
(Mr. Bowyer in his admirable article 
in the I ournal of Documentation2 says 
"a separate service," but I think that up 
to this point at least we should be in 
general agreement.) Separation does not 
of course mean segregation, and there 
is no thought of confining the under-
graduate to a part of the library. On the 
other hand, as I have already intimated, 
one of the principal duties of the special· 
staff of the undergraduate division 
would be to refer the undergraduate to 
the main collections. The SCONUL 
document warns of the danger that in 
"small undergraduate collections" the 
students will not venture outside their 
limits. But the less good student, what-
ever the library organization, will hard-
ly venture even outside the limits of his 
prescribed reading unless he is active-
ly encouraged to do so, and is he more 
likely to be encouraged in a functionally 
undifferentiated library or in one which 
provides a special service for his needs? 
The best student may be hampered by 
having to look for his material in two 
places, but no library can be so orga-
nized as to avoid this necessity altogether 
~ T. H. Bowyer, "Considerations on Book Provision 
for Undergraduates in British University Libraries," 
Journal of Documentation, XIX (1963), 151-67. 
(even if it were desirable that it should). 
As to the size of the undergraduate col-
lection, opinions differ. It has been said 
that a smaller collection, by showing 
its limitations, is better calculated to 
send the student elsewhere. It has also 
been said that a standard collection ap-
plicable to all libraries could be worked 
out by analyzing the demands of stu-
dents in a particular library (this of 
course has a beguiling suggestion of 
economy, but suggestions of economy 
are in this context to be regarded with 
suspicion) . My own belief is that 
standardization is not advisable (each 
library should build up its stock to meet 
its own conditions), that too small a 
collection looks dry and unappetizing 
and that there should be elbow room 
for browsing; if pressed to be more ex-
plicit, I should postulate that the size of 
the undergraduate collection should be 
adequate to give the undergraduate qua 
student an intelligible and attractive 
conspectus of the literature of each sub-
ject covered by the curriculum. I say 
"the undergraduate qua student" be-
cause of course the undergraduate is or 
ought to be for part of his time an ap-
prentice in research and for this purpose 
will clearly need to make use of the main 
collections. · 
Lastly-what is perhaps the most con-
troversial issue-is a separate building 
desirable? I should doubt whether "de-
sirable" is the right word. If the under-
graduate division could be suitably 
planned in the main university library 
building, this might well be ideal. Sep-
arate buildings have usually, perhaps 
always, been the result of a space prob-
lem in the main library. Yet it would 
seem possible to make a very sizeable 
virtue out of this necessity. Clearly the 
undergraduate library must be near the 
main library and must communicate with 
it as directly and as comfortably as pos-
sible. Granted this, your separate build-
ing could have an appeal of its own: the 
undergraduate might come to have 
--------~----------_. .... L---------------~~------------------~~ 
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toward it "a proprietary feeling" (this is 
Mr. Wagman's3 phrase) and might enter 
it more readily and more hopefully than 
if he approached it through the doors of 
the main library. With more students 
coming to our universities every year-
many of them a different type of student 
not so much dedicated to the pursuit of 
knowledge in a specialized field as con-
cerned with continuing their education 
for a further three years-the undergrad-
3 Mr. Frederick Wagman, Director of Libraries, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
STEPHEN A. McCARTHY 
Prior to -World War II the common 
pattern of library organization and ser-
vice in most American universities pro-
vided a cenh·al, general library which 
served faculty members, graduate stu-
dents, and undergraduates. In most in-
stitutions there was also a system of de-
partmental and college or school li-
braries which varied greatly in size and 
extent from institution to institution. 
Within the central library most of the 
services were common services; that is, 
they were intended to serve any member 
of the community who might have oc-
casion to use them. In addition to the 
common core of services, there were cer-
tain services, such as interlibrary loan 
and rare books and manuscripts, which 
were primarily intended for and used by 
graduate students and faculty members; 
and there were other services, notably 
the reserve service, of which the heaviest 
use was made by undergraduates. In 
some relatively few institutions there 
Dr. McCarthy is Director of Libraries at 
Cornell University. 
uate library could conceivably be a 
powerful instrument in adapting the tra-
ditional values of a university to the 
needs of a new society. That of course is 
a large question, and outside my scope. 
The success of the separate undergrad-
uate library from the practical point of 
view would depend very largely on two 
things: it must' be inviting and stimulat-
ing as a building, and it must have a 
special staff ready to interpret it to the 
undergraduate not as a substitute for the 
main library but as an extension of it 
designed for his special benefit. 
In the United States 
were rather more specialized provisions 
for undergraduates. These might take 
the form of special reading rooms either 
within the central building or elsewhere 
which undertook to concentrate for con-
venient use by undergraduates those ma-
terials which were most frequently used. 
In some institutions these were perhaps 
not much more than a special reserve 
collection, but there were instances as 
at Columbia and Chicago, where the 
college library included a small refer-
ence collection and supplementary and 
background reading material. Although 
there were these relatively few instances 
of special provision for undergraduates, 
it was generally true that the undergrad-
uate found his library collection and 
services in the central library and as a 
part of the prinCipal services of that li-
brary. 
A major change in library service to 
undergraduates occurred with the open-
ing of the Lamont library at Harvard in 
January 1949. The construction of a 
separate building designed to meet the 
particular needs of undergraduates and 
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housing a collection chosen with the 
particular needs of undergraduates as 
the principal criterion of selection con-
stituted a new and more positive attempt 
to provide high quality library service 
to undergraduates. Important as the La-
mont library was in improving library 
service to undergraduates at Harvard, 
it seems probable that it may prove to 
have been even more important because 
of the new pattern of central library 
service which it established. In the years 
since 1949, in a number of universities, 
the provision of a separate building, 
either through new construction or 
through remodeling, to serve as the 
undergraduate or college library has oc-
curred. Plans announced or under dis-
cussion in still other institutions indicate 
that the next ten years will see the crea-
tion of additional undergraduate or col-
lege libraries. Thus in a period of rough-
ly twenty-B.ve years, the single central 
library will have been replaced in a 
group of American universities by a two-
building central library, one of which 
will be especially devoted to service to 
undergraduates. 
It should be immediately noted that 
although the separate undergraduate or 
college library has been adopted as the 
pattern of library service in a group of 
institutions, it has either not been con-
sidered or it has been rejected by others 
which provide central library service to 
the university community in a single 
building~ 
The separate undergraduate library 
has been regarded as a means of im-
proving library service to undergrad-
uates by giving them their own special 
facilities, a book and periodical collec-
tion chosen to meet their needs and a 
staff interested in providing library ser-
vice to young college students. At the 
same time, the general or research li-
brary has been enabled to direct its at-
tention and services primarily to the 
needs of graduate students and faculty 
and thus, it is assum~d, has been able 
to provide improved service to these 
elements in the university community. 
Since both libraries are open to all stu-
dents and faculty who wish or need to 
use them, no barrier is created by the 
division. Instead, it is hoped that use 
is facilitated by the nature of the collec-
tions and services and that easy transi-
tions from one library to the other can 
be made as need arises. 
Undergraduate libraries commonly are 
open-shelf libraries, with a series of 
reading rooms, group study rooms, al-
coves and carrels, and facilities for typ-
ing, the use of microforms, and audio-
visual materials. The organization tends 
to follow the traditional lines of circula-
tion, reference, and reserve with modest 
provisions for periodicals and documents. 
In such buildings relatively little staff 
work space is required as acquisition 
and processing are normally carried on 
as part of the central operation. 
In stocking the Lamont library, Har-
vard used a combination of library staff 
and faculty to select the volumes which 
comprised the basic collection. The pub-
lished catalog of this collection has 
served as a guide in the formation ·of 
subsequent undergraduate collections 
with varying degrees of reliance. The 
shelflist of the undergraduate library at 
the University of Michigan has also been 
used as a guide. In most institutions that 
have formed undergraduate collections 
the effort has been made to enlist the 
assistance of the faculty in choosing the 
titles to be included. 
The size of the collections in the 
undergraduate libraries has ranged 
from twenty to twenty-B.ve thousand 
titles up to forty thousand and from 
thirty-B.ve to B.fty thousand volumes. The 
expressed intention has been that these 
collections would not exceed one hun-
dred thousand volumes or one hundred 
twenty-B.ve thousand volumes. When 
this size is reached, it is planned that 
the collections will be weeded and thus 
kept at an approximately stable B.gure. 
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Up to this point it has not been noted 
that in each institution that has provided 
an undergraduate library there was se-
rious need of additional library space. 
The undergraduate library has provided 
some of the needed space. The plan once 
adopted can be rationalized as a good, 
or a superior, means of rendering library 
service to undergraduates. It can be that. 
Approached in another way it can be 
argued that when book collections and 
the number of readers to be served be-
come very large, it is desirable to break 
up the collections and the readers into 
smaller, more manageable units. The 
undergraduate library is one plausible 
way of making such a division. It is also 
apparent that for a given institution this 
device may provide an economical solu-
tion to a difficult capital funding prob-
lem. Regardless of the rationalization or 
explanation one may prefer to use, it 
seems likely that as enrollments continue 
to increase and as book collections con-
tinue to grow the separate undergrad-
uate library will provide an attractive 
and useful form of decentralization of 
the central library service for many large 
institutions. 
It should be clear, however, that not 
all American university librarians re-
gard the undergraduate library as the 
best means of serving undergraduates. 
Direct exposure to a large book collec-
tion, not one especially selected for 
him, is considered a valuable education-
al experience for the undergraduate. 
This is best provided in a single central 
library in which undergraduates have 
access to the stacks. 
Another approach, perhaps a new 
type, is exemplified in the new Notre 
Dame library in which the first two 
floors constitute the college library and 
the research library is housed in a tower 
stack. The college library is conceived 
as serving a broader function than ser-
vice to undergraduates-it serves the en-
tire university community with an open-
shelf collection of the more commonly 
used books. The user goes to the re-
search stack when he requires less fre-
quently used material. 
The experience of American university 
libraries in their growth and expansion 
indicates that there are various ways of 
providing library service to undergrad-
uates and that in the varying circum-
stances in which institutions find them-
selves it is important for each institu-
. tion to analyze its own needs and adopt 
or devise the best solution it can sup-
port. •• 
ACRL Professional Booth 
At Conference 
IF YOU WANT INFORMATION about ACRL activities come to booth 
1380 in the professional exhibit area at the Detroit Conference. 
Arrangements for servicing the booth are being made by the ACRL 
Committee on Local Arrangements under the chairmanship of 
Robert T. Grazier, Wayne State University. Other members of the 
committee include Carl Orgren, University of Detroit; Mary Ruskin, 
Oakland University, Rochester; Norman Tanis, Henry Ford Com-
munity College, Dearborn; and Harold Young, University of Mich-
igan Dearborn Center. •• 
ROBERT H. MULLER 
Principles Governing the Employment 
of Nonprofessional Personnel in 
University Libraries 
The work of academic libraries may be divided into two classifications: 
(1) that requiring professional qualifications, and (2) that requiring 
lesser skills or competences. Sound personnel practices must govern 
the relationship between the library and its nonprofessional staff if 
worker morale is to remain high. The essential role of the nonprofes-
sional appointee must be clear to him and to his colleagues if he is 
to be expected to fulfill his assignment with dignity. Some conditions 
of nonprofessional appointment are enumerated which are conducive 
to favorable employment climate. · 
T ms PAPER is another in the series of 
statements drafted by a member of the 
Committee on Academic Status of the 
University Libraries Section of ACRL 
and approved by the committee as pre-
liminary reports to elicit comment. Read-
ers' reactions are invited and may be 
sent to the author or to the chairman of 
the committee. Following possible revi-
sion and final approval by the commit-
tee, it is expected that all statements 
will be submitted to ACRL for endorse-
ment and publication in monographic 
form. 
By far the highest proportion of the 
staff of a university library (in some 
cases 75 per cent) consists of nonprofes-
sional personnel. The term "nonprofes-
·current members of the Committee on 
Academic Status are R: B. Downs, Wil-
liam H. ]esse, Robert H. Muller, David C. 
Weber and Lewis C. Branscomb, chairman. 
Dr. Muller is Associate Director of Librar-
ies in the University of Michigan. 
sional" is unfortunate since it fails to 
convey a clear notion of the important 
responsibilities carried by nonprofes-
sionals and may imply a lack of recog-
nition or appreciation. It should, there-
fore, be stressed that a university library 
could not operate efficiently without 
such a supporting staff. Duties assigned 
to nonprofessionals include typing; fil-
ing; searching; checking; recording; 
shelving; labeling; bookkeeping; mend-
ing; answering simple information ques-
tions at public desks; operating printing, 
photographic, and other machinery; han-
dling supplies; preparing materials for 
binding; keeping statistics; collecting 
fines, etc. The borderline between what 
is nonprofessional and what is profes-
sional among library duties has become 
more sharply defined in re~ent years 
due in part to the shortage of library 
school graduates and the need to oper-
ate libraries as efficiently and econom-
ically as possible. 
It is recognized as a sound principle 
/225 
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of library management that professional 
librarians should not be employed for 
the performance of nonprofessional tasks 
except in emergencies or unusual cir-
cumstances. The application of this prin-
ciple requires that a competent nonpro-
fessional staff of sufficient size be em-
ployed and retained by all libraries. If a 
library is unable to attract competent 
nonprofessional employees or if the 
turnover among such employees is ex-
cessively high, there is a risk that librar-
ians will be forced into the performance 
of nonprofessional tasks to an excessive 
extent and thus provide library service 
that is economically indefensible and 
detrimental to the wider public accept-
ance of librarians as a professional group. 
Failure to provide adequate and stable 
nonprofessional staffing to assist the pro-
fessional library staff also results in a 
lowering of the attractiveness of librar-
ianship as a career and thus makes re-
cruiting efforts to the profession increas-
ingly difficult. 
At institutions where regulations gov-
erning non-academic employees are not 
under the jurisdiction of or subject to 
the influence of the library administra-
tion, it will of course be necessary to 
comply with existing regulations. In 
cases where the library administration 
is in a position to bring influence to bear 
upon the conditions governing the em-
ployment of the nonprofessional staff of 
the library, the best possible conditions 
governing the employment of nonpro-
fessional personnel should be main-
tained. The following list represents an 
attempt to enumerate important condi-
tions contributing to a favorable employ-
ment" situation: 
1. Compensation, length of the work 
week, and fringe benefits should be the 
same as those governing non-academic 
employment elsewhere on a given cam-
pus. In a tight local labor market it is 
necessary to offer better-than-average 
salaries and fringe benefits in order to 
attract the best possible nonprofessional 
employees to the library and retain them. 
2. A personnel classification and pay 
plan assuring equal pay for equal work 
should provide a sufficient number of 
classes to allow for differences in the 
complexity of work. 
3. Merit increases should be provided 
within grade. 
4. Fringe benefits should include group 
hospitalization insurance, a retirement 
plan, sick-leave allowance, and a dis-
ability plan. 
5. Continuing employment should be 
preceded by a probationary period of 
reasonable ·length. Continuing employ-
ment, however, would not be as perma-
nent as or on a par with faculty tenure, 
but would mean that employment would 
normally be terminated only in case of 
proven unsatisfactory performance or 
insufficiency of institutional funds. 
6. Minimum vacation allowance should 
be one day per month. If possible, vaca-
tion allowance should increase after a 
specified length of service in order to 
indue;e employees to continue their work 
in the library for as long as possible. 
In addition to these basic conditions, 
and perhaps more important than any 
one of them, is the goal of giving each 
employee a genuine sense of identifica-
tion with the team effort of the library 
by encouraging him to make suggestions 
concerning the improvement of proce-
dures and policies and to provide appro-
priate incentives and rewards for such 
efforts. Through the furtherance of the 
sense of self-esteem of the nonprofes-
sional group of the library team and the 
encouragement of free communication 
among all members of a library staff, 
morale can be strengthened and quality 
of performance improved. 
Given such conditions, the nonprofes-
sional staff of a library may be expected 
to develop a deep sense of loyalty to 
the employing library, a high degree of 
service-mindedness, and a respect for 
the mission of libraries as indispensable 
social institutions. • • 
FREDERIC R. HARTZ 
Freshman Library Orientation: 
a Need for New Approaches 
Reevaluation of freshman library orientation programs is suggested 
with mafor emphasis on: (1) the need for a continuing four or five year 
orientation program; (2) increased college enrollments; (3) new media 
of communication; and ( 4) increased emphasis on the individual 
student. A brief historical review is presented followed by the develop-
ment of the mafor theme. A typical, continuing four- or five-year 
orientation program is outlined in some detail, and the use of newer 
media is encouraged. 
EVERY SEPTEMBER more and more col-
lege and university librarians, either by 
choice or consequence, are £nding it 
necessary to reevaluate their freshman 
orientation procedures. Concern for 
present programs is being generated to 
a great degree by ( 1 ) the need for a 
four- or £ve-year library instruction pro-
gram, a program not limited to the usual 
freshman orientation week; ( 2) in-
creased college enrollments; ( 3) new 
media of communication; ( 4) increased 
emphasis on the individual student. 
These four major considerations must 
be incorporated into the new concepts 
of orientation, while still preserving the 
basic objective of the program. 
Any library orientation program, be 
it for present or future consumption, 
should be concerned with developing a 
pattern of habits that will lead the in-
This paper is adapted from an address 
to the College and University Section, New 
] ersey Library Association, delivered No-
vember 14, 1964, at Fairleigh Dickinson 
University. Mr. Hartz is Assistant Professor 
of Library Science, Trenton State College. 
dividual to information sources that 
verify or extend his knowledge. At all 
levels of higher education new knowl-
edge must be promptly transmitted to 
students and to the scholarly community. 
It must be verified and made meaning-
ful in relation to existing knowledge. 
The quickened pace of discovery re-
quires an equally accelerated rate of 
transmission, unless much of the invest-
ment in research is to be wasted through 
duplication. At best, no single library 
could ever hope to acquire the written 
records of all new-found knowledge; the 
needs of every student can never fully be 
met. There are too many recorded ex-
periences and too many needs to be dealt 
with. 
Regardless of limitations, there still 
remains for the library the responsibility 
of meeting most student needs, of help-
ing to assure the student that he has ex-
hausted his £rst available source of in-
formation before leaving his own cam-
pus to explore neighboring college, pub-
lic, and research libraries. 
The traditional time for conveying 
library information has been in the pop-
/ 227 
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ular freshman orientation week. Devised 
to give library orientation just once dur-
ing one's college career, the lectures 
are burdened with detail and innumer-
able reference citations, trying to give 
the college freshman in one or two hours 
what librarians have learned in one or 
more years of formal training. Students 
find it difficult to take adequate notes to 
enable them later to coordinate the lec-
tures into a meaningful experience. 
Most literature agrees that the first 
weeks are not the best time to attempt 
library instruction. Students are still too 
preoccupied with becoming acquainted 
with their instructors and textbooks and 
making general .adjustment to college 
life. Librarians, particularly, agree that 
freshman week programs are too full of 
many different kinds of activity to en-
able new students to assimilate detailed 
instruction in how to use the library, 
although they agree that some introduc-
tion to the library or invitation to visit 
the library should be on the program. 
Research and experience have taught 
us that a definite need does exist for li-
brary instruction on the undergraduate 
level. Research has shown that under-
graduates need to know how to use a 
library if they are going to be academ-
ically successful. There is a significant 
and positive relationship between knowl-
edge of library use and academic stand-
ing. Scores made in a recent test of li-
brary skills and understanding, adminJ 
istered to "64 teachers' college seniors, 
revealed that students scoring higher 
than the median on the library test 
tended to have higher four-year course 
averages than those who scored below."1 
The revitalization of the present lag-
ging orientation programs will depend 
to a large degree upon a more realistic 
approach to course content and presen-
tation, improving the .. what, when, and 
1 W. Joyce, "Study of Academic Achievement and 
Performance on a Test of Library Understanding." 
Journal of Educational Research, LIV (January 
1961), 198-9. 
how" of the instructional presentation: 
What should be taught? When should it 
be taught? How should it be taught? 
If formal instruction is used, the first 
phase should acquaint the student with 
the physical arrangement of the library, 
the rules and regulations, .and the special 
collections, and should fix in his mind 
the general location of all major re-
sources. Students should have opportu-
nity to meet the staff, browse through 
the stacks, and actually see the vast 
amount of material .available. This first 
phase of orientation should be a gener-
ally pleasant introduction to the why 
and what of the library rather than to 
how to use it. 
Phase two, including methodical in-
struction in the use of the library, could 
begin when the need .arises, logically at 
the beginning of the research paper. 
This would be the time to give detailed 
instruction on the use of the card cat-
alog, including treatment of the more 
important filing rules, newspaper and 
periodical indexes, selected reference 
works, and an introduction generally to 
the more important reference sources. 
This phase can be effectively illustrated 
by a series of displays, strategically 
placed throughout the library. 
Phase three of a realistic program 
would naturally be a continuation of 
phase two, but geared to the needs of 
advanced students. College juniors and 
seniors are at the peak of their need for 
advanced reference tools. Courses re-
volve around more individual study re-
ported in term and research papers. If 
instruction is given only once in a stu-
dent's college career-during his fresh-
man ye.ar-by the time he enters his 
major field of concentration he has for-
gotten independent library procedures. 
Orientation for junior and senior stu-
dents should include the use of spe-
cialized reference tools in their major 
fields, not only the more general infor-
mation sources but the authorities and 
l 
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their contributions to the major £eld of 
study. Phase three could properly be an 
elective credit course taught by a mem-
ber of the library staff. 
This formal approach to library in-
struction-the type which provides ap-
propriate materials and instruction to 
reach students at different periods in 
their college careers-is ably presented 
and summarized by Luella Snyder in 
her book The Second Kind of Knowl-
edge.2 Miss Snyder- recommends the fol-
lowing program: 
During registration each year. A small 
leaflet briefly summarizing the organiza-
tion of the library, location of units, spe-
cial services, hours of operation, and 
regulations for use. 
During freshman orientation. A brief, 
motivational presentation to awaken in-
terest in the library and invite students 
to use it. 
Early in the semester for all freshmen 
and transfers. A review of minimum 
skills, introduction to general reference 
resources, review of facilities and ser-
vices of the library, and provision for 
students to become familiar with the · 
various units. 
Throughout the academic year. Mate-
rial f9r independent, individual review 
of both basic and more advanced library 
resources and how they can be used to 
best advantage, available at all times 
for student use. 
At time of academic specialization. 
An introduction to special reference ma-
terials and familiarity with departmental 
library, scheduled as a regular part of 
the academic program. 
For upper class majors and honors stu-
dents. A more intensive experience to 
acquaint them with a wider range of 
2 Luella Snyder, The Second Kind of Knowledge, 
a special library project report to the coordinator 
and director of project 1 of the inter-university p r o-
gram in teacher education on the use of library 
resources by university students. Inter-University 
Program in Teacher Education and School of Li-
brary Science, Syracuse University (Syracuse: Syra-
cuse University Press, 1964). 
materials, in a workshop session on a 
voluntary basis but scheduled as a reg-
ular part of the academic program. 
Ear graduate students. A seminar on 
reference tools in their £eld, and the 
services provided for them by the li-
brary, with attendance voluntary. 
For students planning careers in re-
search. Courses in subject matter bibli-. 
ography. 
Certainly a continuous four-year in-
structional program is the ideal, but too 
few college librari~s have the staff for 
this. Giving library instruction to thou-
sands or even hundreds of students is a 
monotonous and stultifying experience, 
consuming staff hours which could be 
put to more fruitful use. It has been sug-
gested, from time to time, that faculty 
could assume some of the instructional 
responsibility. Since, however, a major-
ity of faculty themselves have to be prod-
ded into making better use of the li-
brary, it is doubtful whether they could 
stimulate better student use. In most 
cases staff, funds, and time for formal 
library instruction are still provided by 
the library organization. 
The need for a four-year program 
coupled with increasing enrollments ne-
cessitates a better method of transmis-
. sion. 
Larger colleges and universities may 
use closed circuit television for teaching 
the use of the library. A series of tele-
vision programs would certainly con-
serve staff. The one or two staff mem-
bers presenting the program would have 
to work harder in preparing for the 
presentation, but hundreds of students 
could be reached in one class hour by 
one staff member. Additionally, televi-
sion has a number of advantages as com-
pared to the usual platform lecture and 
blackboard demonstration: 
The television screen and the scenes 
depicted on it tend to draw and hold 
attention to the exclusion of anything 
that might be going on elsewhere. 
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Demonstration materials-catalog 
cards, books, or other display material-
can be made clearly visible to every 
member of the audience by enlarging the 
object before the cameras to any desired 
size. 
The possibility exists, when cost is not 
prohibitive, of video-taping a complete 
series of instructional lectures. This 
would eliminate the yearly preparation 
for the lectures, thus further conserving 
staff, time, and funds. 
Another approach, especially in large 
universities that have film production 
centers, is the preparation of instruc-
tional films and filmstrips on the use of 
the library. Again, Miss Snyder in her 
book, The Second Kind of Knowledge, 
recommends: 
A set of filmstrips on basic library 
skills for university freshmen, covering 
such topics as classification systems and 
the subject heading approach to knowl-
edge, using the card catalog; types of 
reference works and their characteris-
tics; parts of a book and the kind of in-
formation to be found in each part; how 
to write a research paper. 
A film on the general principles of 
using a university library for research, 
for university freshmen and transfer stu-
dents~ high school students planning to 
go to college. This film would review 
the basic minimum library skills and in-
troduce resources and skills needed by 
university students. 
A film about how teachers and librar-
ians can foster research skills in high 
school students. Basically the film would 
be for teachers and librarians in service; 
students in education and in library 
school. The content would show how 
teachers themselves can make better use 
of library resources, how they can foster 
library skills in their own students, and 
how teachers and librarians can cooper-
··ate in order for the library to make its 
'maximum contribution to education. 
A film to motivate students to use the 
. 
library, designed for university fresh-
men, during freshman orientation. This 
film should leave the audience with the 
feeling that the library is an important 
place for them. 
Thus far we have concerned ourselves 
with group instruction, stressing the 
need for presenting instructional mate-
rial effectively and interestingly to large 
numbers of students at one time. But is 
this formal unsolicited instruction as 
valuable as the casual contacts during 
which learning may occur? Should the 
college assume the responsibility for 
teaching the use of the library, or should 
librarians provide the best service to 
the student who presents himself volun-
tarily for instruction? So many times we 
hear students remark: "Why weren't we 
told sooner?" or "If I'd only known this 
before I wrote my paper." Perhaps the 
student would have known sooner or 
would have known before writing his 
paper, if he had taken it upon himself 
to find out. 
Lack of staff, limited time for prepa-
ration and administration of orientation 
courses, and diversity of subject matter 
are going to place more of the burden 
upon the student. Library instruction 
will become dependent upon the infor-
mal conference between student and li-
brarian. The teaching will be done by 
conversation and example and by direct-
ing the student's attention to the library 
materials which will have immediate in-
terest for him. By finding and identify-
ing the facts then demanded the student 
teaches himself the function and limita-
tions of each informational aid. The stu-
dent engaged individually gains the 
sense of satisfaction and achievement 
that comes only through independent ef-
fort. Additionally, the pressure of in-
creased enrolhnents on librarians and 
faculty means that students will have 
to learn to work independently and at a 
higher level of skill. 
' 
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Independent student research is not 
a harsh escape from the dilemma of 
group instruction but rather a sensible 
continuation of present secondary school 
practices. Tomorrow's entering freshmen 
will come from public schools which 
will have better and more adequate li-
brary facilities. Many will come to us 
with at least an introductory course in 
using the card catalog, knowledge of 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, periodical 
indexes, miscellaneous references, and 
in general how to use books. The college 
should no longer need to assume com-
plete responsibility for formal library 
instruction, but rather for an informal 
and flexible program based on indi-
vidual needs. The library would then 
truly become the core of the educational 
system, the cultural center of the cam-
pus, the citizen's university, or whatever 
else it may so glibly be called today. • • 
Conference on Library Surveys 
A CONFERENCE on library surveys will be cosponsored by the ACRL Committee 
on Library Surveys and Columbia University school of library service, on 
June 14-17. Registration fee is $65. Inquiries and registrations should be sent 
to Dr. Jack Dalton, Dean, School of Library Service, Columbia University, New 
York, N.Y. 10027. 
PROGRAM: 
June 14 
Welcome and Introduction; Jack Dalton, Professor Maurice F. Tauber 
"The Origins and Evolution of the Library Survey," Guy R. Lyle, Emory 
University 
"Surveying Book Collections and Other Materials," Edwin E. Williams, Har-
vard University Libraries, and Lewis Leary, Columbia University 
June 15 
"Survey of Processing," Robert Kingery, New York Public Library 
"Survey of the Use of Library Resources and Facilities," Leon Carnovsky, 
Graduate Library School, University of Chicago 
"The Library Staff: Survey of Adequacy and Competence," Lowell A. Martin, 
Grolier, Inc. 
June 16 
"Survey of Library Buildings and Facilities," Donald E. Bean, Library Build-
ing Consultants, Inc. 
"Survey of Library Administration: Budget and Finance," John A. Humphry, 
Brooklyn Public Library 
"Survey of Library Administration: Organization and Management," Stephen 
A. McCarthy, Cornell University 
June 17 
Panel Discussion: "Special Approaches and Problems of Library Surveys." 
Moderator: Morris A. Gelfand, Paul Klapper Library, Queens College, 
New York; Public libraries: Andrew Geddes, Nassau Library System; State 
Libraries: Walter T. Brahm, Connecticut State Library; Academic and 
Research Libraries: Mark M. Gormley, University of Wisconsin; School 
Libraries: Frances E. Henne, School of Library Service, Columbia Univer-
sity; Special Libraries: Janet Bogardus, Federal Reserve Bank of New York. 
"The Library Survey: Its Value, Effectiveness, and Use as an Instrument of 
Administration," E. W. Erickson, Mark Jefferson Library, Eastern Michigan 
University 
Concluding Remarks: Professor Tauber 
Lectures and panel discussion will be followed by discussion periods. • • 
CARL C. COX 
Mechanized Acquisitions Procedures 
at the University of Maryland 
After searching book requests and selecting vendors for them, they are 
keypunched into order decks, and rush orders are mailed. Other re-
quests are accumulated and consolidated purchase orders printed out 
weekly on an IBM 407 accounting machine. Order information is also 
sent .to the catalog department, where it is filed as "on order" in the 
public catalog and where precataloging is begun. Auxiliary printouts 
of order information include numerical listing, receiving report, alpha-
betic listing, and fund reports. 
As TIIE FIRST STEP in mechanizing the 
acquisitions routine at the University of 
Maryland, the order request forms were 
redesigned to serve as the source docu-
ments for key punching. A five-part form 
of standard 5 x 8 size printed on no-
carbon-required paper, this document, 
in addition to providing the usual spaces 
for bibliographic description, is spaced 
across the top for the entry of keypunch 
coding and provides an area at the right-
hand side for manual searching informa-
tion. To accelerate keypunching, the cod-
ing spaces at the top are arranged in the 
necessary sequence. In the instructions 
for ·the use of this form, which accom-
panied its distribution prior to the be-
ginning of the new fiscal year, the fact 
that no order request would be proc-
essed which was not typewritten was 
stressed. Five months after the distribu-
tion of the new form, no handwritten re-
quests had been received. The requestor 
keeps the fifth copy of the form and 
Mr. Cox is Assistant Director of Libraries 
for Technical Services in the University of 
Maryland. 
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sends the other four to acquisitions, 
where, using a modified Simplex time 
stamp, it is assigned an item number im-
mediately. The first two numerals of this 
six-digit number correspond to the week 
of the fiscal year, while the last four are 
sequential within the week. The fourth 
copy of the form is detached and filed by 
this number, to serve as a control and to 
aid in clearing each order for purchase 
or return within a week's time. The re-
maining three forms are distributed to 
searching teams and are processed 
through the public catalog and biblio-
graphic searching. If Library of Con-
gress copy for the title is found during 
this search this copy is attached to the 
request form, either by pulling the LC 
proof slip from the · file of these slips or 
by making a Thermofax copy of the 
entry in the printed National Union Cat-
alog. 
After searching is completed, the 
search reviser edits the request for legi-
bility and proper form, encodes the key-
punch information, &mils for return to 
the originator the requests which are not 
to be ordered) and then sends all orders 
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to the acquisitions librarian for review. 
The acquisitions librarian decides upon 
the source from which the item is to be 
·Ordered and inserts the proper vendor 
number in the appropriate keypunch 
code space, stamps the next order num-
ber in the upper left position on the form 
-again by the use of a modified Simplex 
time stamp-and detaches the third copy 
of the form for return to the originator as 
his notification that the title is on order. 
The remaining two copies of the request 
form are sent to data processing for key-
punching into order decks. After the 
originator receives his copy, he is asked 
to quote the order number in any future 
enquiries about the progress of the or-
der. A special telephone extension in ac-
quisitions has been installed to handle 
this type of information. All orders com-
pleted by the end of a work day are tak-
en from acquisitions to data processing 
before closing time so that the keypunch-
ers can begin on them the next morning. 
Rush orders are sent daily; all others are 
combined for a consolidated purchase 
order printout once a week. 
PREPARING THE ORDER DECK 
Working from the edited request form 
and any available LC copy, the key-
punch operator prepares a basic order 
deck consisting of at least Jive cards; 
There must be one card each for author, 
title, publisher, series, and fund, with 
trailer cards used to accommodate 
lengthy author, title, and publisher cita-
tions. From this basic order deck all 
other records are prepared. Each card of 
this deck carries, in addition to the card 
code and sequence number which allows 
sorting and arranging by machine, the 
order number, the vendor number, the 
number of copies ordered, and a sort 
code which facilitates the routing of ma-
terial upon arrival. When catalog cards 
are to be prepared prior to receipt-in 
other words, where full Library of Con-
gress cataloging copy is available-the 
call number also is punched into the 
cards. In the rare instances where the 
call number exceeds fifteen columns in 
length, the remainder of the number is 
punched into a fixed field in the series 
card from whence it is retrieved for any 
full call number listing and for the prep-
aration of book cards. The series card, 
which also carries the pagination state-
ment, does not bear a full series entry 
but only the blanket notation "/series/." 
On the purchase order this advises the 
dealer that this title is part of a series 
and that therefore he may fill the order 
without a request for confirmation. Lat-
er, this same notation will serve as a sig-
nal that this title should be listed under 
a series entry, the series itself being 
punched in full form as one of the added 
entries in the final bibliographic deck for 
the title. Because of these and other con-
trol functions having to do with machine 
printout, only one series card is ever 
made as part of the order deck, in con-
trast to the multiple cards which may be 
punched for author and title. Author 
cards and fund cards, which are con-
sidered primary control cards, are veri-
fied on an IBM 056 Model 1 verifier, but 
all other cards are scanned for errors 
after a proof purchase order printout. 
PURCHASE ORDER WRITING 
Immediately after the established cut-
off time each week all completed order 
decks are sorted into proper sequence 
and, preceded by the appropriate vendor 
address cards, are run through an IBM 
407 Model E4 accounting machine for 
the proof purchase order printout. This 
proof run is invaluable as an error elim-
inator since even a rapid scanning will 
catch misspellings, errors in form, cards 
out of sequence or dropped entirely, and 
those hopefully rare cases where an or-
der for a title with a New York imprint 
is being sent to a dealer in Bombay be-
cause of an inadvertent transposition of 
digits in ~he vendor coding. After the 
corrections are made, the order decks are 
passed through the 407 once more to 
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print the order. Although the time is in-
fluenced by many factors and thus varies 
considerably, the average printout time 
on purchase order runs is one hour for 
675 orders. 
An 8~ x 11 sheet order form is used, 
on which, varying with the length of the 
entries, from six to eight titles may be 
listed. Each title, however, has its indi-
vidual order number, preceded by a two-
digit prefix number identifying the fund 
against which the order is to be charged; 
the vendor is asked to invoice together 
only items with identical prefix numbe:t;s. 
Only one copy of the purchase order is 
sent to the vendor, but a punched postal 
reply card corresponding to each title is 
sent with the sheet order. This is to be 
returned in the book as ·supplied, or re-
turned as a report if the material is un-
available or is to be delayed beyond 
ninety days-the period designated as the 
beginning of the claim and cancel pro-
cedure. The information punched in the 
reply card is duplicated from the author 
card of the order deck on an IBM 519 
reproducer, and after this process has 
been completed the author cards are 
sorted into alphabetical order and a 
printout is run on the 407. This serves to 
catch any duplicate orders that may have 
been processed by different searchers 
during the past week. 
CATALOGING RECORDS 
At the time of order printout, two 3 x 5 
cards bearing full order information are 
-also printed by the 407 on catalog card 
stock. These are sent, with the original 
order request forms, to the catalog de-
partment as soon as the order is mailed. 
Wherever complete LC catalog copy is 
available the catalog department pre-
pares all cards for the book at this time 
and files both catalog cards and request 
forms by order number until the arrival 
of the book. When such copy is not avail-
able at the time of order the request 
forms are merely filed until the piece 
arrives. One of the 3 x 5 cards is filed in 
the public catalog immediately to show 
that the item is on order, thus consoli-
dating the on-order file with the cata-
loged collection and eliminating one step 
in the searching procedure. This "on or-
der" card in the public catalog may also 
help in reducing the number of duplicate 
orders submitted to acquisitions. The 
second 3 x 5 card is used to hold the call 
number in the shelf list while cards are 
being prepared, either before or after the 
actual arrival of the piece. Both of these 
cards are pulled and destroyed at the 
time the finished set of catalog cards is 
filed after the item is received. Any title 
reported as unavailable after order is re-
ferred to the acquisitions librarian who 
decides what search measures, if any, 
should be taken. Most titles recommend-
ed once will continue to be in demand 
and search activities will be extended 
accordingly. When it is decided to main-
tain a title on active search status a dif-
ferent set of 3 x 5 catalog cards, similar 
to the "on order" set but bearing the no-
tation that the title is being sought, is 
printed by the 407 and the original order 
deck is then filed in a desiderata file. The 
first of the 3 x 5 cards is filed in the pub-
lic catalog and the second maintained in 
acquisitions as a record of search activ-
ity, to be reviewed at definite intervals. 
The card in the public catalog alerts any 
searcher checking an out-of-print deal-
er's catalog that this title is wanted, and 
the order can be rushed out that day by 
merely pulling the punched card order 
deck from the desiderata file, amending 
its order number and vendor number, 
and punching a new fund card. 
AUXILIARY LISTINGS 
Once a week, following immediately 
upon the consolidated order run, a nu-
merical listing of all orders placed that 
week, an alphabetical listing of all orders 
currently outstanding, and a fund re-
view report are printed. The numerical 
listing, an exact duplicate of the infor-
mation on the purchase order, serves 
• 
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two basic needs. The copy of this listing 
which is maintained in the acquisitions 
department is the record copy of all 
orders placed and is the official source 
of all information concerning any indi-
vidual order while that order is out-
standing. This copy is kept beside the 
acquisitions information telephone and 
is annotated daily with any dealer re-
port, claim, or cancellation information. 
A weekly receiving report printed on the 
407 keeps this information copy updated 
on completed orders. Another copy of the 
numerical listing is placed in the receiv-
ing section and is used to check incom-
ing materials for correctness. The alpha-
betical listing is composed of author en-
try only and serves primarily as an index 
to the numerical listing, although it may 
also be used as a quick check for possi-
ble duplication. Since it lists only out-
standing orders, the alphabetical listing 
is replaced weekly by a new printout 
with orders received being dropped and 
new orders being added. 
The fund review report is printed each 
week for all library funds in both detail 
and summary forms. The detailed re-
port lists all transactions for the week by 
individual order-encumbrances, pay-
ments, cancellations, etc.-and serves as 
a visual record of the entire week's fi-
nancial operations. As each fund is to-
taled in the running of the detailed re-
port a summary fund card is punched 
on the 519 duplicating punch. The sum-
mary fund card for each week is then 
filed to be run with the detailed report 
next week, after which it is destroyed, 
being supplanted by a new summary 
card. A second run of the detail cards 
is made to furnish a summary fund re-
port which, for administrative purposes, 
is much easier to use. By this means the 
exact status of any fund is always clear 
and the panic of over encumbrance or, 
worse, over-expenditure is avoided. Once 
a month information is extracted from this 
fund summary to be sent as a report to 
each of fifty-eight departments on the 
current status of the department's funds. 
Formerly two man-days a month were 
spent in dealing with 282 funds, totaling 
and reconciling accounts on an adding 
machine. This time has been reduced 
to the actual printout time of the report, 
usually about an hour, plus about two 
hours of typing time. Eventually a print-
ed report probably will eliminate the 
typing time altogether. 
RECEIVING AND BILL pAYMENT 
Two distribution cards-actually dup-
licates of the author card with distinctive 
color stripes-are produced on the 519 
at the time of order placement. These 
are sent to a file in the receiving area 
and are pulled when the book arrives. 
One of the cards is sent to data process-
ing, where all invoices are received, to 
·serve as notification that the invoice may 
now be processed for payment and for 
the preparation of the weekly receiving 
report. As invoices are cleared for pay-
ment the individual fund cards are 
punched with the actual amount paid 
for the item and the fund cards totaled 
on the accounting machine for each in-
voice. At the same time a summary 
punched card is produced on the 519 
which, together with a bill listing, is sent 
to the university comptroller's office. 
Using the summary punched card, that 
office processes payment through its 1401 
computer system, and the payment au-
thorization is usually on its way within 
twenty-four hours. The original fund 
card for each item is held for the next 
fund review. 
PosTCATALOGING OPERATIONS 
The second distribution card is placed 
in the book and sent to the catalog de-
partment to match the piece with the 
request forms on file there by order num-
ber and, if cards are waiting, only labels 
need be prepared before the release of 
the book to the shelves. If the book has 
not been precataloged it is routed at 
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once to a cataloger in the appropriate 
subject field. In either case, as soon as 
the book is released the original copy of 
the request form is returned to the 
originator as notification that the book 
is ready for use, and the distribution 
card and a copy of the catalog card are 
returned to data processing. The dis-
tribution card pulls the basic order deck 
from the active file, and any necessary 
corrections or amendments to the deck, 
as shown on the catalog card, are made. 
At this time, too, the subject heading and 
added entry cards for each title are add-
ed to the deck, and any book cards not 
made at the time of order are punched. 
Once this postcataloging punching is 
completed, the deck is sorted into call 
number order and held for the printout 
of a new book list once a month. Follow-
ing the book list run the punched card 
deck is filed in a so-called history file 
for transfer to computer tape at the 
earliest possible date. • • 
Nominees for ACRL Offices, 1965-66 
FoR College Libraries Section Chairman, the correct names of the 
nominees are Martha Biggs, Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, Ill.; 
and George F. Bobinski, State University of New York, Cortland, 
. New, York. The Law and Political Science subsection of the Subject 
Specialists Section nominated Robert B. Harmon, San Jose State 
College, San Jose, California, and Jane Wilson, The Asia Founda-
tion, San Francisco, California, for vice chairman and chairman-
elect; and Marcia M. Miller, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mis-
souri, and Hans E. Panofsky, Northwestern University, Evanston, 
Illinois, for Executive Committee member-at-large. Slavic East 
European subsection nominated John L. Mish, New York public li-
brary, Bohdans Wymar, University of Denver, for vice chairman and 
chairman-elect. • • 
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ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AMERICANA 
is pleased to present some 
findings from a new study, 
"Use of Basic Reference 
Sources in Libraries" 
Conducted by \Vallace J. Bonk, 
Chairman, Departn1ent of Library Science, 
University of Michigan 
Supported by the Cooperative Research Program 
of the Office of Education, United States Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare 
''Use of Basic Reference Sources in Libraries'' 
-an independent survey 
WHY THIS SURVEY? One of the urgent problems facing library edu-
cation, in Professor Bonk's opinion, is the need for a core reference course 
that will provide graduates of Master's Degree programs in library science 
with the common preparation they all need. The basic or introductory 
reference course which is to prepare both for large university and public 
libraries and for small public and school libraries must aim its teaching at 
the largest area of agreement upon reference titles. 
The purpose of this study was to determine which basic or general 
reference works are most frequently used in college, university, school, 
and public libraries of varying sizes. 
OBJECTIVES: I. To obtain the judgments of practicing reference librar-
ians relative to the usefulness of a selected list of basic reference sources. 
2. To aid teachers of reference in evaluating the content of their basic refer-
ence courses (with respect to that part of the course which is concerned 
with the study of actual titles). 3. To provide one further possible aid in the 
evaluation of reference collections and a possible aid in selection of addi-
tional titles. (The questionnaire list was actually used as a source of titles 
for purchase by a number of responding librarians.) 
PROCEDURE: A questionnaire was sent to 1,750 reference librarians in six 
different categories of library work-1) Ph.D. granting institutions, 2) 
Master's Degree granting institutions, 3) Bachelor's Degree granting institu-
tions, 4) Junior Colleges, 5) High Schools, and 6) Public Libraries. They 
were asked to grade 352 reference titles (A-V materials, Bibliography, Biog-
raphy, Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, etc.) with the following designations: 
V-Vital, meaning those sources in constant and heavy use. 
R-Recommended, helpful, but not in constant demand. 
P-Peripheral, infrequently used. 
RESULTS: Of the 1,750 libraries polled, 1,090 responded, and of these, 
1,078 replies were tabulated. 
Of the 352 titles listed, the Ph.D. Degree granting institutions were in 
unanimous agreement on considering nine titles as vital: Books in Print, 
CBI, Winchell, Current Biography, Who's Who, Webster's New Interna-
tional (2nd edition), Encyclopedia AMERICANA, Government Organiza-
tion Manual, and Readers' Guide. 
Summary of Professor Bonk's findings on encyclopedia use. 
Category of 
Library 
Encyclopedia mentioned 
most frequently as VITAL 
Public Libraries ............................ AMERICANA 
School Libraries ............. .' ............. AMERICANA 
Junior College Libraries .................... AMERICANA 
Libraries in institutions 
granting Bachelor Degrees ............... AMERICANA 
Libraries in institutions 
granting Master Degrees ................. AMERICANA 
Libraries in institutions 
granting Ph.D. Degrees .................. AMERICANA 
IN ALL LIBRARIES POLLED: The ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 
is considered a Vital Reference Source more often than any other ency-
clopedia-by 1,022 out of 1,078 respondents. 
The complete 2 36-page report may be obtained from Ann Arbor Pub-
lishers, 771 North University, Ann Arbor, Michigan. The publisher's price 
is $3.50. 
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ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AMERICANA 
is the vital 
reference work. 
See "Use of Basic Reference Sources in Libraries" 
byWALLACE J.BONK 
Chairman1 Department of Library Science1 
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA 
Educational Division 
575 Lexington Avenue1 New York1 N.Y. 10022 
A Division of £ Grol.ier 
INCORPOMHO 
Litho in U.S.A. 
CY H. SILVER 
Mul~i-Campus Distribution of 
Purchased Libraries 
Two large bloc collections-one in 1957 and the other in 1962-were 
purchased by the University of California for distribution among the 
libraries of its several campuses. The first was the seventy thousand 
volume Ogden collection which was housed at UCLA during process-
ing; there was no special staffing nor budget to accommodr.,te the 
project. These factors, plus lack of experience in distributing such 
collections, caused problems. The second collection-some fifty-two 
thousand volumes in the Isaac Foot library-was distributed from 
Santa Barbara. Because of the experience with the Ogden library, 
the handling of the Foot collection was better planned. Some problems 
nonetheless arose. These problems are described, and conclusions are 
drawn. 
wITH THE EMERGENCE of state-wide 
systems of colleges and universities in 
the United States, a need has arisen for 
both those basic and those more special-
ized books which have been long un-
available in their libraries. As part of its 
program to meet these needs, the U ni-
versity of California in recent years has 
purchased two outstanding collections 
for distribution among the libraries of 
its special campuses. Both came to the 
University through Lawrence Clark 
Powell's connections with English book-
men. The first purchase, in 1957, was the 
library of C. K. Ogden, the inventor of 
Basic English and reviewer of the 13th 
Britannica; the second, in 1962, was that 
of Isaac Foot, M.P., founder of the 
Cromwell Society and a Methodist lead-
er. 
The problem of finding such desirable 
Mr. Silver is a librarian with the Brooklyn 
Public Library. 
collections and negotiating their pur-
chase is not a concern of the present pa-
per, nor is it to any extent the evaluation 
of the worth of such enterprises; that is 
left to older hands at that game. Rather, 
this paper shall describe and discuss the 
techniques by which these two collec-
tions were distributed among libraries 
which have an aggressive, competitive 
interest in improving their holdings. Per- · 
haps this will be of value to library sys-
tems which will be engaged in similar 
projects. 
The libraries of the university fall in 
three categories. First, there are the 
giants of Berkeley and UCLA (the latter 
including the William Andrews Clark 
memorial library), with their millions of 
volumes. The second comprises the three 
smaller campuses at Davis, Santa Bar-
bara, and Riverside, whose libraries, mea-
sured in a few hundreds of thousands 
of books, are growing to support broad 
PhD programs. Third, there are the nas-
I 241 
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cent campuses at San Diego, Santa Cruz, 
and Irvine, for whose libraries-to-be a 
book-collecting program called the New 
Campuses Project was organized in 1959. 
Th~ university's Library Council estab-
lishes such policy and practice as is 
needed for the entire system. 
It was the Library Council which 
formally advised presidents Sproul and 
Kerr on the Ogden and Foot purchases 
and which set the guidelines for their 
distribution. Details, except for a few 
settlements of disputes, were left to the 
individual librarian in charge of each 
project. The Ogden distribution was the 
pioneering effort, with the mistakes nat-
urally attendant upon such a project; the 
Foot profited mightily by those mis-
takes.1 
THE OGDEN CoLLECTION 
When Dr. Powell was on a book-
buying trip in England in late 1957 he 
was offered the Ogden library. The bulk 
of it was in a London house, the balance 
in several other locations. Unknown at 
the time was the inclusion of the con-
tents of a bookshop of Ogden's, with re-
sulting heavy duplication of remaindered 
titles. 
The bookseller's staff prepared a precis 
of the library, and Dr. Powell made an 
extensive inspection, difficult because the 
books were arranged .. in the most hig-
gledy-piggledy order." At a meeting of 
the Southern District of the California 
Library Association May 9, 1959, in a 
talk entitled «Something for Everyone," 
he described the results of later analysis: 
«Some of the subject collections . . . in-
clude 800 Bibles and Books of Common 
Prayer, 1500 books by and about Shake-
1 In writing this paper I have been fortunate in 
being able to discuss the projects with the princi-
pals involved, especially Betty Rosenberg, in charge 
of the Ogden, and Theodore Grieder, of the Foot; ob-
viously, their cooperation was the sine qua non. 
In addition, I have enjoyed access to the corre-
spondence files of the projects and the minutes of 
the Library Council, and I further draw upon my 
own experiences as Dr. Grieder's assistant on the 
Foot. Many of my opinions naturally reflect theirs, 
but the conclusions I cherish as my own. 
speare, 400 on physics and engineering 
... , 100 on color technology, 400 gram-
mars, 1000 dictionaries, 4500 volumes 
of sets, yearbooks and journals"; actually, 
it was largely a valuable collection of 
miscellany. 
The more than seventy thousand vol-
umes were eventually purchased for 
$100,000. As the several campus book 
budgets could stand no additional strain, 
the money came from a special appropri-
ation. 
The purpose of the purchase was to 
aid the libraries of the smaller campuses 
at Davis, Santa Barbara, and Riverside 
in filling gaps in standard materials: At 
the same time, longer established collec-
tions were to be assisted by a policy of 
building to strength. The collection was 
to be housed at UCLA during its process-
ing. There was a newly built bookstack, 
with the shelving just being completed, 
that offered space. For reasons that will 
become clearer below, the needs of the 
expanding UCLA holdings were so --to 
keep pressing into the Ogden that they 
would eventually force its processing in-
to suspension. 
Betty Rosenberg of the UCLA staff 
was placed in charge, with student as-
sistants on a part-time basis as her staff. 
, The · financing of the processing was 
nearly nonexistent; there was never any 
consistent budgeting for it. A constant 
mendicancy from all conceivable sources 
had to be employed, and it did not suf-
fice. The result was that M;iss Rosenberg, 
retaining her previous responsibilities to 
UCLA, could attend to the Ogden only 
in odd moments; availability of clerks 
was similarly erratic. Because of UCLA's 
stack needs, lack of funds, and Miss 
'Rosenberg's other duties, in 1963 several 
thousand volumes were repacked, stored, 
and are still awaiting processing. 
One ludicrous instance of the mone-
tary headache occurred when the Library 
· Council wound up a fiscal year with 
$6,000 in unexpended travel funds. Its 
then secretary, Librarian Donald Coney 
, 
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of Berkeley, appealed to the university's 
budget officer ( since departed) to have 
the funds transferred to Ogden process-
ing. The budget officer explained that a 
budget, as an instrument of fiscal re-
sponsibility, must be used as drawn up, 
and that if funds were needed for Og-
den, why, all one need do is apply direct-
ly for such. Mr. Coney did so; his appli-
cation was denied. 
The unpacking was described by Dr. 
Powell: "A few [of the cases] at a time 
were then trundled into an empty 
ground floor room. There they were 
opened, and unpacked onto tables, with 
Betty and Wilbur [Smith, of UCLA 
special collections], putting aside the 
fifteenth, sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
eighteenth century calf and vellum 
bound books, the sets, the encyclopedias 
and reference works and keeping them 
in the sorting room, to the number of 
fifteen thousand, while the nineteenth 
and twentieth century books, numbering 
sixty-five thousand volumes, were carried 
in open bindery boxes to the lowest level 
of the new stack. And I mean carried 
by hand, for there is no elevator to the 
lowest level." As many of the empty cas-
es as would fit available storage were 
kept. 
The work of unpacking and shelving 
was done by a crew of groundsmen. They 
filled up the shelves, starting at one end 
and finishing at the other, then returning 
and double-shelving. Dr. Powell tells of 
their reward: "Ogden couldn't resist buy-
ing remainders. He had multiple copies 
of Chandos' Guide to Seduction . . That's 
what they got. Betty's idea, of course." 
A .iough attempt at organizing some 
collections was made, in Shakespeare, 
for instance, but not rigorously. The 
combination of haphazard pulling out 
of titles of apparent value and of double-
shelving in no order resulted in the ab-
sence of any coherence in the bulk of the 
display. Consequently, some sets were 
never assembled (the 1st Britannica is 
still incomplete), and duplicates could 
not be effectively gathered. A tedious 
complication resulted from Ogden's hab-
it of inserting holograph materials of 
interest and occasional value in his 
books; each volume had to be leafed 
through for such material. 
A proposal was .made that the entire 
collection be kept intact on one campus, 
to serve as the nucleus of a linguistics 
center. This was rejected for several rea-
sons. First, the purpose of the purchase, 
and the argument by which the special 
appropriation was gained, was to 
strengthen the smaller campuses. Sec-
ond, as was in fact the case, Berkeley 
and UCLA, logical candidates for such 
a center, would already have many of 
the titles; undesirable duplication would 
result, whichever were chosen. Third, 
the "collection" was much more hetero-
geneous than had been realized; it was 
too undisciplined to be the focus of an 
institute. However, priority for linguis-
tics choices was given to Berkeley. 
A slip was made for each title. The 
books that had been gathered on the 
ground floor were listed by Miss Rosen-
berg or Mr. Smith, with some materials 
sent to the catalogers of the Clark li-
brary; STC, Wing, and Hain-Proctor 
numbers were given where appropriate. 
The remainder (in the subbasement) 
., was listed, from the title page, by the 
student assistants; Miss Rosenberg had 
to revise each slip before accepting it. 
Where feasible, duplicates were collated 
onto one slip; often, however, they 
turned up only after slips were checked 
against those previously filed. 
When several hundred slips were 
ready, they were routed from campus to 
campus in turn by mail. Each library 
would indicate on the slip whether it 
wanted that book. If a faculty member 
was personally interested in a title, that 
was noted. Many professors visited the 
collection, and selected books on the site. 
As might be expected, the libraries' rou-
tine checks of their holdings showed that 
the books were often already held. Dur-
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ing the process of making selections, a 
need arose for indicating more than ordi-
nary interest in a title; appropriate sym-
bols were devised. These were operative 
in the event other priorities were of no 
assistance. A minor problem occasionally 
manifested itself when a library failed to 
indicate which of several editions col-
lated onto a slip was the one desired. 
As indicated before, priority for more 
) specialized materials was given to intrin-
sic interest and to strength. Thus, marine 
materials went to the Scripps Institution 
of Oceanography at San Diego, Wing 
materials to the Clark library of UCLA, 
which if it already had a copy w9uld re-
tain an Ogden copy of better quality, 
returning the former to be distributed. 
The Clark agreed to make its Ogden 
acquisitions available for intercampus 
loan if their condition permitted. An in-
dication of the quality of the various li-
braries' needs is that of Berkeley's choic-
es; no other library was interested in 
more than half. 
As mentioned earlier, priority for mod-
ern general books was to the three small-
er campuses; as the contents of each 
packet of slips were allocated, the quanti-
ties assigned these three were equalized. 
Their numbers each ran about three 
times the number assigned Berkeley or 
UCLA. Losers often had their requests 
filled later as duplicates turned up; the 
notations on the slip sent for the first 
copy listed were of course valid for all 
duplicates. If no one was interested in a 
title, and UCLA did not have it, it was 
taken by UCLA; this was its rental 
charge. (Of course, this increased the 
number, but not the worth, of volumes it 
received vis-a-vis Berkeley). 
Occasional reports were made show-
ing the status of the distribution, with a 
breakdown for more valuable it~ms. A 
major problem was keeping th~ slips 
moving among the campuses; an exam-
ple from a letter in reply to a Rosenberg 
query reads: " Dr .... is off campqs for 
the month of August and thus it will be 
several weeks before he can reply to 
your August 8th letter in re the Ogden 
collection and slips on general modern 
books." 
As each packet of slips was returned 
and had its contents allocated, the books 
were taken from the shelves and packed. 
The retained wooden cases from Eng-
land were re-used, and then cardboard 
cartons were procured; the latter were 
fastened by the strapping machine in the 
UCLA library receiving room . . 
A debilitating factor was the large 
amount of duplication. In a sample, 90 
per cent of the titles (as opposed to vol-
umes or sets) had no duplicate copies or 
varying editions; thus, if a partic.ular title 
were allocated to a library in 90 per cent 
of the cases that library had no choice in 
the condition or edition of what was 
received. Including duplicate copies and 
varying editions, some 18 per cent of the 
volumes (or sets) were duplicates. These 
varied from differing editions of Plato's 
Opera Omnia (Masilio Ficirio translation) 
-one being 1590 Lyons, the other 1602 
Frankfort-to twelve copies of three 
editions of Tennyson's Enoch Arden. 
Needs among the participant~ were 
such that few of the duplicated titles 
were not selected by more than one li-
brary. This was in part because the re-
mainder slips were recirculated to Berke-
ley and UCLA for their college libraries; 
many general titles were then taken for 
duplicate collections. After the first year 
of processing, the New Campuses Project 
was inaugurated. Thereafter priority in 
remainders went there, both by direct 
selection by NCP and assignment of ap-
propriate books by Miss Rosenberg. The 
considerable amount still remaining was 
disposed of through a student sale; 
through gifts to Los Angeles area librar-
ies to which remaining slips were circu-
lated (discontinued because of insuf-
ficient response) ; and by pulping. 
Publicity was given th~ purchase in 
library journals, local newspapers, and 
university publications. Of course, a 
1 
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comprehensive report cannot be under-
taken until the distribution is completed. 
In evaluating the distribution process, 
the major advantage is that no library is 
saddled with unwanted duplicates; each 
really wants all that it gets. 
Difficulties in the processing start with 
the lack of funds; the results of that are 
apparent. Miss Rosenberg believes that 
more time should have been taken to un-
pack and shelve the books so that they 
might be alphabetized and sets gathered 
at that time; once up, they could not be 
satisfactorily organized. Much unneces-
sary labor could thus have been avoided 
with an orderly display, in that the many 
useless titles could have been weeded 
before further processing. An unlooked-:-
for problem was that libraries whose 
want lists included titles likely to be in, 
the Ogden often turned down opportuni-
ties to purchase when offered by a deal-
er, in the hope of getting them at no 
cost. Another was that as the only record 
of who received what was retained by 
Miss Rosenberg, there were rumors of 
UCLA aggrandizement; no effective way 
of combating this was devised, except 
that time heals. 
Miss Rosenberg estimates that the ten 
thousand most choice volumes more than 
paid for the investment. 
THE FooT CoLLEcrioN 
Much of what follows is from The 
Isaac Foot Library, a Report to .the Uni-
versity, by Theodore G. Grieder, pub-
lished by the library, University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara, for the Library 
Council of the university, 1964; quota-
tions are from that report. The distribu-
tion was under the general superintend-
ence of librarian Donald Davidson of 
Santa Barbara. The detailed planning 
and execution was by Dr. Grieder, the 
librarian in charge of the project. 
At the time of acquisition in 1962, the 
collection was "in Foot's house in Corn-
wall. "He built his library of some fifty_. 
two thousand books around his many 
interests. Law, politics, .history, religion 
were all represented." Later analysis 
showed the contents to include a three 
hundred-volume Milton collection, of 
which forty were seventeenth-century 
imprints (including a first and a second 
Paradise Lost and a first Areopagitica); 
forty-five hundred volumes of twentieth-
century English literature; 125 English 
Bibles, from Tyndale's 1536 N.T. to the 
1903-05 Doves Press; and sixteen hundred 
volumes on French history, 1789-1815, 
including six hundred on Napoleon and 
his family. 
The university's survey team, librar-
ian Edwin Coman of Riverside and Don-
ald Fitch of Santa Barbara, prepared a 
detailed report and map on the site, fa-
cilitated by Foot's own disciplined shelv-:-
ing; the talented shipping agent em-
ployed made such emendations as were ' 
necessary later. The cartons when 
packed were marked to show room loca-
tion of the contents, whose nature could 
then be inferred by consulting the re-
port. "When these five hundred cartons 
arrived . . . , they could, thus, be as-
signed to library areas designed to re-
ceive particular author, period and sub-
ject collections." 
The library at Santa Barbara was to 
house the collection during processing 
because its newly-enlarged building had 
the necessary temporary space. Four 
places within the building were taken, 
those in public areas being screened off 
with pegboard walls and lockable doors; 
the library reclaimed its property piece-
meal as books were later shipped out. 
The purchase price was £50,000. "To-
ward this sum, the libraries of the uni-
versity provided four-sevenths of the to-
tal from their book budgets, and the 
President the remaining three-sevenths 
from special funds. It had been deter-
mined that the chief purpose in purchas-
ing the Foot library was to benefit the. 
smaller campuses; Davis, Riverside and 
Santa Barbara therefore each provided 
one-fourth ( $20,000) of the libraries' 
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share while Berkeley and UCLA con-
tributed $10,000, or one-eighth each." 
The processing budget included full-
time salaries for a librarian and a clerk 
(who together did almost all the unpack-
ing and packing ) , and sufficient funds 
for supplies, shipping, etc. 
As each book was taken from its car-
ton, it was assigned a spot in one of the 
author, period, or subject collections an-
ticipated; the Cornwall survey and 
marked cartons made this possible. Pri-
ority in unpacking was given to those 
subjects in which the university's librar-
ians had expressed special interest. 
When a collection outgrew its space, it 
or its neighboring sections were shifted 
in order to keep each collection together. 
"Collections unforeseen in the initial sur-
vey had to be accommodated." The few 
duplicates were placed in different col-
lections where possible; thus, one set of 
J. A. Symonds' Renaissance in Italy was 
in "Italian history," another in a Symonds 
author collection within nineteenth cen-
tury literature. 
Planning had called for the shelving of 
only one symbolic volume of long peri-
odical runs noted in the survey, but the 
necessities of checking contents of the 
run and of seeing what else was in the 
carton cancelled that. The cartons, and 
much of the corrugated packing materi-
als, were folded and stored for the distri-
bution. The first object was to get the 
maximum number of volumes shelved 
and organized, so that the participants 
could be made aware both of what was 
and, by referring to the survey, what was 
not displayed. Forty-two thousand vol-
umes ( 80 per cent) came out the first 
time; the remainder was unpacked after 
sufficient shelves had been cleared by 
shipping. 
"Before negotiations for distribution 
began, some basic decisions were 
reached. Of these, the most important 
had been determined before purchase: 
the chief purpose of the collections was 
to strengthen the libraries at Davis, Riv-
erside, and Santa Barbara. Since the 
smaller libraries each contributed twice 
the amount of purchase money contrib-
uted by Berkeley or UCLA, it was rea-
sonable that they should expect twice 
the return of the two larger libraries. A -
second was related to the principle of 
building to specialized strengths: where 
strength in a subject or period already 
existed in a particular library, that li-
brary should receive priority for apprp-
priate Foot volumes. A third was to 
distribute the Foot collections in a year, 
the period for which Santa Barbara had 
agreed to provide shelving space. ' A 
fourth was that no library should acquire 
collections whose titles duplicated its 
present holdings to any great extent. 
"Collections should be distributed in 
blocks insofar as possible. The smaller 
libraries could acquire these blocks with 
far less duplication than could the larger 
libraries: the smaller libraries agreed in 
turn to list and exchange duplicates with 
one another. It was realized, however, 
that certain collections of particular aca-
demic interest-pre 1700 . . . imprints, 
for example-should be listed title by 
title and distributed on an individual 
basis to build to existing strengths on the 
larger campuses .... Since some method 
of assuring equitable distribution was 
essential, it was decided to set up what 
was called a 'unit system: By this, the 
volumes in Foot's library-with the ex-
ception of Bibles, incunabula, manu-
scripts and letters-were each to be as-
signed a unit value, a unit being thought 
of as having a rough value of about four 
dollars. General collections ... were as-
signed a unit value of one. More special-
ized collections, judged to be of greater 
academic. and monetary worth were giv-
en higher unit values. For example, col-
lections of minor authors in nineteenth-
and twentieth-century English literature 
were rated at one unit per volume, where-
as substantial collections of major au-
thors were listed at two units per volume 
... ; STC books were given a unit value 
of four ... :·Exceptional items were as-
signed unique unit values. Librarians 
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and interested f~culty inspected the dis- cause of likely undesired remainders, but 
play by appointment only. «final unit totals for all libraries except 
The collections from the first unpack- Berkeley exceeded these calculations. 
ing were listed. Total volumes and units Berkeley's unit total was slightly lower 
were given for each. In block areas, ap- because the value of its Bible collection 
propriate subdivisions-topical, imprint, -estimated to be worth in excess of 
or author, for example-were made, with $20,000, though not given unit valuation 
their discrete subcounts. In individual- -had to be considered in reaching an 
listing areas, STC, Wing, and Rain-Proc- equitable distribution." 
tor books were listed by their catalog If bids were still in conflict, there were 
numbers where existing; otherwise, short two systems of resolution. In small issues 
title data were given, with consultation (usually defined as fifteen units or less) 
in Brunet, Halkett and Laing, etc. as a coin toss was generally acceptable. If 
needed for identification. If such rna- there were a number of such smaller 
terial was incorporated into a subject conflicts on a given list, such as nine-
collection, such as «Cromwell," the books teenth-century English literature, the 
which would otherwise receive individ- coin would determine the order of rota-
uallisting were included. ~ tion to be followed in assigning recip-
Each list was mimeographed, and five ients for the entire list in dispute; this 
copies sent to each library. Advanced was modified as necessary to give equal-
notice of the subject matter of forthcom- ity in unit count. In large issues, nego-
ing lists had been given ~o that interested tiations by the parties involved was nee-
faculty would be able to reserve time essary. Dr. Grieder often made sugges-
for considering selections. The list in- tions to such disputants; sometimes a last 
eluded a due date for return of a marked resort was «If I don't hear from. you by 
copy indicating bids. (date), I shall distribute thusly: . . ." 
Each library made an «A," «B," «C" or with considerable success in resolving 
no bid for the entries on the lists. The disagreements. In the case of areas not 
first priority for determining recipients bid upon, he exercised salesmanship on 
was the policy of building to strength: likely takers. An instance of a right hand 
«first chance at Foot's exceptional collec- not knowing involved Foot's first Florio's 
tion of three thousand English civil war M ontaigne, valued at 375 units $1500); 
tracts ( 1640-1660) was given to the one library vigorously held out for it, 
Clark libr3:ry of UCLA while the second only to discover that it had long had an 
went to Berkeley." As with the Ogden, Ogden copy in processing! 
the Clark library agreed to lend those Books from the second unpacking that 
acquisitions able to stand it. Second was fell in areas already chosen by libraries 
the quality of the bid, «A" defeating «B." were automatically sent to those librar-
Third was the area encompassed by the ies; otherwise, they were. listed in the 
bid: Riverside bid for and received all same manner as initially. 
twentieth-century English literature, When the contents of a given list had 
vanquishing the bidders for individual been allocated, copies of the master lists, 
authors therein. Fourth was the unspent indicating bids and winners, were Xer-
quota. After the initial unpacking and oxed and sent to the participants. Thus 
evaluation, «it was calculated that the all were kept au courant; further, losers 
three smaller libraries should each ex- still eager for parts of a collection could 
pect to receive unit totals of about contact the winners independently. Ad-
15,000." These were in proportion to the ditionally, periodic status-of-distribution 
monetary investment of each. Libraries summaries were sent, which included po-
were cautioned not to expect more than tential problems for which suggestions 
90 per cent of their allotted units, be- for solutions were requested. 
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A variety of stratagems was employed might otherwise be considered a dispar-
by the libraries. The method of aggres- ity in pro rata profit. The host library, 
sive bidding for large areas, coupled Santa Barbara, was recompensed for its 
with extensive waivers in others, satisfied troubles in two ways: the natural adv.an-
its practitioners. Some of those who re- tage of greater opportunity for inspec-
ceived non-unit-valued materials ques- tion, and the opportunity to cream the 
tioned the "reasonable worth" placed remainders. The New Campuses Project 
upon them post facto, which worth of took the balance, including several old 
course affected their remaining quotas. Bibles, an O.E.D. and a Britannica elev-
Some were reluctant to make block bids enth. 
because of the likelihood of heavy dupli- One of the difficulties is that the small-
cation of existing holdings; this of course er libraries are to list and exchange 
was in line with the policy for the distri- duplicates. As they have not yet proc-
bution. Thus these last at the end had essed their Foot acquisitions, this re-
large unit gaps to make up, and were mains to be worked out. A second is 
given priority in choice of late-listed that the more valuable Bibles were 
areas. A general spirit of cooperation somewhat too hastily listed, in an effort 
pervaded the undertaking. to show immediate results of the pur-
After the allocations for a given list chase; inaccuracies re . ulted. A third is 
were made, the books therefrom were that librarians seem often loath to pick 
packed in the previously stored cartons. gross areas; they prefer individual titles. 
A strapping machine being financially A fourth was the acceptance of "reason-
out of the question, a wire wrapping ap- able worth" valuations post facto, as 
paratus was rented for the duration. The mentioned previously. In any case, all 
wire sufficed for the short hauling in- seem most pleased with the purchase 
volved in motor freight and interlibrary and its distribution. 
bus. A few pieces were mailed. 
CONCLUSIONS .:.· Publicity for the collection was made 
by publication of The Isaac Foot Li- In drawing conclusions from the proc-
brary, mentioned above. A shortened essing of the Ogden and of the Foot, it 
version appeared earlier in the staff must be emphasized that the Foot was 
weekly of the University of California, an exceptionally orderly library, a collec-
University Bulletin, October 28, 1963, tion of collections, built upon disciplined 
pages 80-84. Faculty and friends were lines, and that the Ogden was not, espe-
thus informed of the new acquisitions. cially with the bookstore thrown in. 
The compiled. master lists were indexed Again, the Ogden was a new venture 
and microfilmed; book copies were made for the libraries; with the Foot purchase, 
therefrom and placed at the reference the Library Council had a better idea of 
desks of the university's libraries, so that the problems and procedures involved, 
detailed listing of the contents and loca- and was able to provide proper support 
tions of the Foot library is available to for the undertaking. 
patrons. Additionally, notices appeared , The most important conclusion, which 
in local newspapers. cannot be overemphasized, is that the 
Most of the policies in the Foot distri- books must be organized at the time 
bution turned out quite well, as indicated they are shelved; each book must be 
in the foregoing. Berkeley and UCLA given a rational location; whether that is 
generally picked individual titles from topical or alphabetical, or some combi-
among . the" more valuable areas; thus, nation of the two, is dependent on the 
their selections represented a much small- nature of the collection, the purpose -of 
er amount of duplication than did those the purehase, and the ingenuity of the 
of the smaller campuses, offsetting what librarian in charge. As a corollary, as 
. 
' 'I" 
. 
. 
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much as possible should be shelved and 
organized before displaying, listing, and 
bidding. 
In effecting this, it is desirable that the 
nonprofessional staff on the project be ot 
well-rounded college backgrounds; it is 
more efficient to be able to have a book 
accurately assigned a place when it is 
taken from the box and not after it is 
placed on a shelf. Of course, there would 
be a section for materials of uncertain 
classification which awaits the librarian's 
decision. An alternative possibility is to 
have newly unpacked materials trucked 
to the librarian in charge. If listing is 
to be by collection, the librarian assigns 
the topic; if by title, either the clerk sub-
mits a brief entry on an enclosed slip, 
the librarian revising same, or the librar-
ian himself makes the entry. 
The problem of maintaining a steady 
flow of books for examination by the 
librarian and providing him sufficient 
other professional tasks, is difficult in 
such a small-staffed, narrow operation.' 
The librarian will either be sporadically 
idle, or will himself have to participate 
in the physical labors of the processing. 
The latter is of course more likely, as an 
attempt to scheduie the librarian into 
professional duties unconnected with the 
project is dangerous. Dr. Grieder feels 
that the librarian is thus best a fairly 
sturdy male, and because of the largely 
physical (and grimy) activities, not over-
ly concerned with his own image. 
~~ Next in consequence to organized 
shelving is the processing budget. It 
must be sufficient to cover costs of staff, 
supplies, and shipping for /the entire 
project. 
The job is best done with minimal de-. 
lay. In both Ogden and Foot the host 
library kept taking back its shelves as 
soon as available. Further, the morale of 
the participants is affected by a pro-
tracted distribution. 
Whether listing is by title, collection, 
or both, it is best to type the lists for 
mechanical duplication; this will allow 
simultaneous bidding by all. In the Foot, 
the lists served later for notification of 
allocations and for compiling a checklist. 
With good communication, matters pro-
ceed at a steady rate. One should not 
allow considerations of speed to over-
come those of sufficient accuracy in list-
ing, however; no library will be pleased 
if it receives books it does not want. 
There are two suggestions to assist the 
individual libraries participating in such 
projects. One is that monetary invest-
ment in the purchase by the libraries 
themselves insures close attention to the 
distribution and gives leverage in pre-
venting inequities. The other, both Miss 
Rosenberg and Dr. Grieder feel, is that 
the greater the provision made by a 
campus for its faculty and librarians to 
visit and inspect the display, the better 
that campus' selection. 
One note on negotiating such a pur-
chase from the agent: because of the 
many parties involved in the buying, 
their representative does not usually 
have as clear authority as if he repre-
sented only one library; thus if the prize 
is to be won the buying parties must 
make a rapid decision on each problem 
and communicate it posthaste to their 
negotiator. 
The benefit of the purchases to the 
university has been felt. Often a profes-
sor whose field falls within the scope of 
the Ogden or the Foot will, when first 
arriving on one of the smaller campuses, 
be surprised at the depth of holdings 
in his specialty. Aside from scholarly 
considerations, there is no question of 
the monetary worth of the acquisitions. 
Dr. Powell said at the 1959 California 
Library Association meeting mentioned 
before, "A great pity that the UCLA li-
brary school was not in operation when 
Ogden arrived. I am not thinking of a 
cheap labor supply, as has sometimes 
been true, at least when I went to school, 
but rather of the Operatiqt:I Ogden as a 
demonstration of what you do when you 
get a bibliographical bull by the tail." 
The penning of that bull is here de-
scribed. • • 
Optimum Storage of Library Material. 
By Julius Grady Cox. Lafayette, Ind.: 
Purdue University Libraries, 1964. xv, 
222p. 
This study is one in a series in develop-
ment at Purdue University where the li-
brary and some of its problems are being 
examined by tyro industrial engineers. This 
particular problem, compact storage, has 
been investigated and reported in the form 
of a doctoral dissertation. It is important 
that this be kept in mind, for this may ex-
plain and perhaps justify the presentation 
and limitations of the content. 
The abstract (p. xiii) which precedes the 
formal report, states, "the primary purpose 
of this research is to develop, discuss, and 
demonstrate compact storage models." The 
"models" in the language of the engineer 
here are arithmetic, statistical, or mathe-
matical models, and not a group of actual 
mockups, which are occasionally used in 
library building planning. The author used 
the libraries of Purdue University and Au-
burn University in Alabama as physical 
models for on-site investigation. 
The study touches on a wide range of 
elements which contribute to creation of the 
problem area. Most of these elements are 
recorded and briefly defined, mainly with 
questions of costs in view. All of the factors 
alleged are valid and require attention, but 
the treatment is cursory and in no place is 
consumer reaction considered. The author 
moves too quickly into the clearly favored 
and more familiar ground of purely physical 
considerations. He does point out that other 
studies at Purdue and elsewhere will treat 
these skimmed areas separately. 
His research on shelf storage of books 
presumes continuous and full lo:tding in 
linear, in height, and in depth variants. In 
addition he considers vertical spacing of 
shelves in single sections, length of ranges, 
and over-all height of ranges. He develops 
tables for optimum use in terms of cubic 
space and compares this with standard or 
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unsized shelving. For each pertinent factor 
one finds full tables of variations, together 
with a multitude of mathematical formulas 
designed, it seems, to clarify the graphic 
presentation. In merely two hundred pages, 
beginning with chapter two, this research 
paper proves beyond any question (a) that 
you can shelve more books if they are 
grouped by size, (b) that you can shelve 
even more books if you use shelves to their 
full depth, and (c) that you can divide 
most books into three to five average 
heights. There is extensive discussion of 
the "constraints" which influence the meth-
ods of shelving books, elements such as 
varying thickness, height or width of the 
book, the thickness of the shelf itself and 
over-all height of shelf units, as well as 
flexibility of shelf handling. Each of these 
is faithfully analyzed, tabulated, and curved 
and now constitutes a reliable record of 
all the various ways shelving can be used 
for the storage of long series of oblong or 
similar objects of varied sizes. r 
The author honestly states in the final 
paragraph of his work "This research, at 
best, has made a contribution to only one 
aspect of one library function." This is a 
fact. It is also a fact that the contribution is 
purely academic, and as such, it will join 
thousands of other unread (except by re-
viewers) and unused doctoral dissertations. 
As an exercise in method, from the view-
point of the industrial engineer, this is un-
doubtedly a classic example of good prac-
tice. From the point of view of the practic-
ing librarian, this is a classic example of 
reductio ad absurdum.-]errold Orne, Uni-
versity of North Carolina. 
Library Support of Medical Education 
and Research in Canada. By B. V. Si-
mon. Ottawa: Association of Canadian 
Medical Colleges, 1964. xvii, 133p. $2. 
This survey was initiated when a Royal 
Commission on Health Services was ap-
pointed by the Canadian Government in 
1961 to "inquire into and report upon the 
existing facilities and the future needs for 
health services for the people of Canada." 
It was sponsored by the Committee on Med-
ical Science Libraries of the Canadian Li-
brary Association-Association Canadienne 
des Bibliotheques and the Association of 
Canadian Medical Colleges/ L' Association 
des Facultes de Medecine du Canada. 
The terms of reference for the survey 
were: to ascertain and assess the resources 
of the twelve medical school libraries and 
to offer suggestions for their improvement 
and development within a coordinated na-
tionwide plan for a biomedical information 
service. Miss Simon conducted the survey 
during the spring and summer of 1962. A 
questionnaire followed by a visit to each 
medical school was the method used to ob-
tain the information. While the answers to 
the questionnaire were prepared by the 
medical librarians, some seventy-three inter-
views were held, including those with uni-
versity presidents, deans of the medical 
schools, chief librarians of the universities, 
and heads of departments in the medical 
schools. 
The results of the survey are analyzed 
under four main headings: ( 1) library needs 
for medical education and research; (2) 
library collections and services; ( 3) the 
organization pf medical library service; and 
( 4) a nationwide program for Canada. Al-
though each of these headings has a num-
ber of subheadings, the lack of an index is 
a disadvantage. In addition to the analysis 
there is a summary of conclusions, a sum-
mary of proposals, and an estimate of costs 
for a five-year program. A copy of the ques-
tionnaire and statistical results are contained 
in an appendix. 
The proposals for a nationwide program 
for improving access to the resources of 
medical literature in Canada include: ( 1) 
the establishment of a National Medical 
Bibliographic Centre and Information Ser-
vice; ( 2) a program of financial aid to 
medical school libraries to enable them t<)_ 
bring their collections up to recognized 
standards; ( 3) the establishment and main-
tenance of an auxiliary provincewide library 
service for the continuing education pro-
grams; ( 4) the setting-up, in all teaching 
hospitals, of medical libraries which meet 
professional library standards; ( 5) the set-
ting-up of a program for the training of 
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medical science libr-arians at an accredited 
Canadian library school. 
The survey shows that the collections of 
medical literature in Canada are to be found 
chiefly in the medical school libraries. Thus 
the publication of the survey not only adds 
a valuable document to the literature on 
medical education but presents the first 
comprehensive survey of the medical library 
resources of a nation. Even though it por-
trays the Canadian scene, the survey will be 
valuable for other countries whose medical 
school libraries are faced with expanding re-
search programs, continuing education pro-
grams, lack of supporting libraries in teach-
ing hospitals, and the new interdisciplinary 
teaching programs.-OZga B. Bishop, Uni-
versity of Western Ontario. 
The Heritage of the English Library. By 
Raymond Irwin. New York: Hafner Pub-
lishing Co., 1964. 296p. $5.50 (64-
54587). 
In this thoroughly delightful volume the 
author, who is director of the school of li-
brarianship and archives at University Col-
lege, London, continues the research he be-
gan with his The Origins of the English 
Library, published in 1958. He has :Bung his 
net wide and made a good catch, although 
it is remarkable that by the time he has 
reached half of the fourteen-chapter book he 
is only beginning a discussion of Cassio-
dorus Senator and his Vivarium (fifth cen-
tury A.D. ) . The volume is not strictly a 
history of English libraries, but neither is 
writing one Professor Irwin's expressed in-
tention. What he has accomplished instead 
is a very readable, brightly written account 
of how libraries and collections of books 
started in Western Europe and what they 
contributed to culture from the time of the 
Greeks and Romans to the eighteenth cen-
tury, when the habit of reading took firm 
root. (It will be noticed that very little is 
said about the nineteenth century or there-
after.) 
From the offset we are shown the essen-
tial need for paying attention to background 
in the study of the history of libraries. There 
follows a brief but meaningful discussion of 
five influential factors in the establishment 
of libraries: the economic, the literary, the 
social, the book trade, and the evidence of 
research. On the last point the author sin-
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gles out as clear examples Pliny's .. His to ria 
Naturalis" and the great Byzantine Souda 
(or Suidas lexicon) . He adopts the term 
.. golden chain" to embody the links that 
have passed on great scholarship and tra-
ditions down to the present day, i.e. , ... .. 
golden chain of written record" (p.26). In 
his chapter on Hellas he speculates on sev-
eral reasons which may account for the no-
ticeable lack of information about private 
libraries in Greece as compared with those 
of Rome. At the conclusion of his succinct 
history of Roman public libraries he poses a 
provocative query: what would have hap-
pened had Ovid not been sent into exile by 
Augustus but made head of the Palatine li-
brary instead? Chapter VI, .. Classical Bib-
liography," with its handy compendium of 
informative data on such details as writing 
implements, papyrus, parchment, and in-
dexes, is a good filler-in for the background 
to the picture Sir Frederick Kenyon has al-
ready depicted in his Books and Readers in 
Ancient Greece and Rome. Other topics in-
clude: religious life and learning (a very 
fertile field-.. the special character of Chris-
tianity involved an immediate interest in 
books, and therefore in libraries," p.21); the 
Oxford Greyfriars and S. Robert of Lincoln; 
Richard de Bury and his Philobiblon; parish 
libraries; and at the end a delightful little 
chapter on _.The Study and the Sofa"-a 
capsule word portrait of _.the social and do-
mestic circumstances under which reading 
is done" (p.262). The list of sources is im-
pressive; however, I miss a reference to 
Edward A. Parsons's The Alexandrian Li-
brary; and George Haven Putnam's Authors 
and Their Public in Ancient Times, though 
a trifle antiquated, is still interesting read-
ing. There are misprints in the Greek and 
accents are occasionally butchered, but, all 
in all, this is a highly intelligent text with a 
wealth of information which spills over even 
into the footnotes. The book certainly points 
up the need for more research in this lucra-
tive field.-Francis D. Lazenby, University 
of Notre Dame. 
Guardians of Tradition: American School-
books of the Nineteenth Century. By 
Ruth Miller Elson. Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1964. 424p. $7. (64-
17219). 
To what extent is an individual influenced 
by his reading? Librarians and educationists 
have pondered this question variously. In 
Molders of the Modern Mind, for example, 
Librarian Robert Downs described 111 
books that, in his opinion, had shaped West-
ern civilization. The late, deep-thinking edu-
cational philosopher, Michael Demiashkev-
ich, in his The National Mind, analyzed the 
cultural influences, including literature, that 
influenced the English, French, and German 
mentalities. But the ·present approach is a 
more basic one-to the ideas held by the or-
dinary man, and it is made through an 
analysis of a thousand or more schoolbooks 
to which the nineteenth-century American 
was exposed. 
Because there was no competition from 
television, movies, and the countless recre-
ations that confront today's children, school-
books undoubtedly influenced last century's 
Americans considerably. Furthermore, since 
libraries were almost nonexistent in schools 
there was no possibility of dispersal through 
reserve reading. Finally, the accent on 
memorization reinforced by the monitorial 
system and catechism-type learning guar-
anteed schoolbook influence beyond any-
thing today, at least for those who attended 
school at all. 
From ·their readers, spellers, grammars, 
arithmetics, and later, geographies and his-
tories, our grand- and great-grandparents 
learned reading, writing and arithmetic, of 
course. But they gathered other things also, 
because textbook writers of the nineteenth 
century .. were much more concerned with 
the child's moral development than with the 
development of his mind." Noah Webster 
prefaced his 1789 textbook with the purpose 
.. to diffuse the principles of virtue and pa-
triotism." 
From Dr. Elson's absorbing analysis it is 
apparent that idealism dominated realism in 
last century's schoolbooks. In the study of 
nature, God's creation was nobly reconciled 
with biologists' evolution. Virtue was almost 
always rewarded and vice punished. Ameri-
cans were God's latest .. chosen people." 
Other nations were something less. The 
English were good because they were our 
parents and their literature was the greatest. 
But the English were monstrous and cruel 
in the American Revolution. Other nations 
ranked below, with various characteriza-
tions. The Germans, on the whole, received 
the next most favorable treatment. Except 
' 
\ 
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for LaFayette, the French were unenthusi-
astically described. Ita~ans, although artis-
tic, were degenerate, and reproached for 
housing the seat of the Roman Catholic 
Church. South European peoples were de-
scribed as indolent; Asians generally as de-
clining; and Chinese as cunning and deceit-
ful. There was a smugness toward Latin 
Americans that complimented them for their 
good sense in revolting against cruel Spain, 
but warned them there was no salvation ex-
cept under United States leadership. 
These national misconceptions were only 
a part of the nineteenth-century schoolbook 
teachings. The rest included a hero worship 
register that put Washington at the top, fol-
lowed by Franklin, Lincoln, Columbus, and 
Penn; and for contrast, Benedict Arnold per-
sonified villainy. Other instruction in eco-
nomics, social, political, reform, and culture 
concepts appeared equally naive and con-
trasted sharply with contemporary sophisti-
cated liberalism and realism as communi-
cated by today' s mass media. 
It is a tribute to Dr. Elson's provocative 
writing that a reader is stimulated to ask: 
Is our century better because we relish a 
fare of virtue punished, vice rewarded? 
Does our passion for realism and pragma-
tism make us a greater nation now than 
when we naively welcomed fantasy, and 
"they lived happily ever after"? 
Librarians of school, public, and college 
libraries have to select this book. For its list 
of nineteenth-century textbooks alone, it is 
bibliographically indispensable. For its con-
tribution to our number one professional 
problem of censorship it merits an intellec-
tual freedom award. For good writing and 
stimulating reading Guardians of Tradition 
deserves inclusion on all kinds of library 
reading lists.-Louis Shores, Florida State 
University. 
Classification and Indexing in the Social 
Sciences. By D. J. Foskett. Washington, 
D.C.: Butterworth, Inc., 1963. 190p. 
$6.95. 
No one has ever devised a completely 
satisfactory classification scheme, and it 
seems unlikely that anyone ever will. This 
failing has always been apparent, but in 
recent years it has taken on increasingly ur-
gent importance as scholarly literature has 
grown more complex and information re-
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trieval more sophisticated. The library pro-
fession has long been aware of the diffi-
culties created by the schemes available, 
but Foskett, librarian at the University of 
London's Institute of Education, has now 
examined the matter thoroughly in specific · 
relation to the social sciences. He has writ-
ten an immensely stimulating book, provid-
ing a perceptive critique of each of the 
existing classifications as well as new in-
sight into possible solutions to the problems 
of classifying social science materials. 
He is very much in the Ranganathan 
camp and believes that the "facet analysis" 
which Ranganathan devised can conceiv-
ably supply the key to a much improved 
classification. He is especially taken with 
the more refined versions of this approach 
found in the work of the British Classifica-
tion Research Group, ,and particularly in the 
work of Barbara Kyle. A schedule fashioned 
along these lines, he believes, would reveal 
subject. subdivisions and the relationships 
between subjects much more satisfactorily 
than any schedule used today. He would 
have a classification of such flexibility that 
any two concepts in the area of the social 
sciences could be related and this relation 
indicated in the notation of the material. 
To reach this goal, Foskett, like Rangana-
than and virtually all the librarians working 
in new classifications, proposes a change in 
the concepts by which an item should be 
classified. Thus, a book would be classified 
by whether it deals, say, with a personality 
or an activity and then subclassified by 
equally untraditional concepts, like Rangan-
athan's Matter, Space, Time, and Energy. 
The final result should present, he believes, 
a classification network which would show 
the interrelations of all categories of knowl-
edge, general or specific, where they im-
pinge on each other. 
If the reader finds himself quarreling with 
any of these ideas, it is probably due more 
to the nature of the enterprise than it is to 
Foskett's analysis of it. There are, however, 
several obstacles standing in the author's 
way, as he readily admits. It seems fairly 
reasonable to suppose that no classification 
system is going to provide for precise rela-
tion of every concept to every other one. 
Foskett faces this limitation squarely, de-
bating at some length whether "Cell" should 
be related to "Child," for example, and fi-
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nally admitting that the line has to be drawn 
somewhere. And this problem is plainly 
all the more aggravating when the terms 
and concepts themselves are not precise, as 
they often are not in the social sciences. 
Human activities and relationships are not 
always clearly definable, thank heavens, and 
it will take some doing to reduce them to 
any such classification scheme as Foskett 
has in mind. The terms Personality and Ac-
tivity, especially as used here, are far from 
precise-are indeed rather subjective judg-
ments which would inevitably vary from 
person to person. 
The age-old problem of classifying a 
piece of material which covers more than 
one subject and consequently has a complex 
web of relationships to other subjects lies at 
the heart of this matter. It is a dilemma 
which librarians need to work on, and Fos-
kett and his colleagues in this endeavor 
deserve the best wishes and gratitude of 
all of us. His book certainly is an excellent 
exposition of that work, its difficulties, and 
its goals. On the other hand, they might 
well temper their enthusiasm-and their 
earnestness-with the thought that it will 
never be perfectly solved. And after all, it 
does no serious damage to a social scientist 
to wander up a few blind alleys. He can 
pick up a lot of useful information that way; 
in fact, he may even find that he is working 
on the wrong problem.-]ames F. Govan, 
Trinity University. 
The Universal Decimal Classification. By 
Jack Mills. (Rutgers Series on Systems 
for the Intellectual Organization of Infor-
mation, Vol. 1, edited by Susan Artandi) 
New Brunswick, N.J.: Graduate School 
of Library Service. Rutgers, The State 
University, 1964. v, 132p. Paper, $3.50. 
Jack Mills, lecturer (North-Western 
Polytechnic, London) , and practitioner 
( ASLIB-Cran£eld Project) , one of the 
British avantgarde in the art and science of 
classification, was eminently qualified as 
guest leader of the first seminar, Octo her 
31, and November 1, 1963, in the Rutgers 
Series on Systems for the Intellectual Or-
ganization of Information, supported by a 
grant from the National Science Founda-
tion. The Universal Decimal Classification, 
with its origins rooted in Dewey's Decimal 
Classification-including its merits and some 
of its limitations-already lucidly described 
by Mills in a chapter of his text, A Modern 
Outline of Library Classification ( 1960), is 
further delineated in this compact volume of 
six chapters and a four-part appendix. 
The introductory chapter includes a bib-
liography and surveys the background and 
development of the UDC. Its basic concepts 
and significance for manual and/ or mecha-
nized indexing are emphasized, and an eval-
uation is given of its utility. Its truly inter-
national character is evidenced by the list 
of its editions by language, with provision 
for its "Extensions and Corrections" which, 
unlike "Decimal Classification Additions, 
Notes, and Decisions," are kept up to date 
primarily by volunteer participants. 
Mr. Mills, in the core of the volume, his 
second and third chapters, demonstrates 
with clarity, by description and by exam-
ples, the applications of the system. For an 
understanding of his description, however, 
a knowledge of the UDC notation (a mix-
ture of hierarchical and "analytico-syn-
thetic" characteristics which permits mul-
tiple entry and permutation) , and of the 
construction of its indexes (classified and 
AI Z) , is necessary to follow his demonstra-
tion of input, searching methods, and out-
put of the system for organization of infor-
mation (books, journal articles, reports, ab-
stracts, etc.) . As the author translates sub-
jects from their natural to their UDC nota-
tional language he deftly inserts concise 
identification of classification concepts. In 
addition, he has compiled in the second 
appendix a glossary of definitions of twenty-
two terms used in the text. 
Two brief chapters are devoted to further 
applications and to methods for evaluation 
of the system. The concluding chapter, the 
"Seminar Panel Discussion," for some read-
ers may prove the most provocative. The 
panelists included Benjamin Custer (Dewey 
Decimal Classification), Phyllis Richmond 
(University of Rochester), Malcolm Rigby 
(Meteorological and Geoastrophysical Ab-
stracts), Maurice Tauber (Columbia U ni-
versity), and Harold Wooster (Air Force 
Office of Scientific Research) . Susan Artandi 
(Rutgers, the State University), was mod-
erator. In contrast to the use of the UDC by 
some five thousand organizations in the 
world, only a few libraries in the United 
States use this system, and this fact prompt-
,. 
ed such questions as: Is the UDC a true 
general classification? Is the UDC notation 
suitable for computerization? What may be 
the most effective methods to keep the UDC 
index and schedules up to date? Can classi-
fication be any better in the long run than 
the quality of our understanding of the al-
phabetical approach? Can the classified 
schedule be used without consulting the 
A/Z index? Is it preferable for an indexer 
to be a subject specialist or an efficient in-
dexer? Why is the UDC more international 
than any other system? Why have so few 
American libraries used UDC? 
The remaining three parts of the appen-
dix contain "Descriptions of UDC Installa-
tions," "Examples of Abstracting and In-
dexing Journals Using UDC," and "Indexing 
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and Abstracting Services Using UDC." The 
eight pages of this latter world list indicate 
only three such services as published in the 
United States. 
Reproduced from typewritten copy, this 
paperback is easy to handle. Those UDC 
numbers in the text not set forth in tabular 
form are difficult to read, however. There 
is no index, but the organization of the 
text may compensate for this omission. 
While this critique of the Universal Deci-
mal Classification will be read primarily by 
cataloging teachers and students, special li-
brarians and information scientists, it does 
provide a mental stretching for all librarians 
concerned with intellectual organization of 
information.-Laura C. Colvin, Simmons 
College. 
S. S. S. Members 
WE HAVE a program for the Detroit Conference which is different. 
A trip through the Ford Rouge plant is planned for Wednesday, 
July 7, 1965. Buses will be waiting at Cobo Hall to take you to the 
Ford plant at 10:00 A.M. Cost will be $1.75 for transportation and 
whatever you wish to spend for lunch in the Ford cafeteria. Tickets 
and passes will be available at the ALA information desk in Cobo 
Hall. 
A meeting of Geology Librarians will be held at 9 A.M. Tuesday, 
July 6 in Room 207 of the Kresge Science Library of Wayne State 
University, Detroit. Anyone who is interested in the problems re-
lated to geological library materials is cordially invited to attend. 
The principal topics for discussion at this meeting will be on im-
proving information exchange in the geological sciences and on the 
best ways for literature specialists to organize in order to provide 
good service to research geologists. • • 
ACRL Rare Books Preconference 
THE ACRL Rare Books Preconference this 
year will include a variety of topics, 
under the title, "The World of the Rare 
Book Librarian"; and an opportunity to 
visit the several rare book collections in 
the Detroit public library and on the Uni-
versity of Michigan campus. 
The Preconference has been planned 
with the extensive assistance of the Local 
Arrangements Committee: Chairman, How-
ard H. Peckham, University of Michigan; 
James M. Babcock, Detroit public library; 
Harriet C. Jameson, University of Michi-
gan; Mts. Georgia Haugh, University of 
Michigan. 
Registration and hotel reservation forms 
are on page 284. Please note that these 
forms are to be sent to different addresses. 
The registration and meal fees include 
round ·trip bus transportation between De-
troit and Ann Arbor, and scheduled meals. 
Breakfast is not included. 
Inquiries should be sent to the Executive 
Secretary, ACRL, 50 East Huron Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611. 
Preconference Progran1 
Thursday, July 1-Detroit: 
9:00 Registration at Detroit Public Library. Coffee 
Tour of Rare Book Room and Burton Historical Collection in its new quarters. 
Noon Luncheon at Park Shelton Hotel. James M. Babcock, Burton Historical Collec-
tion, Detroit Public Library, presiding. 
"Librarians and Bibliographers," John Parker, James Ford Bell Collection, 
University of Minnesota. 
2:30 Session at Detroit Public Library. Andrew Horn, UCLA Library School, 
presiding. 
"The Making of a Rare Book Librarian," Cecil Byrd, Indiana University; 
Howard Winger, University of Chicago Graduate Library School; and 
Wilbur Smith, Department of Special Collections, UCLA. 
5:00 Informal Reception. 
7:00 Dinner at Park Shelton Hotel. Robert 0. Dougan, Henry E. Huntington Library 
and Art Gallery, presiding. 
"The Love Life of Librarians," Sol Malkin, Editor, Antiquarian Bookman. 
Friday, July 2-Ann Arbor: 
9:00 Buses leave for Ann Arbor, arrive about 10:15. Coffee at William L. Clements 
Library. 
Tour of Library and Rare Book Room of University of Michigan Library. 
Noon Luncheon at the Michigan Union. Mrs. Georgia Haugh, William L. Clements 
Library, University of Michigan, presiding. 
"Rare Book Resources at the University," Professor George Kish, Univer-
sity of Michigan. 
2:30 Session in Undergraduate Library Auditorium. Howard H. Peckham, William L. 
Clements Library, University of Michigan, presiding. 
"The Twilight of Rare Book Collecting, or How to Stop Worrying and Love 
Automation," Stevens Rice, University Microfilms, Inc.; Stephen Ford, 
Grand Valley State College Library; and Stanford Erickson, Center for 
Research in Learning and Teaching, University of Michigan. 
4:30 Tea at the William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan. 
6:30 Dinner at the Michigan Union. Donald W. Krummel, Ne~berry Library, 
presiding. 
"The Challenge of Early American Music," Allen Britton, School of Music, 
University of Michigan. 
9:30 Buses leave for Detroit. • • 
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The Association of Research Libraries 
THE AssociATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES 
met at the Shoreham Hotel on Sunday, 
January 24. The first session opened at 2 
P.M., with Richard H . Logsdon (Columbia), 
chairman of the association, presiding. 
Consideration of "The Preservation of 
Deteriorating Books: An Examination of the 
Problem with Recommendations for a Solu-
tion," the report of the ARL Committee on 
the Preservation of Research Library Ma-
terials that was prepared by Gordon Wil-
liams (Center for Research Libraries) , was 
the first order of business. Douglas W. 
Bryant (Harvard) , chairman of this com-
mittee, outlined the proposed program, em-
phasizing that it delineates problems and 
sets goals but does not establish precise 
procedures. It recommends: ( 1) a central 
agency-either as part of an existing federal 
agency, such as the Library of Congress, or 
as an independent government bureau, or 
as a non-federal contracting agency-to 
administer the program; (2) federal fi-
nancing; ( 3) the preservation of what is 
now in research libraries (selection is ruled 
out because of time and cost factors); ( 4) 
the deacidification and central preservation, 
under controlled temperature and humidity, 
of the books themselves, because a micro-
form cannot reproduce all significant char-
acteristics of a book and because present 
indications are that the life expectancy of 
a deacidified book is far greater than that 
of a microform; ( 5) the creation, as needs 
arise, and preservation of negative micro-
forms as master copies of these books; ( 6) 
the dissemination to libraries of positive 
prints at cost as needed; and ( 7) bibli-
ographic control through the National 
Union Catalog (provision has already been 
made to give each entry a serial number, 
which would be used to run off compact 
lists of preserved books and for other con-
trol purposes) . 
The flexibility of the program was 
stressed. It can be adjusted to take ad-
vantage of such technological advances as 
optical scanning, and there is room for fur-
ther discussion of selection, priorities, etc. ' 
With no dissent, the association went on 
record as endorsing the report in principle. 
Most of the rest of the afternoon session 
was devoted to reports from the three na-
tional libraries-the National Library of 
Medicine, the National Agricultural Library, 
and the Library of Congress. 
Dr. Martin M. Cummings, director of 
the .National Library of Medicine, reported 
that NLM had had a 25 per cent increase 
in requests for service during the past 
fiscal year. It made one hundred and forty-
five thousand loans, answered twenty-five 
thousand reference inquiries, cataloged six-
teen thousand and five hundred titles, re-
viewed one hundred and fifty thousand ar-
ticles and indexed them in depth, provid-
ing two hundred and fifty thousand cita-
tions on magnetic tape, photocopied two 
million pages for other libraries, and £lmed 
that many pages of deteriorating materials. 
MEDLARS is operational, and thirteen is-
sues of Index Medicus have been published. 
Dr. Cummings also discussed the Medical 
Library Assistance Act of 1965 as embodied 
in Senator Lister Hill's bill (S. 597) and 
Representative Oren Harris' bill (H.R. 
3142) . This proposed act would provide 
federal funds for construction of medical 
library facilities, for assistance for special 
scientific projects, for the training of med-
ical librarians and other specialists, for re-
search in medical library science and related 
fields, for acquisition of library materials, 
and for establishing regional medical librar-
ies as branches of NLM when adequate pri-
vate resources are not available. 
Foster E. Mohrhardt, director of the 
National Agricultural Library, reported that 
the President's budget contains $7 million 
for the new NAL building to be located at 
Beltsville. A new Research and Education 
Office has been created in the Department 
of Agriculture and N AL has been made a 
part of it. It has also been selected as the 
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focal point in the Department for program 
coordination in scientific information; con-
sequently, the NAL director represents the 
Department on the Science Information 
Council. 
The name index of the National Bibliog-
raphy of Agriculture is now being produced 
automatically and at half the previous cost, 
Mr. Mohrhardt reported. He would like 
to publish his card catalog up to the present 
and start anew with an automated system, 
but this is now only a hope. 
NAL cannot pretend absolute complete-
ness in its field, Mr. Mohrhardt said. Efforts 
are being made to work out cooperative ac-
quisition agreements; for example, the Uni-
versity of California at Davis has agreed to 
take responsibility for materials on farm 
machinery. NAL's preservation program is 
progressing; a half million pages were micro-
filmed last year, including early reports of 
the Department and rare, early farm 
journals. 
Librarian of Congress Mumford outlined 
LC's budget requests for fiscal1966 as pub-
lished in ·the ·President's budget. He also 
called attention to the fact that LC has not 
yet been able to recruit enough catalogers 
to fill all the fifty-seven new positions 
granted by Congress for fiscal 1964 and 
1965, despite LC's training program for 
college graduates with subject and language 
skills. When all these cataloging positions 
are filled, he noted, the picture in regard to 
currency in cataloging should improve 
greatly. 
The librarian outlined progress in auto-
mation: the establishment of a small skilled 
staff in the office of the information systems 
specialist; the request in the 1966 budget 
for a substantial sum for work leading to 
system specifications; the creation of a high-
level, hard-working Automation Committee 
in LC; the Buckland study on machine-
readable catalog-card copy and the January 
11 conference in LC on this and related 
problems; the assignment of the 1964-65 
special recruits to ISS for data-gathering 
and necessary background studies; the cre-
ation of task forces in the reference and 
processing departments to work on problems 
related to automation; the plan to bring in 
outside consultants; and the hope that an 
automation information service may be estab-
lished within ISS to provide information to 
other libraries about developments in LC 
and elsewhere of significance to the library 
world. 
The situation in regard to the much-need-
ed third building for LC was discussed by 
the librarian. He also reported that ALA is 
now seeking bids on the publication of the 
pre-1956 National Union Catalog; that dis-
cussions are being held about getting 
D.D.C. numbers on more catalog cards, 
especially on those for foreign titles; that a 
federal library council is being formed; and 
that it is expected that hearings on revision 
of the copyright law will be held during this 
session of Congress and that a new bill has 
been introduced by Representative Tom 
Steed ( H.R. 2853) . 
ARL's membership dues and budget were 
the last items of business on Sunday after-
noon. The National Science Foundation's 
grant of $69,400 for 1965-67 was made with 
the understanding that the association 
would take the necessary steps to become 
self-supporting. To achieve this, the associ-
ation voted to raise the dues enough, by 
stages, to make ARL self-sufficient within 
the next three years. A gradually increased 
budget was also approved. 
No business was scheduled for the dinner 
meeting, but Kenneth Humphreys, librarian 
of the University of Birmingham (England) 
and honorary secretary of the Standing Con-
ference of National and University Libraries 
-the British counterpart of ARL-who was 
a special guest at the Midwinter Meeting, 
spoke briefly. 
The evening session opened with a report 
by William S. Dix (Princeton), chairman of 
the Committee on Shared Cataloging, who 
outlined developments in the committee's 
continuing attempt to devise methods of 
reducing the forty-five per cent of original 
cataloging still required of ARL libraries in 
bringing their acquisitions under biblio-
graphic control. 
A study, made possible by a grant from 
the Council on Library Resources will bring 
up to date, with modifications, the study 
made by John Dawson in 1952 and reported 
in The Library Quarterly in 1957. It will in-
clude a sample composed of the nine re-
search libraries included in the original 
study. Each of these libraries has agreed to 
send to the committee a copy of each cata-
log card produced or adapted during the 
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month of March 1965, with an indication of 
the date the item was received and the date 
it was cataloged. An analysis of this sample 
will be made to determine, with greater 
precision than is now possible, the number 
and percentage of titles being cataloged 
with LC copy and without LC copy, broken 
down into groups according to such factors 
as type of library material, place and date 
of publication, language, and subject. 
Other information is also necessary; for 
example, what does it cost to catalog a 
book? The committee, however, was un-
willing, Dr. Dix said, to wait until all de-
sirable studies have been completed to be-
gin an attack on the operational aspects of 
the problem. The prospect of publication 
of the pre-1956 section of the National 
Union Catalog offers promise of substantial 
assistance in providing cataloging copy for 
retrospective acquisitions. With continuing 
publication of the current National Union 
Catalog, the number of retrospective titles 
without LC copy will diminish over the 
years. Thus the most immediate problem is 
the provision of copy for a larger number of 
current titles, especially foreign monographs. 
"It is clear that the best solution to the 
problem will be for the Library of Congress, 
which is already able to supply some 55 per 
cent of the catalog copy which we need, to 
increase its capability and begin supplying a 
substantially greater per cent of the copy 
which the nation's libraries need," Dr. Dix 
reported. "If it cannot do this, we shall have 
to look elsewhere, but we feel that we 
should make every effort to help the Library 
of Congress assume this role as the national 
library before devising other plans." 
In light of this, the Committee on Shared 
Cataloging recently held discussions with 
the librarian of Congress and his staff, Dr. 
Dix continued, and LC expressed agreement 
with the committee's objectives, although 
the librarian feels that legislation specilically 
authorizing and directing LC as the national 
library to extend its current program to meet 
the national cataloging needs will be neces-
sary. 
"The Library of Congress believes that it 
is possible for it to provide, within twenty-
one days after the receipt of the book, cata-
log cards of standard quality for all mono-
graphs of reasonable research interest from 
certain countries and in certain fields, if cer-
tain prerequisite conditions can be met: it 
must receive the books and it must add to 
its staff the necessary number of qualified 
catalogers," Dr. Dix reported. ". . . The 
committee proposes therefore to continue 
developing more precise specilications and 
at the same time to seek the legislation 
which the librarian of Congress believes 
necessary for him to act. It is aware of the 
magnitude of the task, but it is encouraged 
by the response of the university adminis-
trators and others outside libraries with 
whom the problem has been discussed. It 
now believes that it is possible to explain 
the problem and its importance and to gain 
effective national support for a program 
designed to solve the problem through the 
Library of Congress, where it can best be 
solved. . . . Some tactical decisions need to 
be made in the next few months, but before 
long we hope to enlist the support of all 
ARL members in explaining the need for a 
national cataloging program which will as-
sist not only research libraries but also hun-
dreds of other libraries throughout the coun-
try to help meet the national educational 
need," Dr. Dix concluded. 
Discussion of this report underscored the 
importance of centralized cataloging not just 
to research libraries but to all libraries. 
Frederick H. Wagman (Michigan) pointed 
out that both ACRL and the Resources and 
Technical Services Division of ALA strongly 
support such a program and that ALA 
should be officially involved with ARL in 
efforts on behalf of it. 
Centralized cataloging and preservation 
were only two of the problems dealt with in 
"A National Program for Library Support of 
Research and Scholarship," a document out-
lining a broad program for research librar-
ies. ARL voted to accept this document as 
the basis for a program, including legisla-
tion. 
Henry J. Dubester of the National Sci-
ence Foundation reported on its library pol-
icy. Support of research means support of 
research libraries, for their role is central in 
providing information for science. NSF is 
ready to support the application of automa-
tion in research libraries, he said, and other-
wise to encourage libraries to improve their 
services to the scientilic community. 
Among other business, Douglas W. Bry-
ant and James E. Skipper, ARL Executive 
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Secretary, reported on some new bills of in-
terest. A number of bills to establish a Na-
tional Humanities Foundation contain pro-
visions relating to the improvement of li-
brary resources and services, Mr. Bryant 
said, and Mr. Skipper summarized the high-
er education provisions in current legisla-
tion. Gordon Williams reported on the 
Weekly List of Unlocated Research Books, 
and ARL . voted to make no policy change 
but to continue listing titles for which there 
is no known location. 
A "friendly resolution on his sterling 
qualities" was passed to mark the retirement 
of James T. Babb of Yale. 
Edward G. Freehafer ( NYPL) took office 
as chairman, noting that he had a "long, 
rather emotional inaugural address" but, 
since there were only two minutes left until 
adjournment time, he would forego it. 
Foster E. Mohrhardt was elected vice 
chairman and chairman-elect, and Frederick 
H. Wagman and Robert H. Blackburn 
(Toronto) were elected to the Board of Di-
rectors. The meeting adjourned at 9:30P.M. 
-].E.S. •• 
Junior College Libraries Conferences 
A GRANT of $3,880 has been made by the Council on Library Re-
sources, Inc. for a meeting of the Committee on Junior College Li-
braries which includes representatives of the American Association 
of Junior Colleges, ALA, and faculty in junior colleges. The commit-
tee of the two organizations was established by the ALA Council at 
the Midwinter 1965 meeting, to develop a national program for 
strengthening junior college services by coordinating existing efforts 
and initiating projects. 
The first meeting will be held on May 26-28, 1965 at Mount San 
Antonio Junior College, Walnut, California. 
"Junior College Libraries" is the subject of a conference at 
UCLA on July 12-14. Inquiries about the conference should be di-
rected to B. Lamar Johnson, Professor of Higher Education, UCLA, 
Los Angeles, Calif. • • 
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ACRL Constitution and Bylaws 
June 1962 
CoNSTITUTION 
Article I. N arne 
Sec. 1. The name of this organization 
shall be the Association of College and 
Research Libraries, a division of the Amer-
ican Library Association. 
Article II. Object 
Sec. 1. The Association of College and 
Research Libraries represents the libraries 
of higher education (of those institutions 
supporting formal education above the sec-
ondary-school level), independent research 
libraries, and specialized libraries. 
Article III. Membership 
Sec. 1. Members. Any member of the 
American Library Association may desig-
nate the Association of College and Re-
search Libraries as the type of library divi-
sional membership or may become a mem-
ber upon payment of the additional divi-
sional membership fee as provided in the 
American Library Association Bylaws. 
Article IV. Officers 
Sec. 1. Officers. The officers of the Asso-
ciation shall be a president and a vice pres-
ident, who is the president-elect. 
Sec. 2. Terms. The president and the 
vice president shall be elected from the 
membership of the Association and shall 
serve for one year or until their successors 
are elected and qualified. 
Article V. Board of Directors 
Sec. 1. Duties and Authority. The Board 
of Directors shall have general oversight 
and direction of the affairs of the Associa-
tion. It shall conduct all business pertaining 
to the Association, and shall have authority 
to make decisions for the Association during 
the periods between meetings. 
Sec. 2. Members. 
(a) Voting. The Board shall consist of 
the president, vice president, retiring presi-
dent, four directors-at-large, and the chair-
man, vice chairman, and retiring chairman 
of each section. 
(b) Non-voting. The executive secretary 
and the American Library Association 
Councilors elected on nomination from the 
Association are ex-officio members without 
vote. 
Sec. 3. Terms. The directors-at-large shall 
be elected from the members of the Asso-
ciation for four-year terms, which terms 
shall overlap so as to insure continuity of 
policy. 
Article VI. Sections and Committees 
Sec. 1. Sections of the Association may be 
organized and committees authorized as 
provided in the Bylaws. 
Article VII. Meetings 
Sec. 1. General Meetings. The Associa-
tion shall hold an annual meeting at the 
time and place of the annual conference of 
the American Library Association. Other 
meetings may be called at the discretion of 
the Board of Directors. 
Sec. 2. Section Meetings. Meetings of the 
sections shall be held at the time and place 
of the annual 'conference of the American 
Library Association. Other meetings may be 
called by the chairman or other controlling 
agency of the section. Sections may, with 
the approval of the Board of Directors, hold 
closed meetings or joint meetings with other 
sections. · 
Article VIII. Bylaws 
Sec. I. Adoption, Suspension, and 
Amendments. Bylaws may be adopted, sus-
pended and amended by a majority vote 
of the members of the Association attending 
a general meeting at an annual conference 
or casting ballots in a vote by mail, pro-
vided that notice of the proposed changes 
has been published not less than one month 
before final consideration. 
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Article IX. Amendments 
Sec. 1. All proposals for amending the 
Constitution shall be referred to the Board 
of Directors. The Constitution may be 
amended by a two-thirds vote of the mem-
bers present at a general meeting of the 
Association at two successive annual meet-
ings provided that notice of the proposed 
amendment has been published not less 
than one month before final consideration. 
BYLAWS 
Article I. Dues 
Sec. 1. General. Dues shall be those pro-
vided for in the American Library Associa-
tion Bylaws. 
Sec. 2. Additional. A fee of fifty cents 
per year will be charged for membership in 
each section in excess of two. 
Article II. Nominations and Election 
Sec. 1. Committee. A committee to nomi-
nate candidates for elective positions to be 
filled for the Association as a whole shall be 
appointed by the vice president (president-
elect), with the approval of the president, 
at such times as to enable the committee to 
meet during the annual meeting preceding 
the one at which the results of the election 
are to be announced. In making its selection 
the committee shall keep in mind the fol-
lowing objectives: (a) the importance of 
developing leaders among the younger 
members of the Association; (b) the de-
sirability of rotating important offices 
among the various sections composing the 
Association; (c) the necessity of securing 
a Board of Directors on which all sections 
will have as equal a number of representa-
tives as is possible at any one time; (d) the 
representation of the various interests of 
the Association and the geographical dis-
tribution of its members; (e) that written 
consent must be secured from each candi-
date; (f) that candidates should be pre-
sented in blocks of two names each. Candi-
dates for elective positions for sections shall 
be chosen as each section determines. 
Sec. 2. Reporting of Nominees. 
(a) Elective Officers of the Association as 
a whole. The N aminating Committee shall 
report at such time and in such manner as 
is provided in the American Library Asso-
ciation Constitution and Byl~ws, keeping in 
mind the fact that it is important for the 
names of the nominees to become known to 
the members of the Association as early as 
is practicable. 
(b) American Library Association Coun-
cilors. The executive secretary of the Asso-
ciation shall inform the N aminating Com-
mittee of the number of American Library 
Association Councilors to be nominated to 
provide for replacements and for reappoint-
ment of the number of Councilors as re-
quired by the changing number of the 
members of the Association. This committee 
shall file its nominations (and the written 
consent of the nominees that their names 
may be placed on the ballot) with the ex-
ecutive secretary of the Association and 
with the chairman of the American Library 
Association Nominating Committee at such 
time and in such manner as the chairman of 
the American Library Association N ami-
nating Committee shall indicate. 
Sec. 3. Nominations by others for elective 
officers of the Association as a whole. Nomi-
nations other than those of the N aminating 
Committee signed by no less than twenty 
members of the Association shall be accept-
ed and placed on the ballot if they are filed 
with the executive secretary of the Associa-
tion at least three months before the date 
on which ballots are to be mailed. Written 
consent of the nominees must accompany 
such nominations. 
Sec. 4. Right to vote. All members of the 
Association shall be elegible to vote on the 
elective positions of the Association. Only 
members affiliated with a section shall vote 
for its officers. 
Sec. 5. Elections. 
(a) Association. Elections to elective 
positions for the Association as a whole 
shall be by mail vote. The candidate re-
ceiving the largest number of votes shall be 
elected. In case of a tie vote the successful 
candidate shall be determined by lot. 
(b) Sections. Elections to elective posi-
tions for sections shall be made as each 
section determines. The election of officers 
shall be reported to the executive secretary. 
Article III. Quorum 
Sec. 1. Board of Directors. A majority of 
the voting members of the Board of Direc-
tors shall constitute a quorum. 
(a) Mail votes. In the absence of a 
I 
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quorum the president may authorize a mail 
vote. An affirmative vote of three-fourths 
of the voting directors of the Board shall 
be required to pass a motion. On each 
mail vote, each voting director of the Board 
shall have the option of voting for the mo-
tion, against the motion, or to hold for 
discussion. . 
Sec. 2. Association. One hundred mem-
bers shall constitute a quorum of the Asso-
ciation for the transaction of all business 
except elections by mail. 
Article IV. Sections 
Sec. 1. Establishment. Any group of 
twenty-five or more members of the Asso-
ciation, representing a field of activity in 
general distinct from those of the then ex-
isting sections, and within the scope of the 
Association's field of interest, may organize 
a section upon receiving approval from the 
Board of Directors. Sections shall be com-
posed only of Association members. 
Article V. Committees 
Sec. 1. Authorization. Committees of the 
Association as a whole shall be authorized 
by action of the Association or the Board of 
Directors, except as otherwise provided in 
the Constitution and Bylaws. 
Sec. 2. Appointment of Committee Mem-
bers. Standing committees shall be estab-
lished with clearly defined areas of respon-
sibility and with a specified number of 
members and specific terms of office not to 
exceed five years. Committee membership 
shall be staggered with regularity, in order 
to provide continuity. The vice president 
(president-elect) shall appoint committee 
members to fill the vacancies due to occur 
during the term of his presidency; he may 
name the chairman of each committee for 
the term to correspond with his office as 
president or he may waive his privilege of 
appointing the chairman and request the 
committee to elect its own chairman. Spe-
cial appointments to fill vacancies on any 
committee may be made by the president 
for one appointive year only. 
Sec. 3. Discontinuance. A committee may 
be discontinued only by the agency au-
thorizing it. 
Article VI. Vacancies 
Sec. 1. Elective Positions. Appointments 
to fill vacancies in elective positions of the 
Association as a whole (except president 
and vice president) shall be made by the 
Board of Directors until it is possible for 
the Association to fill the vacancy at the 
next regular annual election in accordance 
with the Bylaws. 
(a) A vacancy in the office of president 
shall be filled, for the remainder of the 
term, by the vice president. This succession 
shall not prevent a person who succeeds to 
the presidency because of a vacancy from 
serving his normal term as president the 
next year, as is provided in the Constitution. 
(b) A vacancy in the office of vice presi-
dent can be filled only by election as pro-
vided in the Bylaws. 
(c) If vacancies occur in the offices of 
president and vice president within the 
same term, the Board of Directors shall 
elect as president one of the directors-at-
large for the remainder of the term. When 
a regular election is next held, a president 
and a vice president shall be elected. 
(d) Vacancies on the Board of Directors 
shall be filled by election at the next regular 
election after the vacancy occurs. 
(e) Appointments to fill vacancies on a 
committee of the Association as a whole 
shall be made by the president. 
Article VII. Years 
Sec. 1. Membership Year. The member-
ship year of the Association shall be the 
calendar year. 
Sec. 2. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the 
Association shall be the fiscal year of the 
American Library Association. 
Sec. 3. Elective and Appointive Year. The 
term of office for elective and appointive 
positions of the Association filled annually 
shall be the period beginning with the ad-
journment of the annual conference and 
ending with the adjournment of the next 
succeeding annual conference. Terms of 
office for elective positions occupied longer 
than one year shall be calculated from the 
adjournment of the annual conference. 
Article VIII. Rules of Order 
Sec. 1. The rules contained in Robert's 
Rules of Order shall govern the Association 
in all cases to which they are applicable, 
and in which they are not inconsistent with 
the Constitution and Bylaws. 
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Proposed Amendments to the ACRL 
Constitution and Bylaws 
The following changes have been presented 
to the ACRL Board of Directors and will 
be submitted to membership at the Gen-
eral Session of Thursday, July 8, 1965. 
These include provision for the removal of 
· past chairmen of sections from the Board 
of Directors, establishment of ACRL chap-
ters, deletion of dues for additional sections, 
appointments to standing committees, and 
mail votes of the Board of Directors. 
CoNsTITUTION 
Article V. Board of Directors. Sec. 2. Mem-
bers. Change to read: 
(a) Voting. The Board shall consist of 
the president, vice president, retiring presi-
dent, four directors-at-large, and the chair-
man and vice chairman of each section. 
Article VI. Add the underscored words: 
Article VI, Chapters, Sections, and Com-
mittees 
Sec. 1. Chapters and sections of the Asso-
ciation may be organized and committees 
authorized as provided in the Bylaws. 
Article VIII. Bylaws. Insert a new Sec. 1 as 
follows: 
Sec. 1. Relationship to the American Li-
brary Association. This body is a division 
of the American Library Association. The 
Constitution and Bylaws of that Association, 
to the extent to which they are applicable, 
take precedence over the bylaws of this 
body. 
Change the numbering of the present Sec. 1 
to Sec. 2. 
BYLAWS 
Article I. Dues. Delete Section 2. 
Sec. 2. Additional. A fee of fifty cents per 
year will be charged for membership in 
each section in excess of two. 
Article III. Quorum. Delete the parts en-
closed in brackets. 
Sec. 1. Board of Directors. A majority of 
the voting members of the Board of Direc-
tors shall constitute a quorum. 
[(a) Mail votes. In the absence of a 
quorum the president may authorize a mail 
vote. An affirmative vote of three-fourths 
of the voting directors of the Board shall be 
required to pass a motion. On each mail 
vote, each voting director of the Board shall 
have the option of voting for the motion, 
against the motion, or to hold for discus-
sion.] 
Sec. 2. Association. One hundred mem-
bers shall constitute a quorum of the Asso-
ciation for the transaction of all business 
[except elections by mail]. 
Insert the following as a new Article IV, 
Chapters. 
Sec. 1. Establishment. The Board of Di-
rectors may establish a chapter of the Asso-
ciation in any state, province, territory, or 
region on the petition of 25 members of the 
Association residing or employed within the 
area. 
Sec. 2. Bylaws. A chapter may adopt its 
own bylaws provided there is no conflict 
between them and the constitution and 
bylaws of the Association. 
Sec. 3. Members. A chapter may admit 
members who are not members of the Asso-
ciation. 
Sec. 4. Meetings. Each chapter shall hold 
at least one meeting a year unless it is 
affiliated with an organization that normally 
meets biennially. 
Sec. 5. Reporting. Each chapter shall 
send a report of its meetings to the Execu-
tive Secretary of the Association within one 
month following the meetings. 
Sec. 6. Dissolution. A chapter may be dis-
solved at its request by the Board of Direc-
tors of the Association and shall be so dis-
solved if it becomes inactive or fails to 
comply with the provisions of this article. 
Change the numbering of the present Ar-
ticle IV, Sections, to Article V. 
Change the numbering of the present Ar-
ticle V, Committees, to Article VI, substi-
tute the following for Sec. 2, and change 
the numbering of the present Sec. 3 to 
Sec. 4. 
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Sec. 2. Standing Committees. Standing 
committees may be established to consider 
matters of the Association that require con-
tinuity of attention by the members. When 
such a committee is established, its func-
tion, name, and size shall be determined. 
Unless otherwise approved by the Board 
of Directors, members of standing commit-
tees shall be appointed for terms of two 
years, and may be reappointed for a second 
and third but not a fourth consecutive term; 
in no case shall a person serve on a commit-
tee for more than six consecutive years. Ap-
pointments shall be made in such manner 
as to provide continuity in membership. 
Sec. 3. Appointment. The vice president 
(president-elect) shall appoint committee 
members to fill the vacancies due to occur 
during his term as president; he may name 
the chairman of each committee or request 
the committee to elect its own chairman. 
Special appointments to fill vacancies on 
committees may be made by the president. 
Change the numbering of the present Ar-
ticles VI and VII, Vacancies and Years, 
respectively, to Articles VII and VIII. 
Insert the following as a new Article IX, 
Mail Votes. 
Sec. 1. The Board of Directors and com-
mittees may take votes by mail provided 
all members are canvassed simultaneously. 
In case of dissent among the members, a 
second vote shall be taken after each mem-
ber has been acquainted with the views of 
every other member. If on the second mail 
vote, more than one member disagrees with 
the views of the majority, the action shall 
fail. If no time limit is set, no vote shall 
be counted unless received within 30 days 
from the day the text of the matter voted 
upon was mailed properly addressed to 
those entitled to vote upon it. 
Change the numbering of the present Ar-
ticle VIII, Rules of Order, to Article X. 
•• 
YOU ARE READING THIS PAGE because of the members of the 
American Library Association. 
In fact, all pages of College & Research Libraries reach you as the 
result of the continuing support of the members of the American Library 
Association. The program of activities, publications, projects, and confer-
ences would not exist without the continued support and efforts of the 
members. "To further library progress and librarianship," has been the 
goal of the American Library Association since its founding in 1876. 
As you read this page, will you consider your own membership and 
membership for your associates? 
For information and application forms, please write: Membership 
Promotion, American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chica-
go 11, Illinois. 
ACRL Subject Specialists Section: 
Slavic and East European 
Subsection Bylaws 
Article I. N arne 
The name of this organization shall be 
the Slavic and East European Subsection 
of the ACRL subject Specialists Section. 
Article II. Object 
The Slavic and East European Subsec-
tion represents in the Association of College 
and Research Libraries specialists in the 
field of Slavic and East European studies. 
It acts for the ACRL Subject Specialists 
Section, in cooperation with other profes-
sional groups, in regard to those aspects of 
library service that require knowledge of 
Slavic and East European languages as well 
as area studies of the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe. 
Article III. Membership 
Any member of the ACRL Subject Spe-
cialists Section may elect membership in 
the Slavic and East European Subsection. 
All members of the Subsection shall be 
eligible to vote on the elective positions of 
the Subsection. Any personal member shal1 
be eligible to hold office. 
Article IV. Meetings 
The Subsection shall hold an annual 
meeting at the time and place of the annual 
conference of the ALA. Other meetings 
may be called at the discretion of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. Ten members consti-
tute a quorum for any meeting of the Sub-
section. 
Article V. Committees 
The Executive Committee consists of 
the chairman, the chairman-elect, the im.: 
mediate past chairman, the secretary, and 
one member-at-large. The Executive Com-
mittee shall serve as the Program Commit-
tee. The chairman may appoint two addi-
tional members to the Program Committee 
from the membership at large for one year. 
Article VI. General Provisions 
Whenever these Bylaws make no specific 
provisions, the organization of, and pro-
cedure in, the Subsection shall correspond 
to that set forth in the Bylaws of the ACRL 
Subject Specialists Section. 
Article VII. Temporary Provisions 
These Bylaws shall take effect upon the 
adjournment of the meeting at which they 
were adopted. • • 
ACRL Conference Program . Plans 
"THE CHANGING RoLE OF LIBRARIEs" will be the topic of speaker 
William T. Knox, special assistant to the President's Science Ad-
visory Committee, at the ACRL general session on Thursday, July 
8, at 2 p.m. Complete information on Section and Subsection meet-
ings appears in the May issue of the ALA Bulletin. 
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News from the Field 
ACQUISITIONS 
SAN DIEGO STATE CoLLEGE LIBRARY has 
been given a collection of Hispanica, the 
library of the late Dr. George T. Northup, a 
leading Hispanist of the United States. The 
collection of six hundred and fifty volumes 
is rich in nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century works on Spanish language and lit-
erature, especially the Spanish drama. There 
are forty-eight volumes by or about Cer-
vantes. Sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eigh-
teenth-century Spanish imprints are well 
represented. 
ExECUTORS of the estate of Meyer Gold 
have presented the University of Miami 
with a check for $272,000 and securities 
valued in excess of $1,000,000 for the sup-
port of library resources and particularly to 
continue the support of a strong library in 
the school of business administration. 
WAHLERT MEMORIAL LIBRARY of Loras 
College in Dubuque, Iowa has received the 
three hundred and fifty-volume Horace col-
lection of Horace Howard Furness, noted 
Shakespeare scholar. The donor, who wishes 
to remain anonymous, purchased the collec-
tion from the Furness estate for the express 
purpose of presenting it to the library. Items 
of interest include four incunabula (the ear-
liest being a 1482 Opera Omnia, printed by 
Antonio Miscomini at Florence) and sev-
eral volumes inscribed to Furness by anoth-
er Shakespeare scholar of some renown, 
Henry Clay Folger. 
Biblioteca Colombina, a two thousand 
volume collection of materials on Christo-
pher Columbus, Amerigo Vespucci and the 
discovery of America, has been acquired by 
the State University of New York at Stony 
Brook. The research collection was pur-
chased from Sr. Jose Alberto Aboal Amaro 
of Montevideo, Uruguay, a scholar-banker 
who spent more than thirty years building 
the library. 
DAWES MEMORIAL LIBRARY of Marietta 
College has received as a gift from the per-
sonal library of Charles C. Dawes, nephew 
of former Vice President Charles G. Dawes, 
more than one hundred and twenty-five vol-
umes of Americana, including several valu-
able travel books, a number of contemporary 
Civil War publications, and some twentieth 
century first editions. The gift also con-
tained forty manuscript letters from Ameri-
can political figures, with a 1780 letter to 
the Comte de Guichen signed by George 
Washington being the outstanding item. 
MEETINGS 
RALPH H. PARKER is the director of a 
three-day conference on "Data Processing 
in University Libraries," June 24-26, in the 
Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Registration 
fee is $85.00. The conference has been ar-
ranged by Drexel Institute of Technology 
graduate school of library science. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND has ar-
ranged a library study tour, June 21 to July 
2. Libraries in the areas of Washington, 
D.C., Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York 
City, and Boston will be included in the 
itinerary. Fee is $250. 
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER graduate school 
of librarianship announces a workshop on 
the care, binding and repair of books and 
preservation of historical documents, July 
6-23. Registration is limited to thirty per-
sons. Tuition is $75.00. Inquiries should be 
directed to H. William Axford, Assistant 
Director of Libraries, University of Colo-
rado, Denver 80210. 
MISCELLANY 
JoHN C. CRAWFORD, director of the Li-
brary of Congress PL-480 Programs in 
South Asia, reports that CRL was incorrect 
in stating, on page 491 of its November 
issue, that this program does not acquire 
books in Tamil and Telegu. Between Janu-
ary 1, 1962, and June 30, 1964, he avers, 
the program forwarded 992 Tamil titles and 
1,014 Telegu titles to PL-480 recipients. 
VoLUMES XI to XV of CRL have been 
reprinted by Kraus Periodicals, Inc., of New 
York City, and are now available from them. 
BowDOIN CoLLEGE LIBRARY will be closed 
this summer from June 11 until the opening 
of the fall term of college, to prepare for 
moving into the new library building in 
September. • • 
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APPOINTMENTS 
MARY ALLELY, librarian from Birming-
ham, England, is now reference librarian at 
Scripps College in Claremont, California. 
PAUL N. BANKS is conservator of the 
Newberry library, Chicago, a newly created 
position involving preservation and binding 
of rare materials and books in the general 
collections. 
SusAN N. BARRIS has accepted a position 
in the descriptive cataloging division, Li-
brary of Congress. · 
BARBARA BARTOW has been appointed 
acting head cataloger at the University of 
Delaware library. 
D. H. BoRCHARDT has been appointed 
librarian of LaTrobe University, Melbourne, 
Australia. 
MRs. PATRICIA 0. BRAVCH has joined the 
social science-education division of the 
Brooklyn College library. 
MIRIAM L. BRIDGHAM has accepted a 
position in the descriptive cataloging di-
vision, Library of Congress. 
W. RoYCE BuTLER became assistant di-
rector of libraries at York University, Toron-
to, in April. 
MRs. ELIZABETH R. CASELLAS, former 
head librarian, Stewart, Dougall & Associ-
ates, New York City, has been appointed 
assistant professor of library studies, U ni-
versity of Hawaii graduate school of library 
studies. 
RALEIGH DE PRIEST, formerly acting li-
brarian, Mansfield State College, Mansfield, 
Pennsylvania, was appointed head librarian 
on February 13. 
NEALL. EDGAR is now on the staff of the 
descriptive cataloging division, Library of 
Congress. 
SARAH EsTES is in charge of a new sci-
ence library which comprises previously 
separate libraries in chemistry, geology, and 
physics in the Joint University libraries, 
Nashville. 
SAMUEL FRASER is now cataloger at New-
berry library, Chicago, 
ROBERT CALOR has joined the reference 
department at Oakland University, Roch-
ester, Michigan. 
WILLIAM GARDNER, formerly associated 
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with the Mann Library of the New York 
State College of Agriculture and Home 
Economics, Cornell University, became li-
brarian of the Agriculture Library, Univer-
sity of Kentucky, in January. 
CLIFFORD GIDDINGS is now reference li-
brarian at the Newberry library, Chicago. 
EuGENE GRAZIANO is now assistant li-
brarian for services at University of Califor-
nia, Santa Barbara. 
MRs. PoLLY S. GRIMSHAW became librar-
ian for anthropology, folklore, and sociology 
at Indiana University on January 1. 
MRs. AUDREY GROSCH assumed, on April 
1, the newly established position of instruc-
tor and librarian with specific responsibility 
for the coordination, study, and application 
of automated techniques to the University 
of Minnesota libraries. 
DIANE C. HuMES has accepted a position 
in the descriptive cataloging division, Li-
brary of Congress. 
HuGo KUNOFF became librarian for mod-
ern foreign languages in the Indiana Uni-
versity library on April 1. 
SHANG PING Lm is a member of the cata-
loging staff at Drake University library. 
MRs. PATRICIA McGLASSON has joined 
the staff of Drake University library as as-
sistant cataloger. 
JoYCE MALIN became cataloger at Ma-
comb (Ill.) Community College library as 
of September 1964. 
PATRICIA P. PAYLORE is now a member 
of the staff of the Office of Arid Lands Re-
search at the University of Arizona. 
JoHN D. REYNOLDS has accepted a posi-
tion in the descriptive cataloging division, 
Library of Congress. Mr. Reynolds has been 
a regular member of the cataloging staff at 
Columbia since 1960. 
MARY E. SAUER has accepted a position 
in the descriptive cataloging division, Li-
brary of Congress. 
HAROLD B. ScHLEIFER has been appoint-
ed to the social science- education division 
of the Brooklyn College library. 
JOHN TEDESCHI is now bibliographer at 
the Newberry library in Chicago, specializ-
ing in continental European history and lit-
erature. 
DwiGHT TucKwooD is now director of 
technical services, University of Missouri. 
j 
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Classified Advertisements 
Classified advertising orders and copy, and cancelations, for CRL should be ad-
dressed to the Publications Officer, ACRL, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago 60611. 
and should reach that office before the fifteenth of the month preceding publication 
of issue desired. Copy received after that time may be held for the next issue. 
Rate for classified advertising in CRL is $1.00 per printed line. No additional 
charge is made for nonmember advertising. 
POSITIONS OPEN 
GENERAL ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN-
Varied duties include cataloging and refer-
ence. Salary depends on qualifications, 
range $6,500-$7,500, 11 months. Faculty 
status, tuition exchange, major medical, 
TIAA. Position open September 1, 1965. 
Apply: Harris Hauge, Librarian, Mon-
mouth College Library, Monmouth, Illinois. 
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
LIBRARY. Positions immediately available. 
Fast growing State University. Tremendous 
library growth. Automation being studied. 
Stimulating cultural area with offerings of 
concerts, theatres, lectures, summer festi-
vals. Salary determined by experience and 
background with range from $6,000 to 
$7,500 for (1) (2) (3). Library Science 
Degree essential. University experience de-
sirable. Liberal fringe benefits including 
one month's vacation. ( 1) Monographs 
Catalogers. Working knowledge of at least 
one foreign language (Spanish, Italian or 
Russian) essential. (2) Serials Cataloger. 
Working knowledge of at least one major 
European language essential. ( 3) Assistant 
Acquisition Librarian. University experience 
desirable. ( 4) Bibliographic searcher. Sal-
ary $5,600 to $6,200. Apply: Hugh Mont-
gomery, University Librarian, University of 
Massachusetts Library, Amherst, Massa-
chusetts 01003. 
EDEN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY Li-
brary seeking experienced cataloger with 
M.L.S. or B.S.L.S. degree. Knowledge of 
German helpful but not mandatory. 37* 
hr. week. One month vacation. Liberal sick 
leave. Pension plan. Salary negotiable. 
Write: Rev. W. R. Mehl, Librarian, 475 E. 
Lockwood Ave., Webster Groves, Mo. 
63119. 
LIBRARIAN, lib. & law deg., wants chal-
lenging work in spec., coli., or law library. 
Jas. Whitehead, 6301 Ackel St., Apt. 153B, 
Metairie, La. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. Active, progres-
sive chief cataloger. Self-starter, worker/ ad-
ministrator. Staff of six professionals, 13 
non-prof. Attractive community two hours 
from Washington; Baltimore and Philadel-
phia B~ hours. Write Director of Libraries, 
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 
in Saint John, newly established and offer-
ing first two years in arts and pure science 
(200/ 300 students in 1965/ 66) requires: 
( 1) CHIEF LIBRARIAN. Challenging po-
sition for person of initiative and energy 
with appropriate experience and accredited 
library school degree. Primary duties in 
initial period will be acquisitions and plan-
ning. (2) GENERAL LIBRARIAN. For 
dual responsibilities in cataloging and read-
ers services. Excellent opportunity for ad-
vancement in either area. Candidates should 
have accredited library school degree and 
preferably experience in LC classification. 
Both positions: academic status; month's an-
nual vacation; usual fringe benefits; salary 
depending on experience and qualifications. 
For more information write, giving all de-
tails, to Mr. G. Forbes Elliot, Principal, Uni-
versity of New Brunswick in Saint John, 
Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada. 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
is seeking candidates for the following posi-
tions which require a graduate degree from 
an accredited library school and acceptable 
professional library experience. Salaries list-
ed are maximum beginning salaries depend-
ing upon qualifications. Merit increases fol-
low. (1) Head, Reference Department and 
Associate (or Assistant) Professor. Admin-
isters Reference Department in the Main 
Library on an expanding university campus 
of ten colleges and graduate schools. Helps 
develop new methods to perform reference 
service for this large community of students 
and faculty. In addition to head, there are 
five reference librarians, three librarians of 
three graduate libraries, Head of · Docu-
ments Division, three clerks and part-time 
student assistants. Salary $11,868. (2) 
Readers' Advisor Librarian and Instructor. 
Assists students and other patrons in use 
and interpretation of Public Catalog. Brings 
to their attention scope and location of ma-
terials related to desired subject. Advises 
undergraduate students regarding substitu-
tion when requested book is not available. 
Salary $7,296. ( 3) Head, Commerce Li-
brary and Assistant Professor (or Instructor). 
Administers Commerce Library containing 
approximately 54,000 volumes. Emphasis is 
on administrative functions and reference 
work. Cooperates with the faculty in book 
selection. Training or experience in field of 
commerce or business desirable. Salary 
$10,068. Apply to: Mrs. Celianna Wilson, 
The Ohio State University Libraries, 1858 
Neil Ave., Columbus, Ohio. An Equal Op-
portunity Employer. 
TECHNICAL SERVICES position open 
September 1, 1965. Half-time Acquisitions 
Librarian; half-time Assistant Catalog Li-
brarian. $40,000 probable book budget; 
2, 750 projected enrollment. Summer session 
employment regularly expected ( 8 weeks) . 
Master's degree required, including full pro-
fessional training, experience preferred. 
Faculty status (Instructor). Salary: $7,000 
plus summer session. Apply to: Miss Phyllis 
D. Bentley, Librarian, The Robert L. Pierce 
Library, Stout State University, Menomonie, 
Wisconsin 54751. 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS LIBRARY, 
URBANA. Rare Book Room librarian. Li-
brary degree, experience in rare book li-
brary desirable. Salary depends upon qua} .. 
ifications. Other positions available in tech-
nical and public service departments, begin-
ning salary $6,100. Academic status, par-
ticipation in University Retirement System 
required; group hospitalization available; 
one month vacation, two weeks' annual sick 
leave. Apply: Mary Lois Bull, Personnel Li-
brarian, University of Illinois Library, Ur-
bana. 
CATALOGER needed for a fine new li-
brary in rapidly growing private college of 
1,200 students. M.L.S. required. Rapidly 
expanding collection. Opportunity for pro-
motion. Salary open. Write: Mr. James A. 
Dodd, Director, Shipman Library, Adrian 
College, Adrian, Michigan. 
HUNTINGTON LIBRARY has opening 
for cataloger with M.L.S., background in 
the humanities, and some language skills. 
Apply to Miss M. J. Bragg, Huntington Li-
brary, San Marino, Calif. 91108. 
MUSIC MATERIALS CATALOGER for 
Portland State College: chiefly recordings 
and scores. Music major preferred, library 
science degree required. Faculty status and 
salary scale, one month vacation, Social 
Security and State Retirement plan. Write: 
Jean P. Black, Librarian, Box 1151, Port-
land, Oregon 97207. 
COLLEGE LIBRARY. Growing institution 
and expanding library in new building 
needs vigorous individuals holding M.L.S. 
degrees for three new positions. ( 1) Public 
Services Librarian-to $10,000, for devel-
opment of library-curriculum integration, 
supervision of circulation and reference. Ex-
perience required. ( 2) Reference-Acquisi-
tions Librarian-to $8,000, for college ref-
erence and/ or acquisitions. Experience re-
quired. (3) Cataloger-to $7,500. Experi-
ence not required. Liberal benefits include 
faculty status, one month's vacation, TIAA, 
medical plans, country club membership, 
tuition for college age children. Apply: Mr. 
Lee Sutton, Librarian, Wright Memorial 
Library, Parsons College, Fairfield, Iowa. 
Interviews can be conducted during ALA 
annual conference. 
SEVERAL POSITIONS at administrative 
and junior administrative levels are open at 
Notre Dame due to expanded library ser-
vices in the new $10,000,000.00 Memorial 
Library as follows: Mathematics and .Com-
puting Science Research Librarian, Grade 
II, $6,244.00 minimum. Assistant Head, 
Humanities Department, Assistant Head, 
General Science Department, Assistant 
Head, Social Sciences and Business Ad-
ministration Department, Assistant Head, 
Acquisitions Department, all are Grade III, 
$6,500.00 minimum. Also, Head, Circula-
tion Department, Grade IV, $7,500.00; 
Head, Social Sciences and Business Admin-
istration Department, $8,000.00 minimum; 
Curator, Rare Book Room, Minimum, 
$8,000.00. Faculty status, TIAA, Social 
Security, Blue Cross-Blue Shield, Major 
medical disability. Further details upon 
application. Apply, Director of Libraries, 
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, 
Indiana. 
l 
HEAD LIBRARIAN: Beginning salary 
$10,930 going to $12,730 in five years. 
Month's vacation, social security, and choice 
of New York State Retirement or T.I.A.A. 
Graduate degree from accredited library 
school required with preference to doctorate 
or near. Experience necessary. Located sev-
enteen miles from Rochester, New York. 
Apply: Gordon F. Allen, Acting President, 
State University College, Brockport, New 
York 14420. 
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY-Posi-
tions available July 1. Faculty rank, 30 day 
vacation, usual employee benefits. Fifth 
year degree required, subject background 
and language facility desirable. Salary de-
pendent upon qualifications. Head . Ref~r­
ence Librarian-$1,500-$9,000-umversity 
reference experience at supervisory level re-
quired, administrative experience desirable. 
Assistant Reference Librarian-$1,000-8,000 
-reference experience in academic library 
required. Cataloger-$7,000-$8,000-cata-
loging experience in academic librar~ re-
quired. Cataloger-$6,000-:~1.0 expene~ce 
required. Contact Dean of Library Service, 
Montana State University, Missoula, Mon-
tana. 
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN, fifth year li-
brary degree, for private liberal arts 
woman's college in the Shenandoah Valley. 
Position open September 1, 1965. LC 
classification; 61,000 volumes; expanding 
library program; $1,000,000 building under 
way. Usual benefits. Salary open. Apply: 
Library, Mary Baldwin College, Staunton, 
Virginia. 
TWO POSITIONS: Lafayette College, 
Easton Pa., urban area near New York City, Philad~lphia and the Poconos, expanding 
library in a new building. Serials Librarian, 
salary $8,000-$8,500. Assistant Cataloger, 
salary $6)500-$7,000. 5th year library de-
gree and some experience. 38-hour week, 
faculty status, month's vacation plus holi-
days, TIAA, hospitalization. Apply: Clyde 
L. Haselden, Librarian, Lafayette College 
Library, Easton, Pa. 18042. 
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN AND CATA-
LOG LIBRARIAN for a private coeduca-
tional liberal arts college library. 90,000 
volumes. Graduate library degree required. 
Opportunity for advancement. Salary open. 
Write: Herbert F. Johnson, Librarian, Ham-
line University, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. 
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY LI-
BRARY, Manhattan will have the follow-
ing openings July 1. All positions have 
faculty rank, one month vacation, state re .. 
tirement . systems. Documents Librarian, 
$7,500-$8,500. Must be capable of manag-
ing a comprehensive collection of U.S. pub-
lications and smaller U.N. and state collec-
tion. L.S. degree and previous experience in 
documents required. Cataloger, $8,000. One 
of two senior positions in department of six 
professionals. L.S. degree and cataloging 
experience required. Cataloger, $6,000. Be-
ginning position. Write Joe W. Kraus, Di-
rector of Libraries. 
DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN needed by 
rapidly growing depository collection in 
mod. bldg. Requirements: L.S. degree, at 
least 1 year's docts. exp., supervisory ability, 
3 refs. ( 1, at least, a former employer), 
Pol. Sci. or history background desirable. 
Offered: $6,804 salary, 30 days vac., 12 
days per yr. sick leave (cum. to 60 days), 
free Blue Cross & major medical insurance, 
excellent state retirement, Soc. Sec., plea-
sant working conditions, clerical and student 
help. Located 4 hrs. drive from Sun Valley, 
Tetons, Salt Lake City, and Yellowstone. 
Job open July 1; can hold until Sept. 1. 
Send application, vita, refs. to: E. Oboler, 
Idaho State Univ. Lib., Pocatello, Idaho; 
phone 208-233-2160 any week day, 9-12, 
1-5 (MST) for further information. 
LIBRARY DIRECTOR-plan and admin-
ister library services to a rapidly expanding 
technical college community. New building 
in early planning stages, substantial funds 
available for major expansion of collection. 
College located in the heart of Vermont's 
vacationland, convenient to Dartmouth and 
the University of Vermont. ALA accredited 
.M.S. required. Some science background 
or prior administrative experience valuable, 
but not essential. Initial salary $7,000, fac-
ulty status, generous fringe benefits. For 
more details, send resume to Richard Savoy, 
Chairman, Faculty Library Committee, Ver-
mont Technical College, Randolph Center, 
Vermont. 
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN, preferably 
with experience in a theo]ogical library. 
$6,500 up, and generous benefits, for per-
son with good scholastic record and some 
ability in languages. Write Librarian, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, Box 111, 
Princeton, New Jersey. 
TWO POSITIONS: Serials unit head and 
reference services head in large university 
system. 5th year library school degree re-
quired, plus suitable experience. Faculty 
status, month's vacation, retirement and ma-
jor medical plans in effect, social security, 
starting salaries up to $10,000. Apply to 
J. H. Moriarty, director of libraries, Purdue 
University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907. Please 
send resume of qualifications and experi-
ence. Equal opportunity employer. 
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY LI-
BRARY has four positions, each requiring 
graduate library degree. Salary open, de-
pending upon qualifications. 
REFERENCE LIBRARIAN to begin March 
1. Subject degree in humanities or fine arts 
desired. 
CATALOG LIBRARIAN to begin March 1. 
Subject background helpful, experience de-
sired. 
SCIENCE DIVISION LIBRARIAN to be-
gin July 1. Subject degree and experience 
desired. 
EDUCATION DIVISION LIBRARIAN to 
begin July 1. Subject degree and experience 
desired. 
Send applications and credentials to Chester 
H. Linscheid, Librarian, Box 475, Univer-
sity Park, New Mexico. 
AMHERST COLLEGE'S ROBERT FROST 
LIBRARY will have two positions in cata-
loguing which it wishes to fill by Septem-
ber 1. One demands 3 to 4 years' experi-
ence. The other requires none. For both a 
knowledge of German and/ or Russian is 
wanted. Additional foreign languages will 
be no handicap. Interested qualified persons 
should address Associate Director, Amherst 
College Library, Amherst, Mass. 01002. 
UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT. Serials 
Cataloguer, $5,800.00-$6,500.00, depend-
ing upon experience. TIAA, 22 days vaca-
tion, 37}~ hr. week. Opportunity participate 
in review of se,rials operation looking to 
automation. Write: Ben C. Bowman, Direc-
tor of Libraries, Univ. of Vermont, Bur-
lington, Vermont. 
TOWSON STATE COLLEGE needs an ex-
perienced acquisitions librarian. Faculty 
status, pension plan and generous sick leave. 
Salary open depending on qualifications. 
Write: Dorothy W. Reeder, Librarian, Tow-
son State College, Baltimore, Maryland 
21204. 
ST. THOMAS MORE COLLEGE (Catho-
lic Arts College federated with the Univer-
sity of Saskatchewan) requires a chief li-
brarian. Duties include supervising two 
B.A. assistants plus part-time employees. 
Appointment to commence May 1, 1966. 
Salary range-$7,000 to $9,500 with the 
usual fringe benefits. B.A., L.S. degree 
required. Applications to include curricu-
lum vitae, recent photo, transcript of aca-
demic record, and three references. In-
quiries and applications should be sent to: 
Rev. P. J. M. Swan, C.S.B., Principal of St. 
Thomas More College, 1437 College Drive, 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. 
ST. MARY'S UNIVERSITY. Librarian fa-
miliar with Circulation, Reference, Peri-
odical procedures, and knowledge of Cata-
loging. B.S.L.S. or M.L.S. from accredited 
Library School required. Position open June 
1. Starting salary $5,500-$6,000 depending 
upon experience and qualifications. Enroll-
ment 3,000+, Coeducational, with Grad-
uate School. New Library for 250,000 vol-
umes on the planning boards, to be com-
pleted by 1966. Faculty Status. One month's 
vacation, medical insurance, pension plans. 
80,000 volumes. Apply: Brother Paul Novo-
sal, S.M., Director of Libraries, St. Mary's 
University, 2700 Cincinnati Avenue, San 
Antonio, Texas 78228. Give resume of edu-
cation, transcript of credits and experience. 
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
needs an Associate Librarian for Technical 
Services ( $9,875 with annual increments of 
$494 to $12,839) and a Head of Order De-
partment ( $8,124 with annual increments 
of $406 to $11,372). All positions require 
a graduate degree in librarianship and ap-
propriate experience. Write, including de-
j 
tailed information about education and ex-
perience with three references, to: Dr. Don-
ald F. Cameron, University Librarian, Rut-
gers University Library, Box 506, New 
Brunswick, N.J. 08901. 
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER LI-
BRARY: Serials Cataloger-Experienced in 
serials cataloging. Capable of supervising 
and revising work of professional staff. 
Working knowledge of two modem foreign 
languages, preferably French and German. 
Salary open. Slavic Cataloger-Thorough 
knowledge of Russian. Experience desirable 
but not mandatory. Starting salary with no 
experience $6,200. General Catalogers-
Two positions. Experience desirable but 
not mandatory. Working knowledge of at 
least one modem foreign language. Starting 
salary with no experience: $6,200. Excel-
lent working conditions and fringe benefits, 
including TIAA and tuition remission pro-
gram for staff and dependents. New build-
ing planned for 1968. Address all inquiries 
to: Assistant Director of Libraries, Univer-
sity of Rochester, River Campus Station, 
Rochester, New York 14627. 
CATALOGER with good language back-
ground (German important) needed at Uni-
versity of California, Riverside. Salary 
ranges for catalogers: L-I $5,688-$6,912; 
L-II, $6,432-$8,196, depending on qualifi-
cations and experience. All academic posi-
tions include 24 working days vacation, lib-
eral retirement and health plans. Pleasant 
climate midway between mountains and 
seashore. Write: E. T. Coman, Jr. , Univer-
sity librarian, University of California li-
brary, Riverside, California. 
COLLEGE REFERENCE POSITION in-
cluding periodicals. New building, public 
service staff of 3}~ professionals. Fifth year 
ALA accredited degree required. $7,200 for 
12 months to begin, faculty status. Write: 
John Zimmerman, Director of Libraries, 
Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Mary-
land. 
THE DEFIANCE COLLEGE, Defiance, 0. 
-Head librarianship of fully accredited col-
lege, enrollment approximately 900. Newly 
opened addition to college library with 
modern equipment. Good opportunity to de-
velop new program and for growth in field 
of college library administration. Require-
ment: Master's degree in library science; 
experience preferred. Salary, open. Faculty 
status. Fringe benefits: TIAA, SS, major 
medical. Unusually good working conditions 
and staff morale. Write: Dean Alton J. 
Kurtz, The Defiance College, Defiance, 0. 
43512. 
HEAD-ACQUISITION SECTION, Uni-
versity of Dayton Libraries. Salary range 
$6,500.00-$8,500.00, dependent on educa-
tion and experience; fifth year degree from 
an accredited library school; at least two 
years experience in college or university 
book acquisition work. Faculty Status and 
Rank-TIAA-Life Insurance-Hospitaliza-
tion-Liberal Holiday provisions. Send re-
sume to: Bro. Raymond H. Nartker, S.M., 
Director of Libraries, University of Dayton, 
Dayton, Ohio 45409. 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE LIBRARIES: 
The following professional positions are 
open: Reference Assistant, Documents As-
sistant, Cataloger. Beginning salary $5,800 
up, dependent on background & exp. Fringe 
benefits: 6-weeks vacation, 16% TIAA after 
usual waiting period, group life insurance, 
paid Major Medical, tuition grants for chil-
dren, location in a winter & summer resort 
area with excellent cultural & recreational 
facilities. Apply: Adelaide Lockhart, Dart-
mouth College Library, Hanover, N.H. 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LI-
BRARY, DAVIS, CALIFORNIA. Cata-
loger, Librarian II, salary range $6,432-
$8,196. Serials cataloging experience desir-
able. Two years of professional experience 
required to qualify for appointment as Li-
brarian II. Appointment as Librarian I, 
$5,976-$6,912, is possible if applicant lacks 
requisite experience. The position is in a 
rapidly expanding general university li-
brary with good opportunities for advance-
ment. Academic status, generous fringe 
benefits. Apply to: J. R. Blanchard, Uni-
versity Library, University of California, 
Davis, California. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, Pacific North-
west, has opening for experienced librarian 
to head expanding Acquisitions Dept. Mod-
em functional library of half-million vol-
Send for your free copy ... 
Micro Photo Division 
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY 
1700 SHAW AVENUE 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44112 
umes. Full time staff of 35 with 6 in Ac-
quisitions. Good salary, depending upon 
previous experience. New building, divi-
sional plan, air-conditioned. Ideal location, 
climate and outdoor recreational opportuni-
ties; splendid working conditions, month's 
vacation, faculty status, excellent medical, 
retirement, free life insurance and other 
fringe benefits. Write Box 356, CRL, 50 E. 
Huron St., Chicago 60611. 
HEAD LIBRARIAN, Muskingum College. 
United Presbyterian, liberal arts college of 
1,350 students. Present holdings 80,000 vol-
umes; acquisitions of 10,000 volumes per 
annum. Staff composed of 5 professionals, 3 
non-professionals, plus ample student as-
sistance. Opening July 1. Salary, $9,000-
$12,000, depending upon degrees and ex-
perience. 1 month vacation plus 3~ of all 
regularly scheduled academic vacations. 
Faculty status, T.I.A.A., major medical and 
other group benefits. Apply Walter D. Mor- l 
rill, College Librarian, Mus kin gum College, 
New Concord, Ohio 43762. 1 
LIBRARY CATALOGUER, full charge of 
processing, for college in suburban Balti- I 
more. Fifth year degree required, experi-
ence preferred. LC classification. Faculty 
rank and salary according to qualifications 
and experience. Minimum $7,200. Apply by 
letter to Dean Paul L. Johnson, Catonsville 
Community College, Catonsville, Maryland 
21228. 
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR, campus 
just across the river from downtown Detroit 
with extraordinary cultural attractions on 
both sides of border, requires Head, Acqui-
sitions Dept. Several years' experience in 
acquisitions essential, preferably in aca-
demic lib. Interest in electronic data proc-
essing would be an asset. Duties involve all 
phases of procurement, accounting, budget 
planning, and coordinating department ac-
tivities with other tech. services functions. 
Generous book budget to insure rapid 
growth in undergraduate and graduate _ 
programs; present acquisitions staff of 6 
sub-prof. and clericals. Salary negotiable, 
but not less than $7,500; liberal fringe 
benefits. Position open July 1 or Sept. 1. 
Apply to University Librarian, University 
of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, Canada. 
HEAD, ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT, j 
York University Libraries. Opportunity for ] 
_________ j 
acquisitions librarian with some experience 
to join an exciting new university system in 
a situation of rapid growth. $200,000 book 
budget. Organizing ability and bookish in-
terests essential. Minimum salary $8,000. 
Pension plan and usual fringe benefits. Ap-
plicants should outline academic back-
ground and working experience. Please cite 
three references. Apply Mrs. H. B. Wood, 
Office of Director of Libraries, York Univer-
sity, 2275 Bayview Ave., Toronto 12. 
BOOKS 
SEARCH SERVICE: Want Lists solicited 
and promptly reviewed from stock of over 
200,000 scholarly OP's. Books not on hand 
actively searched. Specializing in all stan-
dard lists. Ira J. Friedman, Inc., Main 
Street, Port Washington, L.I., N.Y. 
IRREGULAR SERIALS is one of our 
specialties. Foreign books and periodicals, 
current and out of print. Albert J. Phiebig, 
Box 352, White Plains, N.Y. 
HARD TO FIND BOOKS located. Thou-
sands on hand. Millions more available thru 
worldwide contacts. Book Landist, 410* 
N. Brand, Glendale 3, Calif. 
BOOKS FROM USSR in Russian and 
English. Art, Biology, Chemistry, Educa-
tion, Engineering, Foreign Relations, Geog-
raphy, History, Law, Literature (classics 
and contemporary), Mathematics, Medi-
cine, Music, Philosophy, Physics. Theatre, 
etc. Russian language study courses. Dic-
tionaries. Records; Ballet, Opera, drama, 
folk songs, etc. Subs. to magazines accepted. 
Stop in and browse. Mail orders filled. Free 
catalogs. Phone CH 2-4500. Write Dept. 
250, Four Continent Book Corp., 156 Fifth 
Ave., N.Y. 10, N.Y. , Cor. 20 St. 
HANSARD. Bound volumes of both LoRDS 
and CoMMONS debates can be ordered from 
Sales Section, British Information Services, 
_ 845 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. 
Details on request. Standing Orders can be 
accepted. 
PERIODICALS 
PERIODICALS-sets, files , numbers-
bought, sold, exchanged. Microcard reprints 
of rare files. Catalogues & buying lists. J. S. 
-Canner Inc., Dept. ACRL, Boston 20, Mass. 
HAS THE 
-- "FICHE FLOOD" 
LEFT YOU ADRIFT 
I WITHOUT 
A READER? 
Microcard® offers a 
low-cost "lifeline"-
the all new FR-5 
Microfiche Reader 
Featuring a brilliantly 
clear, crisp image for 
viewing comfort, the 
FR-5 is priced at $150 
... far below competitive readers of comparable 
quality. Dual magnification is a standard fea-
ture; 16Yz x for normal viewing, 22x for enlarg-
ing minute detail. Compact and lightweight, the 
FR-5 takes less than a square foot of table 
space and weighs just 13 lbs. 
Easy to use 
No complicated controls. 
Just insert the fiche in 
the precision holding and 
transporting mechanism, 
flip the switch, adjust 
focus and scan. 
Maintenance free 
The only part that wears 
out is the lightbulb. To 
replace, simply slip off 
the protective cover; no 
tools are required. 
If you've been caught in a "flash fiche flood", 
send us an S 0 S ... we'll rush complete in-
formation on the FR-5. No obligation, of course. 
(See our complete line of reading equipment 
at the ALA Conference, Booth 851.) 
fTI MICROCARD• 
microcard CORPORATION 
[!)EPT. C-5, WEST SALEM, WISCONSIN 
OUT-OF-PRINT 
COLONIAL BOOK SERVICE-Specialists 
in supplying the out-of-print books as listed 
in all library indices. (Granger poetry; Es-
say and General Literature; Shaw; Stan-
dard; Fiction; Biography; Lamont; Speech; 
etc.) Catalogues on request. Want lists in-
vited. 23 East 4th St., New York 3, N.Y. 
--------------------------------------- -
WANT LISTS get prompt attention, wide 
search, reasonable prices from International 
Bookfinders, Box 3003-C RL, Beverly Hills, 
California. 
POSITIONS WANTED 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY ADMINISTRA-
TIVE POSITION or challenging college di-
rectorship sought by state college Librarian, 
B.S.L.S., Ph.D., 15 years experience univer-
sity technical services, college administra-
tion. $10,500 minimum. Box 653, CRL. 
WOMAN, 26, M.A. in L.S. desires position 
in Midwestern college or university, prefer-
ably Catholic. One and a half years experi-
ence in reference work and cataloging. Box 
655, CRL, 50 E. Huron St. , Chicago 60611. 
BOOKS FOR SALE 
TECHNICAL & SCIENCE BOOKS. Used 
& OP. All subjects. Worldwide sources. 
Aviation/ Space a specialty; catalog avail-
able. Want & discard lists solicited. JOHN 
ROBY, 1811S Carfax Ave., Long Beach, 
California 90815. 
FOR SALE 
BOOKSTACKS. Early 20th Century book-
stacks for sale. Art Metal standard type 
stacks dark olive in color. Excellent condi-
tion. Stacks consist of 28 eighteen foot 
ranges, 90 inches high, in three tiers. 
Shelves are 8 and 10 inches deep. Two plate 
glass decks, steel structural members and 
stairs are included. Buyer must dismantle 
and remove from premises within thirty 
days after purchase. Available after August 
1, 1965. Best offer over $3,000 will take. 
Can be examined at any time by appoint-
ment. Call or write : Jack Chitwood, Direc-
tor, Rockford Public Library, Rockford, 
Illinois. 
A New Continuing Back-Issue Journal Policy 
From Western Periodicals Co. 
The following is a partial list of journals· available on a "bill and ship" basis. This is in 
addition to our normal policy of formal quotations on material in stock and our searching 
service. 
American Machinist 
American Mathematical Society , Bulletin 
American Mathematical Society, P roceedings 
American Physical Society, Bulletin. Ser ies II 
American Psychologist 
American Rocket Society, Journal 
American Scientist 
Analytical Chemistry 
Applications and Industry, AlEE 
Acoustical Society of America, Journal 
Aerospace Engineering 
Aerospace Management 
Aircraft and Missiles 
Automation 
Bell System Technical Journal 
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemical and Engineering News 
Chemical Engineering P rogress 
Chemical Week 
Communications and Electronics, AlEE 
Computers and Automation 
Control Engineering 
Design News 
Electrical Design News 
Electrical Engineering 
Electronic Industries 
Electronics 
Electro-Technology 
Engineering 
Flight 
Fortune 
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 
Industrial Laboratories 
Industrial Research 
Institute of Ritdio Engineers, P roceedings 
Instrument Society of America, Journal 
Instrumentation 
Instruments and Automation 
Interavia 
plus hundreds more! 
75¢ per issue, F.O.B., North Hollywood, California 
Minimum order is four issues, subject to stock on hand 
For complete list or ordering, please write or call: 
WESTERN PERIODICALS COMPANY 
I~ 
13000 Raymer St. North Hollywood, California TRiangle 5-0555 
'----------'1 
Comprehensive Catalog of 
Fine ' Library Furniture 
is Functional ... Versatile and Beautiful 
Equipto's new concept in steel book shelving offers a studio-designed, 
decorator-styled and expertly finished appearance. Form follows function 
beautifully. Sections can be knocked down, rearranged, added to and 
moved with a minimum of effort. Finish is marproof and heat resistant. 
Costs much less than conventional stacks. Complete size range. 
For full details, request catalog 489. 
INSIST ON EOUIPTO 
905 GRIFFITH AVENUE 
AURORA, ILLINOIS 60507 
CUSHING-MALLOY, INC. 
1350 North Main Street P.O. Box 632 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Printers of ACRL Monographs 
LITHOPRINTERS 
Known for 
QUALITY- ECONOMY- SERVICE 
Let us quote on your next printing 
1 
1 
j 
j 
I 
New filing convenience 
for records, filiDstrips, tapes and filiDs 
Discabinet for LP Records 
Locate any album in seconds. Each album has · its own pocket which is 
numbered to match the album. Albums are always protected in storage 
and slide out for easy removal from pocket. Two sets of gummed num-
bers included. Cabinet is 13Vs" wide, 155/s" high, 14" deep. Made of 
20 gauge steel with reinforced sides and partitions. · Crackle gray baked 
enamel . finish. Capacity: 60 12u L.P. Records and their jackets. 
Write lor prices. 
Filmstrip Cabinet 
Ideal for the growing Filmstrip library. Equipped with 2 draw-
ers. Each drawer has 49 individu-al filmstrip can compartments. 
Total capacity: 98 filmstrips (35mm). Two sets of gummed num-
bers for numbering cans· and compartments included. Units in-
terlock with themselves or with Discabinets so they can be 
added to as your collection increases. Sturdy steel cabinet is 
13Vs" wide, 4V2" high, 14" deep. Crackle gray baked enamel 
finish. 
Write for prices. 
Combination Disc and Tape Cabinet 
First compartment holds 30 individual records. Second compartment 
holds 5 record albums or 25 records in LP jackets. Third compartment 
holds 6 tape boxes for 5" reels. Fourth compartment holds 6 tape boxes 
for 7" reels. Two sets of gummed numbers included for numbering 
record albums, records, pockets and tape boxes. Sturdy steel cabinet is 
13Vs" wide, 15o/s" high, 14" deep. 
Write for prices. 
~--=="'= ...._ Get the facts about Audio-Visual filing 
efficiency. Write today for Demeo's new 
Audio-Visual Equipment Folder. Contains photo-
graphs, prices and ordering information for: 
6 Drawer Filmstrip Cabinet 
Combination Filmstrip and 
Record Sto'rage Cilbinet 
Discabinet with Door 
Double Door Tape Cabinets 
~EMCO LIBRARY SUPPLIES 
Audio-Visual "Reelmobiles" 
Mobile. Audio-Visual Center 
Film Storage Cabinets 
Discmobile-
Microfilm Cabinet 
• Box 1488 Madison, Wis. • Box 1586 Fresno, Calif. • Box 4231 Hamden, Conn. 
COMING NEW EDITION 
DEWEY Decimal Classification 
Edition 17-June 1965 
Continues the emphasis of previous 
editions on "integrity of numbers" 
to the fullest extent compatible with 
"keeping pace with knowledge." 
17,122 entries in General Tables 
5,110 in new geographic Area Table 
(increased from combined total of 
17,928 in Ed. 16). New schedule for 
Psychology, improved Relative In-
dex, expanded Introduction includ-
ing a full manual of use. 
2 Volumes $30.00 
FOREST PRESS, INC. 
Lake Placid Club 
New York 12948 
Expert Service on 
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
fOT 
ALL LIBRARIES 
* Faxon's Librarians Guide 
Available on request 
For the very best subscription 
service ask about our Till 
Forbidden Automatic Renewal 
plan. 
* F. W. FAXON CO.~ INC. 
515-25 Hyde Park Ave., Boston, Mass. 02131 
Continuous Service to Libraries Since J 886 
B&T's office and warehouse at Hillside, N.J. 
THE BAKER & TAYLOR CO. 
Oldest and Largest Exclusive Book Wholesaler 
HrLLSIDE MIDWEST AND SOUTHERN DIVISION 
NEW JERSEY MOMENCE, ILLINOIS 
B&T's new Midwest and Southern Division, Momence, Ill. 
Approaching its Fourth Year-
AMERICAN NOTES & QUERIES 
Scholarly Notes, Queries, Replies, Recent 
Foreign Reference Books, Book Reviews 
by Specialists, and Other Features 
" Heading a list of new publications of special 
interest to librarians."-College & Research 
Libraries 
"Should assist many reference librarians i n 
locating the sources of . . . information that 
have been bajJ!.ing them."-Library Journal 
"A welcome revi val .. . the contents are agree-
ably diverse."-Times Literary Supplement 
(London) 
Each number devoted to historical, liter-
ary, bibliographical, linguistic, and folklore 
topics. 
~ 
j 
Monthly except July & August jl 
$6.50 a year 
Edited & Published by Lee Ash 
AN&Q, 31 Alden Road, New Haven I 
Connecticut 06515 
'-------.11 

OTTO HARRASSOWITZ 
Library Agency 
WIESBADEN • GERMANY 
Direct service 
on all German language 
books and periodicals 
• 
Orders and inquiries are invited on 
both new and out-of-print material 
• 
Farmington Plan agent 
for West and East Germany 
• 
For economyJ speedJ and accuracy 
you may rely upon your 
German agent 
OTTO HARRASSOWITZ 
''CON Fl DE NCE'' 
In Our Complete 
Periodicals Service 
-American or foreign. All periodicals, handled 
with a degree of accuracy second to none! Write 
for our Brochure-then ASK FOR REFERENCES from 
any one of the hundreds of Librarians taking ad-
vantages of our outstanding and accepted procedures .. 
Send your list and ask for a quotation and recom-
mendations . 
"Promptness Is A Tradition 
With McGregor" 
-and Promptness is a mark of Experience, Trained 
Personnel, Ample Facilities, Proper Working Space, 
Financial Stability, Responsible Management, Com-
pleteness of Service , and Efficiency. 
SUBSCRIBE TOft OUR 
McGREGOR'S 32ND 
BULLETIN YEAR 
PERIODICAL 
. ~ 
MC~~'~ 
MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 
IF YOU NEED IT . 
T-,~;, 
~uti'a'tyty1l11~ 11JV~T 
or just want to read it . 
• NEWSPAPERS 
• BOOKS • MAGAZINES 
written in exotic languages· 
Hebraica ... Yiddish 
Arabic .. . 
Sanskrit ..• 
You Name lt. 
Inquiries Invited 
Publications Specialties Limited 
5249 N. Virginia Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625 
The Elliston Poetry Foundation 
of the University of Cincinnati 
announces the publication of a 
limited facsimile edition in two 
clothbound volumes ( 500 copies 
each) of W. H. Auden, POEMS 
( 1928), and Stephen Spender, 
NINE EXPERIMENTS ( 1928), 
with forewords specially written 
by Mr. Spender. The volumes 
may be ordered at $7.50, per set 
only, from Earl D. Arnold Print-
ing Company, 307 East 12th 
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45210. 
Have you ordered these recent 
and forthcoming volumes? 
ADVANCES IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY 
AND INSTRUMENTATION, Volume 4 
Edited by CHARLES N. REILLEY, University of North 
Carolina. 1965. Approx. 536 -pages. $16.00 
ADVANCES IN ENZYMOLOGY: and 
Related Subiects of Biochemistry, 
Volume 27 
Edited by F. F. NORD, Fordham University. 1965. In 
Press. 
ADVANCES IN PETROLEUM CHEMISTRY 
AND REFINING, Volume 10 
Edited by JOHN J. McKETTA, Jr., University of Texas. 
1965. 571 pages. $27.50 
ADVANCES IN PHOTOCHEMISTRY, 
Volume 3 
Edited by W. ALBERT NOYES, Jr., GEORGE S. HAM-
MOND, and J. N. PITTS, Jr. 1964. 286 pages. $12.50 
METHODS OF BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
Volume 13 
Edited by DAVID GLICK. 1965. In Press . 
. TOPICS IN PHOSPHORUS CHEMISTRY, 
Volume 2 
Edited by MARTIN GRAYSON and EDWARD J. GRIF-
FITH. 1965. 22-5 pages. $12.50 
Are your sets of these important series complete? 
INTERSCIENCE PUBLISHERS, 
a division of 
JOHN WILEY &. SONS, Inc. 
605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
ACRL Rare Books Preconference 
Registration form: 
Rare Books Preconference 
American Library Association 
50 East Huron Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Date 
.• 
I enclose my check (or money order) for $30.00 to cover the registration fee ($14.00) 
and the cost of scheduled meals ($16.00) during the Rare Books Preconference, July 
1-2, 1965, in Detroit and Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Name 
(Please type or print ) 
Address ...... . ........... . .... . ........ . ........ .. .... . ............ . 
Affiliation 
Registration is limited to 125 participants. 
Checks should be made payable to the American Library Association. 
Registration will be confirmed. 
HoTEL REsERVATION FORM: 
Convention and Reservation Bureau 
ALA Rare Books Preconference 
626 Book Building 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
Please make reservation at the Park Shelton Hotel requested below: 
Single Room .. . . .. . . . . .. . ........ . ... . .... . ........... . .. . ...... . 
Double Room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
(Indicate preference: Twin beds or double bed) 
Suite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Other . . ..... . 
Names and addresses of all occupants (bracket those sharing a room) : 
(Please type or print) 
Arrival ... . .. . ........................... . .. .. . .. .. A.M . . P.M. 
(NOTE : Preconference is July 1 and 2. Room can be reserved for whole conference p eriod by 
indicating a post-conference departure date below) : 
Departure ........... . A.M . .. 
Room rates to be at the special ALA and Preconference rate: 
Mail Confirmation to: 
Name 
Address 
City . 
Single room 
Double room 
Suites 
$ 9.00-$17.00 
$12.00-$21.00 
$30.00-$55.00 
(Please type or print) 
State . .. . . ........... . . 
P.M . ... . 
J 
+ 
THREE INDISPENSABLE REPRINTS 
GRATIUS, Ortwin. Fasciculus rerum expetendarum et fugiendarum. Lon-
don, 1690. 
Large folio. 2 vols. 1480 pp. Cloth. 
With new introduction and bibliographical notes by Prof. V. Mudroch, 
Carleton University, Ottawa. 
Indispensable for the history of the Reformation and unorthodox opinion. 
This second edition, last and best, much larger than first of 1535, was edited 
by Edward Browne and contains hundreds of texts of Hus, Wiclyf, Wide-
ford, several Waldensians, Erasmus, Rutten, Marsilius of Padua, Heym-
borg, Ryd., etc.-a rich panorama of English and continental reform move-
ments. Wing G 1583. 
Prof. Mudroch's introduction and notes survey these sources and the 
latest literature. 
Before March 15, 1965: $135.00 
After: 155.00 
TANNER, Thomas. Bibliotheca Britannico-Hibernica. London, 1748. 
Large folio. 840 pp. Cloth. 
The most valuable bibliographical and reference tool for early English, 
Irish, Scottish and Norman authors and sources to 1700. Including his-
torical and literary works, it gives biographies, list of MSS and printed 
works, critical bibliographies and additional references, up to 1700. Es-
sential for medieval Renaissance and early modem periods. The only edi-
tion. 
Gross, Source1 (1915), p. 10, No. 2. Potthast, I, x. 
T. Hardy, Descriptive Cat. I, xlii: "Still the highest authority to which 
the enquirer can refer. Invaluable." 
$65.00 
DUPUY, P. Histoire du differend d'entre le Pape Boniface VIll et Philippes 
le Bel Roy de France. Paris, 1655. 
Large folio. 788 pp. Cloth. 
· The largest collection of documents, most printed nowhere else, for the 
conflict between France and the Papacy-a quarrel which ended in the sep-
aration of power into two spheres and "a break in medieval ideas too pro-
found ever to repair." 
Molinier, Sources, no. 2958: "Recueil de premier ordre.'' 
Paetow ( 1931), p. 298. 
AUDAX PRESS, Dept. C 
$65.00 
2039 E. Juanita St. Tucson, Arizona 
Reference Works 
\ New Reprints BAKER, D. E. 
Biographia Dramatica. A companion to the Playhouse containiD.g historical and critical 
Memoirs and original Anecdotes, of ,British and Irish dramatic Writers. 3 vols. in 4. 
London 1812 (Reprint 1995). . $45.00 
Winchell: R 310 "Ali"onler work but still important for its biographies of drama-
tists and long lists of ·th~ir wbrks~" ~ 
ERSCH, J. S. & GRUBER, J. G. 
Allgemeine Enzyklopaedie der Wissenscbaften und Kuenste. 167 volumes. 4to. Leipzig 
1818-89 (Reprint 1965 - ) $3,895.00 
Winchell: D38 
HAYDN,J. 
Dictionary of Dates and Universal Information relating to all Ages and Nations. 25th 
ed. New York 1911 (Reprint 1965) 
List price ·.. $76.00 
Subscription price til 6/30/65 $59.00 1 
Winchell: V25. "A'tuctionary of history and general information alphabetically ar-
ranged, information ~der each heading given mainly in chronoiogical lists. Con-
venient for the smaller facts of history and for lists, e.g., Lord mayor of London, 
famous fires, inundations, etc. Addenda list includes events to Oct. 1910." 
LORENZ,O. 
Deutscblands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter seit der Mittes des dreizebnten Jahr-
hunderts. 3. in Verbindung mit Arthur Goldmann umgearb. aufl. 2 vols. Berlin 1886-97 
(Reprint 1965) 
Subscription price till 6/30/65 $30.00 
List price $40.00 
Winchell: V255. "This and Wattenbach furnish comprehensive and critical guides 
to the histori~graphy of medieval Germany." 
PHILLIPS, L. B. 
Dictionary of Biographical Reference containing over 100,000 Names; together with 
a classed index of the biographical literature of Europe and America. 3rd ed. with a 
supplement by F. Weitenkampf. Pbila.1889 (Reprint 1965) 
Subscription price til 6/30/65 $47.00 
List price $61.00 
Winchell: S8. "International in scope and covers all periods. Gives full name, iden-
tifying phrase, dates and reference to collections where biographical material 
can be found." 
Stecheri·Hatner, Inc. 
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK 1872 
LONDON I PARIS I STUTTGART I BOGOTA 
31 East 10 Street I New York 3, N.Y. 
